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Application No. Applicant(s)

10/315,250 GOERTZ, MAGNUS

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

RYANF. PITARO 2174 |
-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, maya reply be timelyfiled
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(36 U.S.C. § 133).
Anyreply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
eamedpatent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)X] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 3/14/2008.
2a)X] This action is FINAL. 2b)L] This action is non-final.

3)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance exceptfor formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)X] Claim(s) 1-47 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) 19-47 is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s) is/are allowed.

6)L] Claim(s) 1-18 is/are rejected.
7) Claim(s)___ is/are objectedto.

8)L] Claim(s)___ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10) The drawing(s) filed on___is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)L] The oath ordeclaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12) Acknowledgmentis made ofa claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a)LJAll b)[] Some*c)Z] Noneof:

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.[] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.L] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action foralist of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) LC] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) ZC Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) CJ Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __
3) [] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) [] Notice of Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) CC Other:

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20080623
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 2

Art Unit: 2178

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

This communication is responsive to the Amendmentfiled 3/14/2008.

Claims 1-18 are pendingin this application. Claims 1, 15 and 17 are

independent claims.

Election/Restrictions

Newly submitted claims 19-47 are directed to an invention that is independentor

distinct from the invention originally claimed for the following reasons: Claims 19-47 are

directed to distinct individual instances of sweeping motions of a particular kind in order

to navigate among said predetermined display screens whereas the claimed invention is

more directed to a simplified touch interface.

Since applicant has received an action on the merits for the originally presented

invention, this invention has been constructively elected by original presentation for

prosecution on the merits. Accordingly, claims 19-47 are withdrawn from consideration

as being directed to a non-elected invention. See 37 CFR 1.142(b) and MPEP §

821.03.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis forall

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the
invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1, 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm

Organizers. Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.) in view of Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-

Frayling’”, US 2004/0100510) in view of Conrad et al (“Conrad”, US 5,956,030).

1. As per claim 1, Carlson teaches a computer readable medium storing a computer

program with computer program code, which code, when read by a mobile computer

 unit allows the computer to present a userinterface for a mobile computerunit

(Introduction, page xiii), where said computer unit comprises a touch sensitive area

(page 26, the screen is touch sensitive), that is simultaneously divided into a menu area

(page 12, fig. 1.10 silk screen graffiti area) and a display area, the computerunit is

being adapted to run several applications simultaneously (page 47,all of the

applications are running concurrently), and to present an active application on top of

any other application on said display area, characterised in, that said menu areais

adapted to present a representation of a first, a second and a third predefined function,

that said first function is a general application dependent function (page 28, the Menu
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Art Unit: 2178

icon, fig. 2.4), that said second function is a keyboard function (page 30, either the abc

or 123 dots in the lower corner of the Graffiti area), that said third function is a task and

file manager(page 47, the Applications screen & fig. 2.35), and that any one of said

three functions can be activated when said touch sensitive area detects a movementof

an object with its starting point within the representation of said function on said menu

area and with a direction from said menu areato said display area (page 40, bottom-to-

top screen stroke shortcutfig. 2.22 & page 30, drag the stylus vertically across the

screen from bottom to top), said user interface allowing low precision navigation using a

blunt object, whereby said user interface can be operated by one hand (page 12, “The

stylus is the main method ofinteracting with the PalmPilot’ andit inherently involves

one hand to use the stylus. Also,if a finger was used, that would also be considered

using one hand), where said blunt object is a finger (page 12, “The stylus is the main

methodof interacting’ though anything including fingers can work). Carlsonfails to

distinctly point out simultaneously displaying a first, second, and third function. Milic-

Frayling teaches the menu area being adapted to simultaneously present

representationsof a first function, a second function, and a third function (Figure 1 view

Tools toolbar, with keyboard, file manager, etc.). Therefore it would have been obvious

to an artisan at the time of the invention to combine the teaching of Milic-Frayling with

the interface of Carlson. Motivation to do so would have been to provide away to quickly

access commonfunctions and provide a user with a large enough space. The modified

Carlsonstill does not explicitly point out activation by a single step of an object moving

in a direction on the touch sensitive area. However, Conrad teaches activating by the
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single step of an object moving in a direction from a starting point that is representation

of the function in the menu areato the display area (Figure 2, Column 2 lines 15-62).

Therefore it would have been obviousto an artisan at the time of the invention to

combine the teaching of Venolia with the modified Carlson. Motivation to do so would

have been to provide easy access to windows.

2. As per claim 4, the modified Carlson teachesthe user interface according to

claim 1, characterised in,

that, if said second function is activated, said display area is adapted to display a

keyboard andatextfield,

that, if a text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text passage

is displayed in said text field for editing through said keyboard andthat said highlighted

text passage is replaced by said edited text passage when said second function is

deactivated, and

that, if no text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text field is

available for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard (Carlson, page 30, fig

2.7).

3. As per claim 5, the modified Carlson teaches the userinterface according to

claim 4, characterized in, that if no text passagein said active application is highlighted,

and said text field is used for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard

(Carlson, page 30, fig 2.7), then

said first function can be activated, or

10
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said second function can be closed, in which a choice of saving or deleting said

inputted text is given, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an

activation of said first function,

in which said first function will present services or settings available for said

inputted text (Carlson, page 28, fig. 2.4 Beam Memo).

4. As per claim 6, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to

claim 1, characterised in, that, if said third function is activated, said display area is

adapted to display a list with a library of available applications and files on said

computerunit, that a selection of an application will start said application, and that a

selection of a file will open said file in an application intended for said file (Carlson, page

47, fig. 2.35).

5. As per claim 7, the modified Carlson teaches the userinterface according to

claim 6, characterised in, that a selection of an application orafile is done by moving

said object so that the representation of desired application orfile is highlighted,

removing said object from said touch sensitive area, and then tapping on said touch

sensitive area, and that an application orfile is highlighted by placing somekind of

marking on the representation of said application orfile (Carlson, pages 26 & 27).

6. As perclaim 12, the modified Carlson teaches the userinterface according to

Claim 1, characterised in, that an active application, function, service orsetting is

moved on one step by moving said object from the left of said display area to the right of

said display area, and that the active application, function service or setting is closed or

11
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backed one step by moving said object from the right of said display area to theleft of

said display area (Carlson, page 246, fig. 14.2, Drag to scroll throughfile).

7. As perclaim 15, the modified Carlson teaches an enclosure adapted to cover a

computerunit, said computer unit being adapted to present a user interface according

Claim 1, characterised in, that said enclosure is provided with an opening for said

display area, and that a representation of said menuareais printed on top of said

enclosure (Carlson, page 12, Si/kscreen Graffiti area & fig. 1.10).

8. As per claim 17, the modified Carlson teaches a computer readable medium,

with a computer program productstored therein, characterised in, that said computer

program product comprises computer readable code, which, when read by a computer,

will make it possible for said computer to present a user interface according to Claim 1

(Carlson, page 25, Palm OS).

Claims 2 and 3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit

Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.), Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-Frayling’, US 2004/0100510)

and Conrad et al (“Conrad”, US 5,956,030) in view of Kopitzke et al. (“Kopitzke”, US #

6,988,246 B2).

9. As per claim 2, the modified Carlson teachesthe user interface according to

claim 1, characterized in, that, if said first function is activated, said display area is

adapted to display icons representing different services or settings depending on the

12
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current active application (Carlson, page 28, the Menuicon,fig. 2.4), and that, if no

application is currently active on said computerunit, said icons are adapted to represent

services or settings of the operations system of said computerunit (Carlson, page 47,

fig. 2.36, 12:11 am).

Howeverthe modified Carlson does not teach expressly the user interface

according to claim 1, characterizedin, that, if said first function is activated, said display

area is adapted to display icons representing different services or settings depending on

the current active application, that one of said icons always represents a “help"-service,

regardless of application.

Kopitzke teachesthe user interface according to claim 1, characterized in, that

said display area is adapted to display icons representing different services or settings

depending on the current active application, that one of said icons always represents a

“help"-service, regardless of application (column 4, lines 36-53 & fig. 1, Help key or

button 6).

The modified Carlson and Kopitzke are analogous art because they arein the

samefield of endeavor, namely graphical user interfaces with touch sensitive displays.

Atthe time of the invention it would have becn obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art

to provide the help function as taught by Kopitzke within the user interface of the modified

Carlson in order to provide context sensitive information.

As perclaim 3, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to

claim 2, characterised in, that a selection of a preferred service or setting is done by

13
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tapping on corresponding icon (Carlson, page 26, fig. 2.1 Tapping just about any

interface elementin the Palm OS evokes a response).

Claims 8-11 and 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers.

Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.), Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-Frayling”, US

2004/0100510) and Conradet al (“Conrad”, US 5,956,030) in view of Wynnetal.

(“Wynn”, US # 6,734,883 B1).

10. Asperclaim 8, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to

claim 7. However the modified Carlson does not teach expressly the userinterface,

characterizedin, that said list is adapted to presentonly said files or only said

applications, that the top area of said list presents a field through which the content of

said list can be altered, that, if said list only presentsfiles, said field displays a

representation of a task managerand a selection of said field will cause said list to alter

to present only applications, and that, if said list only presents applications, said field

displays a representation of a file managerand a selection of said field will cause said

list to alter and presentonlyfiles.

Wynn teachesa userinterface control, characterizedin, that said list is adapted

to presentonly said files or only said applications, that the top area of said list presents

a field through which the contentof said list can be altered (column 3, lines 4-8, dialog

box 32), that, if said list only presentsfiles, said field displays a representation of a task

14
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managerand a selection of said field will cause said list to alter to present only

applications, and that, if said list only presents applications, said field displays a

representation (column 3, lines 4-8, /abef 31) of a file manager and a selection of said

field will cause saidlist to alter and present only files (column 3, lines 15-31).

The modified Carlson and Wynn are analogous art because they are in the same

field of endeavor, namely scrolling within graphical user interfaces with touch sensitive

displays.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the selection list format as taught by Wynn within the user

interface of the modified Carlson in order to provide a conventional list format.

11. Asperclaim 9, the modifiedCarlson teaches the user interface according to claim

7, characterised in, that, a navigation in said list is performed by moving said object in a

direction towards the top of said list or towards the bottom ofsaid list, that the

movementof said object will cause said marking to move in the samedirection

(Carlson, page 27, a quicker way to view thefull list is to tap and hold on the dark solid

portion of the scroll bar, then drag it vertically).

Howeverthe modified Carlson does not teach expressly that the speed of the

movementof said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object.

Wynn teachesa userinterface control, characterised in, that, a navigation in said

list is performed by moving said object in a direction towards the top of saidlist or

towards the bottom ofsaid list, that the movementof said object will cause said marking

15
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to movein the samedirection (column3, lines 32-39 & figs. 5) and that the speed of the

movement of said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object

(column4,lines 24-30).

At the time of the invention it would have been obviousto a person ofordinary skill in the art

to have the scrolling function as taught by Wynn within the user interface of the

modifiedCarlson in order to provide a conventional selection list.

12. Asperclaim 10, the modified Carlson in view of Wynn teaches the userinterface

according to claim 9, characterisedin, that, if the numberof applications and/orfiles in

said list exceeds the numberof applications and files that can be presented on said

display area, andif said object is movedto the top or bottom position of said display

area, thenlifted, replaced on said display area, and again moved to the top or bottom of

said display area, the content of said display area will be replaced one whole page,

meaningthatif said object is positioned at the top of said display area, thenlifted,

replaced on said display area, and then again moved to the top of said display area, the

content of said display area will be replaced by the preceding applications and/orfiles in

said list (Carlson, page 253, fig. 14.15 Full Page Up).

The modified Carlson in view of Wynn doesnot disclose expressly the user

interface, characterised in that if said object is positioned at the bottom of said display

area, thenlifted, replaced on said display area, and then again movedto the bottom of

said display area, the content of said display area will be replaced by the following

applications and/orfiles in said list.

16
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At the time of the invention, it would have been an obvious matter of design

choice to a personof ordinaryskill in the art to modify the Full Page Up function

(Carlson, page 253, fig 14.15) to work as a Full Page Downfunction by tapping on the

bottom of the display area because Applicant has not disclosedthat if said objectis

positioned at the bottom of said display area, thenlifted, replaced on said display area,

and then again moved to the bottom of said display area, the content of said display

area will be replaced by the following applications and/orfiles in said list provides an

advantage, is used for a particular purpose,or solves a stated problem. Oneofordinary

skill in the art, furthermore, would have expected Applicant’s invention to perform

equally well with the modified Full Page Up function as taught by Carlson becauseit

would only need to be implemented to scroll down instead of up, when the display area

is tapped on the bottom, instead of the top.

13. Asperclaim 11, the modified Carlson in view of Wynn teaches the userinterface

according to claim 10, characterisedin, that if said object is removed from anyfirst

position on said display area and then replaced on any second position on said display

area, said navigation can be continued from said second position (Carlson, page 253,

fig. 14.15).

Claim 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson

(“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit Press.

17
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2000. Berkeley, CA.) Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-Frayling”, US 2004/0100510) and

Conrad et al (“Conrad”, US 5,956,030).

14. Asperclaim 13, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to

Claim 1, characterised in, that said menu area is positioned at the bottom of said touch

sensitive area, that said representation of said first function is positioned at the left side

of said menu area,and that said representation of said second function is positioned at

the middle of said menuarea.

The modified Carlson does not teach expressly that said representation of said

third function is positioned at the right side of said menu area.

At the time the invention was made, it would have been an obvious matter of

design choice to a person of ordinary skill in the art to place the third function on the

right side of the display area instead of the left, because Applicant has not disclosed

that said representation of said third function is positioned at the right side of said menu

area provides an advantage, is used for a particular purpose or solves a stated problem.

One of ordinary skill in the art, furthermore would have expected Applicant’s invention to

perform equally well with the third function on the left side of the display area because

the placementof the representation would not changeits functionality.

Claims 14 and 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers.

Berkeley, CA: Peachpit Press, 2000), Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-Frayling”, US

18
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2004/0100510) and Conrad et al (““Conrad”, US 5,956,030) in view of Strietelmeier

(“Strietelmeier”, Strietelmeier, Julie. “Palm m100.” The Gadgeteer. 2000.

<http:/Awww.the-gadgeteer.com/review/palm_m100_review>).

15. Asperclaim 14, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to

Claim 1, characterised in, that said user interface is adapted to a touch sensitive area

and that said user interface is adapted to be operated by one hand, where said object

can be a finger (page 12, sty/us...includes fingers).

Howeverthe modified Carlson does not teach expressly a touch sensitive area

with a size that is in the order of 2-3 inches.

Strietelmeier teaches a user interface, characterised in, a touch sensitive area

with a size thatis in the order of 2-3 inches (page 4).

The modified Carlson and Strietelmeier are analogous art becausetheyare in

the samefield of endeavor, namely palm-sized computer organizers.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the dimensions of a touch sensitive area as taught by

Strietelmeier within the user interface of the modified Carlson in order to provide a touch

sensitive area with the manufacturer’s dimensions.

 = according to claim
 

16. Asperclaim 16, the modified Carlson teaches the e

15. However, the modified Carlson does not disclose the enclosure characterised in,

that said § 
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 15

Art Unit: 2178

 Strietelmeier teaches an enclosure characterised in, that said

 and exchangeable (page 3, you can also remove the entire face plate...

there will be different face plates available).

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the customizable enclosures as taught by Strietelmeier within the

enclosure of the modified Carlson in orderto tailor an enclosure to a user’s preferences.

17. Claim 18 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson

(“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Berkeley, CA:

Peachpit Press, 2000), Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-Frayling”, US 2004/0100510) and

Conrad etal (“Conrad”, US 5,956,030) in view of Chew etal. (“Chew”, US # 6,727,917).

18. Asperclaim 18, the modified Carlson teaches a computer readable medium

according to claim 17.

Howeverthe modified Carlson does not teach expressly, that said computer

program product is adapted to function as a shell upon an operations system.

Chew teaches a userinterface for a palm-sized computer device, characterized

in, that said computer program product is adapted to function as a shell upon an

operations system (column 2, lines 1-5).

The modified Carlson and Chew are analogous art because they are in the same

field of endeavor, namely graphical user interfaces for hand-held personal computing

devices with touch sensitive displays.

20



Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 16 

Art Unit: 2178 

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to further modify the modified Carlson program to function as shell as 

taught by Chew in order to efficiently display information. 

Response to Arguments 

The Examiner reviewed the demonstration as encouraged by the Applicant. In 

light of the video demonstration, the Examiner can now see the difference between the 

prior art of record and the present application. With that being said the Examiner feels 

that the limitations, as claimed, were reasonably interpreted and the current limitations 

are still too broad to suggest without research what was shown in the video 

demonstration. For instance Conrad teaches as pointed out by applicant clicking a 

window in a menu title bar, dragging the cursor and placing it in the display region (page 

19 of 32), which is exactly activating by a single step of an object moving in a direction 

from a starting point that is a representation of the function in the menu area to the 

display area. The function being activating or parking the window in the display area. 

The combination of the references is what teaches the limitations of claim 1, not Conrad 

or Palm OS alone. 
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 17

Art Unit: 2178

Conclusion

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortenedstatutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the eventafirst reply is filed within

TWO MONTHSofthe mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTHshortenedstatutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however,will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to RYAN F. PITARO whosetelephone numberis

(571)272-4071. The examiner can normally be reached on 9:00am - 5:30pm Mondays

through Fridays.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, David Wiley can be reached on 571-272-3923. The fax phone numberfor

the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 18

Art Unit: 2178

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

IR. F. P./ /Stephen S. Hong/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2174 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art

Unit 2178
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Magnus Goertz

Serial No.: 10/315,250

Filed: December 10, 2002

Title: User Interface

Attomey Docket No.: 12511-00003 (New)
(3682-32) (Previous)

Group Act Unit: 2174

Examiner: Ryan F. Pitaro

Confirmation No.: 1226

Commissioner for Patents March 14, 2008
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION

This is in response to the Office Action (paper no. 20071109) regarding the above-

identified patent application that was mailed from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on

November 14, 2007.

A Status of the Claimsstarts on the following page 2.

Remarks concerning the Office Action start on the following page 15.

Law Offices of
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC

199 Main Street, P.O. Box 190

Page 1 of 32 Burlington, VT 05402-0190
(802) 863-2375
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STATUS OF THE CLAIMS

1. (Currently Amended) A computer readable medium storing 4 computer program with

computer program code, which-eede, when read by a mobile handheld computer unit, allows

the computer to present a user interface for the mobile handheld computer unit, the user

interface comprising:

a touch sensitive area that is simultaneously divided into a menu area and a display area,

the mobile handheld computer unit being adapted to run several applications simultaneously,

and to present an active application on top of any other application on thesaid display

area, characterised in, that:

the-saidmenu area simultancously presenting-presents representationsof a first function

that is a general application dependentfunction, a second function that is a keyboard

function, and a third function that is a task and file manager, and

each of the three-said first, second, and third functions simultaneously represented in the 

saidmenuarea being activated by the single step of av-abluntobject moving ina

direction from a starting point that is the representation of the corresponding one of

said first. second. and third functions in the-saidmenuarea to the-saiddisplay area

being detected by #he-saidtouch sensitive area, thereby allowing low precision

navigation of the user interface using atheblunt object, so that the user interface can

be operated by one hand, where the blunt objectis a finger.

 
2. (Currently Amended) The computerreadable medium of claim 1, wherein the mobile

handheld computer unit runs an operating system,the userinterface is characterized

characterisedin, that, if said first function is activated, said-display-area-the user interface is

adapted to display icons representing different services or settings depending onthe current

active application, that one of said icons always represents a “help”-service, regardless of

application, and that, ifno applicationis current active on said-the mobile handheld computer

unit, said icons are adapted to represent services orsettings of the operating systemofsaid

the mobile handheld computerunit.
Law Offices of

Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC

199 Main Street, P.O. Box 190

Page 2 of 32 Burlington, VT 05402-0190
(802) 863-2375
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a

(Previously Presented) The computer readable medium of claim 2, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that a selection of a preferred service or setting is done by

tapping on a corresponding icon.

(Previously Presented) The computer readable medium of claim 1, wherein the user

interface is characterised in,

- that, if said second functionis activated, said display area is adapted to display a keyboard

and a text field,

- that, if a text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text passage is displayed

in said text field for editing through said keyboard andthat said highlighted test passage

is replaced by said edited text passage whensaid second function is deactivated, and

- that, if no text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text field is available

for inputting and editing oftext throughsaid keyboard.

(Previously Presented) The computer readable medium of claim 4, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that ifno text passage in said active application is highlighted,

said text ficld is used for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard, then

- said first fimction can be activated, or

- said second function can beclosed, in which a choice of saving or deleting said inputted

text is given, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an activation of said

first function,

in which said first function will present services or settings available for said inputted text.

(Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 1, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that, if said third function is activated, said display area is

adapted to display a list with a library of available applications and files on saidthe mobile

handheld computerunit, that a selection of an application will start said application, andthat

a selection of a file will open said file in an application intended for said file.

Law Offices of
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC

199 Main Streel, P.O. Box 190

Page 3 of 32 Burlington, VT 05402-0190
(802) 863-2375
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7.

10.

 

(Currently Amended) The computer rcadable mcdium of claim 6, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that a selection of an applicationor file is done by moving said

the blunt object so that the-arepresentation ofadesired_onc of said application orfile is

highlighted, removing said object from said touch sensitive area, and then tapping on said

touchsensitive area, and that as-said desired oneofsaidapplicationor file is highlighted by

placing some kind ofmarking on ¢he-said representation of said applicationorfile.

(Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 7, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that said list is adapted to present only said files or only said

applications, that theatop areaofsaid list presents a field through which the content of said

list can healtered, that, if said list only presents files, said field displays a representationof a

task manager andaselection of said field will cause said list to alter to present only

applications,and that, if said list only presents applications,said field displays a

representation of a file manager andaselection of said field will cause said list to alter and

present onlyfiles.

(Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 7, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that, a navigation in said list is performed by moving said-the

bluntobject in a direction towards the top of said list or towards the bottom ofsaidlist, that

the movement of said-the blunt object will cause said marking to move in the same direction,

and that the speed of movement of said marking is lower than the speed of movementof said

the blunt object.

(Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 9, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that, if the numberof applications and/or files in said list

exceeds the numberof application and files that can be presented onsaid display area_as

content, and ifsaid-the blunt object is moved to the top of bottom positionofsaid display

area, then lifted, replaced on said display area, and again moved to the top of bottom of said

display area, the content of said display area will be replaced one whole page, meaning that if

Law Offices of
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC

199 MainStreet, P.O. Box 190

Page 4 of 32 Burlington, VT 05402-0190
(802) 863-2375
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11.

12.

13.

14.

said-thebluntobject is positioned at the bottomofsaid display area, replaced onsaid display

area, and then again movedto the bottom ofsaid display area, the content of said display area

will be replaced by the following applications and/orfiles insaid list, and ifsaid-the blunt

object is positioned at the top of said display area, then lifted, replaced on said display area,

and then again movedto the top of said display area, the contentof said display arca will be

replaced by the preceding applications and/orfiles in thelist.

(Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 10, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that if said-the blunt object is removed fromanyfirst position on

said display area and then replaced on any second position onsaid display area, said

navigation can be continued from said second position.

(Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 1, whereinthe user

interface is characterised in, that an active application, function, service or setting ismoved

on one step by moving said-the blunt object from the left of said display area to the right of

said display area, and that the active application, function, service or setting is closed or

backed one step by moving said-the blunt object from the right of said display area to the left

of said display area.

(Previously Presented) The computer readable medium of claim 1, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that said menu area is positioned at the bottom of said touch

sensitive area, that said representation of said first function is positioned at the left side of

said menuarea,that said representation of said second function is positioned at the middle of

said menu area, and that said representationof said third functionis positioned at the right

side of said menu area.

(Currently Amended) The computer readable mediumof claim 1, wherein the user

interface is characterised in, that said user interface is adapted (o a touch sensitive area with a

size that is ea-the-erder-e£2-3 inches in diagonal dimension, and that said user interface is

Law Offices of
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC

199 Main Street, P.O. Box 190

Page 5 of 32 Burlington, VT 05402-0190
(802) 863-2375
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adapted to be operaied by one hand when the mobile handheld computer unit is held in ihe

one hand, wherein said blunt object ean-beis a Gngerfleshy part of the thumb of the one hand.

15. (Currently Amended) An enclosure adapted to cover a-computer-unt,saidcomputer unit

bey : = y a 4, 4

readablemedian-whichcodewhenread,presents-a-userinterface-the mobile handheld

computer unit according to Claim 1, characterised in, that said enclosure is provided with an

 

opening for said display area, and that a representation of said menu area is printed on top of

said enclosure.

16. (Previously Presented) ‘The enclosure according to claim 15, characterised in, that said

enclosure is removable and exchangeable.

17. (Original) A computer readable medium, with a computer program product stored therein,

characterised in, that said computer program product comprises computer readable code,

which, when read by a computer, will make it possible for said computer to present a user

interface according to Claim 1.

18. (Original) A computer readable medium according to claim 17, characterized in, that said

computer program productis adapted to function as a shell upon an operating system.

19. (New) An apparatus, comprising:

a computing device configured to provide a plurality of features and/or services to a user,

said computing device including a user interface that comprises:

a touchscreen for displaying to the user, individually at differing times, a plurality of

display screens corresponding to said plurality of features and/or services and for

allowing the user to navigate among said various differing features and/orservices

and among said plurality of display screens; and

Law Offices of
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC

199 Main Street, P.O. Box 190

Page 6 of 32 Burlington, VT 05402-0190
(802) 863-2375
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userinterface sofiware responsive to interaction of an object with said touchscreenso as

to allow the user to navigate among said plurality of features and/or services and

amongsaid plurality of display screens, said user interface software configured to:

when said touchscreen is displayingafirst display screen of said plurality of display

screens, cause said computing device to display a second display screen ofsaid

plurality of display screens in responseto a first sweeping movement of the object

along said touchscreeninafirst direction, said computing device displaying said

second display screen after the object has traversedafirst predetermined extent of

said touchscreen along said first direction; and

when said touchscreen is displaying said second display screen, cause said computing

device to display saidfirst display screen in response to a second sweeping

movement of the object along said touchscreen in a second direction opposite said

first direction, said computing device displaying said first display screen only

after the object has traversed a second predetermined extent of said touchscreen

along said second direction.

20. (New) An apparatus according to claim 19, wherein said touchscreenhasaleft edge and a

right edge when said touchscreenis properly oriented for viewing by the user and saidfirst

direction proceeds from a location at or proximate said lell edge toward said right edge and

said second direction proceeds froma location at or proximate said right edge toward said

left edge.

21. (New) An apparatus according to claim20, wherein said touchscreen has a width extending

fromsaid left edge to said right edge and each ofsaid first and second extents is substantially

equal to said width.

22. (New) An apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said touchscreen has adiagonal

dimension of two inches to three inches.

Law Offices of
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC

199 MainStreet, P.O. Box 190

Page 7 of 32 Burlington, VT 05402-0190
(802) 863-2375
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23.

24,

(New) An apparatus according to claim 19, wherein said computing device is sized to be

cradled in a hand of an adult human userand so that, when so cradled, al! points on said

touchsereen are touchable by the thumbof the adult human user, the object being the thumb

of the hand.

(New) An apparatus according to claim 19, wherein eachofthe first and second sweeping

movements does not drag any graphical feature displayed on said touchscreen during that one

of the first and second sweeping movements.

. (New) An apparatus, comprising:

a computing device configured to providefirst and second menu-area functionsto a user,

said first menu-area function havinga first-function display screen and said second

menu-area function having a second-function display screen differing from said first-

function display screen, said computing device including a user interface that comprises:

a touchscreen simultaneously divided into a menu region and a display region, said menu

region containing first and secondrepresentations corresponding respectively to said

first and second menu-area functions, said display region for displaying to the userat

differing timessaid first-function and second-function display screens; and

uscr interface software responsive to interaction of an object with said touchscreenso as

to allow the user to select at differing times each of said first and second menu-area

functions, said uscr interface software configured to:

display said first-function display screen in responseto a first sweeping movementof

the object along said touchsercen, the first sweeping movementstarting at said

first representation in said menu region and proceeding into said display region;

and

display said second-functiondisplay screen in response to a second sweeping

movementof the object along said touchscreen, the sccond sweeping movement

starting at said second representation in said menu region and proceedinginto said

display region.
Law Offices of

Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC

199 Main Street, P.O. Box 190

Page 8 of 32 Burlington, VT 05402-0190
(802) 863-2375
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26.

a7.

28.

29.

30.

(New) An apparatus according to claim 25, wherein:

said touchscreen hasa first edge and a second edge spaced from said first edge;

said first and second representations are each located proximate said first edge and spaced

from one anotheralong said first edge; and

the first and second sweeping movements each proceed in a direction Loward said second

edge.

(New) An apparatus according to claim 25, wherein said first-function display screen

contains a plurality of icons corresponding respectively to aplurality of applications, said

user interface software configured to activate any one of said plurality of applications in

response to the user tapping the object on said touchsercen at a corresponding one of said

plurality of icons.

(New) An apparatus according to claim 27, wherein said second-function display screen

contains a set of application functions, said set varying as a function of which oneofsaid

plurality of applications is active when the user makes the second movement,

(New) An apparatus according to claim 27, whereina particular application of said plurality

of applications has a plurality of application screen displays, said user interface software

configured so that when said particular applicationis active, the user forwardly steps through

said plurality of application screen displays by sweeping the object across said touchscreen in

a first direction and reversely steps through said plurality of application screen displays by

sweeping the object across said touchscreen in a second direction opposite said first

direction.

(New) An apparatus according to claim 25, whereinsaid first display screen containsa soft-

interface telephony keypad.

Law Offices of
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC

199 Main Street, P.O, Box 190

Page 9 of 32 Burlington, VT 05402-0190
(802) 863-2375
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31. (New) An apparatus, comprising:

a computing device configured to run a software application configuredto display a plurality

of predetermined displayscreens, said computing device including a user interface that

comprises:

a touchscreen for displaying to the uscr, individually at differing times, said plurality of

predetermined display screens and for allowing the user to navigate amongsaid

plurality of predetermined display screens; and

user interface software responsive to interaction of an object with said touchscreenso as

to allow the user to navigate amongsaid plurality of predetermined display sercens,

said user interface software configuredto:

activate said sofiware applicationin response to a particular interaction of the object

with said touchscreen;

forwardly step in series through ones ofsaid plurality of predetermined display

screensin response to corresponding respective individual instances ofa first

sweeping movementofthe object along said touchscreenin a first direction; and

reversely step in series through ones ofsaid plurality of predetermined display

screens in response to corresponding respective individual instances of a second

sweeping movementof the object along said touchscreen in a second direction

different from said first direction.

32, (New) Anapparatus according to claim 31, wherein said particular interaction of the object

with said touchscreen to activate said software applicationis a third sweeping movement of

the object along said touchscreenin a third direction different from each ofsaid first and

second directions.

33. (New) Anapparatus according to claim 32, wherein said first and second directionsare

opposile one another andsaid third direction is perpendicular to each ofsaid first and second

directions.
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34. (New) An apparatus, comprising:

a computing device configured to run software for providing to a user a plurality of services

and/or functions, said computing device including:

a touchscreen for displaying to the user a graphical user interface and for allowing the

user to navigate amongsaid plurality of services and/or functions; and

user interface software responsive to interaction of an object with said touchscreen so as

to allow the user to navigate among said plurality of scrvices and/or functions, said

user interface software configured to:

present, in response to a sweeping movement of the object across said touchscreen,a

display screen containing a plurality of display icons corresponding respectively

to ones ofsaid plurality of services and/or functions, the sweeping movement

being spatially uncorrelated with information displayed on said touchscreen; and
whensaid touchscreen is displaying said plurality of display icons, launch one of said

plurality of services and/or functions in response to the user tapping the object on

said touchscreen at a location where said touchscreen displays the corresponding

one of said plurality of display icons.

35. (New) An apparatus accordingto claim 34, wherein said computing device contains a

software application and said user interface is configured to present said plurality of display

icons only if said software applicationis active during the sweeping movementofthe object.

36. (New) An apparatus according to claim 35, wherein when said software application is active

during the sweeping of the object, said display icons correspond to services and/or functions

specific to said software application.

37. (New) An apparatus, comprising:

a computing device containing software for providing to a user a plurality of services and/or

functions, said computing device including:
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38.

39,

40,

a touchscreenfor displaying to the user, individually at differing times, ones of various

display screens associated with said plurality of services and/or functions and for

allowing the user to navigate amongsaid plurality of display screens so as to provide

the user with access to said plurality of services and/or functions and for allowing the

user to control functioning of ones of said plurality of services and/or functions; and

user interface software responsive to a set of movements of an object with respect to said

touchscreen soas to allow the user to navigate amongsaid plurality of display screens

and to control functioning of onesofsaid plurality of services and/or functions, said

set of movements including a plurality of sweeping movements having differing

directionalities along said touchscreen, wherein said plurality of sweeping movements

being spatially uncorrelated with information displayed on said touchscreen, said user

interface software being configuredto distinguishthe plurality of sweeping

movements from one another as a function of the differing directionalities so as to

provide differing responses as a function of said differing directionalities.

(New) An apparatus according to claim 37, wherein two sweeping movements of the

plurality of sweeping movements have opposing directionality and said user interface

software is configured to provide two opposing responses corresponding respectively to said

two sweeping movements.

(New) An apparatus according to claim 38, wherein one of the two opposing responsesis

moving forwardin a series of display screens and the other of the two opposing responsesis

moving backward in the series of display screens.

(New) An apparatus according to claim 37, wherein each of the plurality of sweeping

movements does not drag any graphical feature displayed on said touchscreen during that one

of the plurality of sweeping movements.
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41. (New) An apparatus, comprising:

a computing device configured to provide a plurality of features, settings, applications and/or

services to a uscr, said computing device including a user interface that comprises:

a touchscreen for displaying to the user a list of items correspondingto at least one of a

plurality of features, settings, applications and/or services and for allowing the user to

select any one of said items using said list; and

userinterface software responsiveto interaction of an object with said touchscreen so as

to allow the userto navigate amongsaidlist and to select any one of said items, said

user interface software configured to movea highlight marking, having a displayed

location on said touchscreen, in a desired direction within said list in response to the

user:

(a) contacting said touchscreen with the object at a first location that is a function of

the desired direction, not said displayed location of said highlight marking;

(b) while keeping the object in contact with said touchscreen, moving the object

along said touchscreen in the desired direction to a second location; and

(c) immediately following said moving of the object along said touchscreento said

secondlocation, lifting the object from said touchscreen so as to establish a new

location of said highlight marking.

42, (New) Anapparatus accordingto claim 41, wherein said user interface software is

configured to, after the user has marked a desired onc of said items by performing steps (a)

through (c) so as to highlight said desired one with the highlight marking, select said desired

one in response to the user tapping the object on said touchscreen without regard to said

display location of the highlight marking.

43, (New) An apparatus, comprising:

a computing device configured to provide a plurality of features, settings, applications and/or

services to a user, said computing device including a user interface that comprises:
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a touchscreenfor displaying to the usera list of items correspondingto al least one of

said plurality of features, settings, applications and/or services and for allowing the

user to select any one of said items using said list; and

user interface software responsiveto interaction of an object with said touchscreen so as

to allow the user to scroll said list and to select any one of said plurality items, said

userinterface software configuredto scroll said list in a desired direction in response

to the user:

(a) contacting said touchscreen with the object at a first location that is a function of

the desired direction of said scroll and that is not based on any soft scroll control

displayed on said touchscreen; and

(b) while keeping the object in contact with said touchscreen, moving the object

along said touchscreen in the desired direction to a second location, wherein said

moving of the object causessaid list to scroll in the desired direction.

44, (New) An apparatus according to claim 43, whereinsaid user interface software is

configured to activate a selected one of said items in response to a user tapping the object on

said touchsercen following the userlifting the object from the touchscreenaller the user

performsstep (b).

45, (New) An apparatus according to claim 43, wherein said itemsare files.

46. (New) An apparatus according to claim 43, wherein said items are email messages.

47, (New) Anapparatus according to claim 43, wherein each item is contact information for a

corresponding contact.
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REMARKS 

Claims 1-47 are presently pending. Claims 1, 2 and 6-12, 14 and 15 have been amended 

for form and not for reasons relating to patentability of the claims in view of the references of 

record. Claims 19-47 are new. 

Applicant respectfully requests reconsideration of the application in view of the 

foregoing amendments and the remarks appearing below. 

The Current Patent Application 

Before addressing in detail the specific rejections made in the current Office Action, 

Applicant would like to emphasize that the unique touchscreen-based user interface of the 

current patent application allows a user to navigate among, for example, applications, display 

screens, services, functions and settings using "low-precision" navigation techniques. These 

techniques are very different from conventional touchscreen interfaces, such as the touchscreen-

based user interface of the Palm operating system described in the Carlson publication, which is 

addressed in detail below in the context of the rejections set forth in the present Office Action. 

Such conventional touchscreen-based user interfaces typically require the precise locating of a 

pointing object, for example a stylus, within clearly identified bounds of a displayed graphical 

feature, such as a page-up or page-down icon, scroll bar, button, menu item, application icon, 

etc., to effect a desired action. 

Low-precision navigation user interfaces made in accordance with the current application 

can be implemented on very small touchscreens, for example, on the order of 2 inches to 3-

inches in diagonal dimension, yet still allow very easy and accurate navigation with, for 

example, a user's thumb (even when gloved), despite the fact that the (gloved) thumb covers a 

significant portion of the small screen during a navigation operation. For a demonstration of a 

number of features disclosed in the current patent application and covered by the claims therein 

and in the present Response, the Examiner is encouraged to access http://www.neonode.com/en-

us/on-stage/products/n2/introduction/ and watch the video demonstration of the N2 mobile 

phone/personal digital assistant device made by Neonode AB. The N2 device and its 
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predecessor N1 device each incorporate manyof the low-precision navigation features originally

disclosed in the current application. Applicant encourages the Examiner to view the

demonstration video at the above-identified URL prior to reviewing Applicant’s arguments

below. If the Examineris unable to view the demonstration video, Applicant respectfully

requests that the Examiner contact the below-signed attorney to arrange an altcrnative

demonstration of the N2 and/or N1 devices.

Rejections under 35 U.S.C.§103

Carlson/Milic- Frayling/Conrad

Claims 1, 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being obvious in

view of a combination of Carlson, Jeff, Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers  , Peachpit

Press, Berkley, California, 2000 (“the Carlson publication”), U.S, Patent Application Publication

No. 2004/0100510 to Milic-Frayling et al. (“the Milic-Frayling publication”) and U.S. Patent

No. 5,956,030 to Conradet al. (“the Conrad patent”). Applicant respectfully disagrees.

The Carlson publication describes features and functionality of the Palm operating

system (OS) (circa version 3.5) for personal organizer devices. Particular aspects of the

Palm OS are described below in connection with specific rejections in which the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office (USPTO)raises those particular aspects. At a high level, however, Applicant

notes that the Palm OS provides a userinterface for use with a stylus or other object that

primarily functions as either a pointer (e.g., when selecting a button, when selecting a menu

choice, when dragging a slider-type icon or when highlighting text) or as a writing implement

(c.g., when using the Palm GRAFFITI® handwriting recognition software to input letters and

numerals). It is noted that, prior to the Palm OS, both of these functionalities were well known

to be implemented in conventional mouse-based and tablet-based user interfaces. An exception

to these functionalities in the context of the Palm OSis the ability to activate a single user-

selected one of a predetermined set of features, namely, the backlight, keyboard, Graffiti-help,

turn-off-and-lock, and beam-data features. See FIG. 2.22 and accompanying text of the Carlson

publication directed to customizing buttons and selecting preferences for a descriptionofthis
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functionality. In this exception, the Palm OS provides a single bottom-of-screen-to-top-of-

screen stroke shortcut for quickly activating the chosen feature from the set of features. 

The Milic-Frayling publication discloses a Web browser adapted for use on small 

displays, such as touchscreens, as typically found on handheld devices. Generally, the Milic-

Frayling browser includes a page-display region and software that selects Web page content for 

displaying in the page-display region and formats that content for the small page display region. 

The browser has a menu bar beneath the display region. Referring to FIG. 2 of the Milic-

Frayling publication, the menu bar contains a number of buttons including what appears to be a 

home button, a back button, a reload-page button, a "View Tools" button and a folder button, 

among others. It appears that a user can select any one of these buttons by tapping with a stylus 

on the touchscreen at the location of the desired button. See, for example, paragraph [0041] of 

the Milic-Frayling publication. 

The Conrad patent discloses a system for managing windows on a computer screen. The 

system allows a user to, effectively, close windows by dragging them to a drawer region. When 

a window is in the drawer region of the screen, it is represented by a "drawer identifier" (see, 

e.g., drawer identifiers D1 through D4 in each of FIGS. 1-3 of the Conrad patent) that takes up 

much less screen-space than the window when open. When a window is in a drawer state, a user 

can open the window by clicking on the drawer identifier or dragging a cursor or an object, such 

as a file or folder, to the drawer identifier. An open window may be put into the drawer state by 

double clicking in a menu bar of the open window. 

Turning now to the specific claim rejections, claim 1, as amended for clarity and not 

patentability, requires among other things that "each of said first, second, and third functions 

simultaneously represented in said menu area being activated by the single step of a blunt object 

moving in a direction from a starting point that is the representation of the corresponding one of 

said first, second, and third functions in said menu area to said display area being detected by 

said touch sensitive area." In rejecting independent claim 1, the USPTO asserts that the Carlson 

publication teaches this step by virtue of the Palm OS's bottom-of-screen-to-top-of-screen 
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single-stroke shortcut described above that allows a user to activate a single pre-selected feature 

of a small set of available features. 

Two points regarding the Palm OS single-stroke shortcut are in order. First, the stroking 

movement is not linked at all to a corresponding representation of the feature activated by the 

stroke. In other words, the shortcut stroke itself has no relation whatsoever to the presence of 

representations in the menu area. Again, it is simply a shortcut set to the user's preference 

without regard to any representations being in the menu area. Second, the shortcut stroke must 

start in the Graffiti region. If the stroke is started over one of the icons to the left or right of the 

Graffiti region, the feature set as a preference will not start. Furthermore, none of the features 

(home, menu, calculator, find) having a representation outside the Graffiti region can be 

activated using the shortcut stroke. Again, the only features that the Palm OS allows for 

assigning to the shortcut stroke are the backlight, keyboard, Graffiti-help, turn-off-and-lock, and 

beam-data features, and only one feature can ever be activated using the shortcut stroke without 

the user changing the preference selected. 

In view of the foregoing, it is clear that the Carlson publication does not disclose or 

suggest the limitation of claim 1 of "each of said first, second, and third functions simultaneously 

represented in said menu area being activated by the single step of a blunt object moving in a 

direction from a starting point that is the representation of the corresponding one of said first, 

second, and third functions in said menu area to said display area being detected by said touch 

sensitive area." Emphasis added. More particularly, the Carlson publication does not disclose or 

suggest that each of three functions having simultaneous representations in the menu area can be 

activated by the single step movement nor that the movement starts on the corresponding 

representation of the function to be activated. 

Also in rejecting independent claim 1, the USPTO asserts that "Conrad teaches activating 

by a single step of an object moving in a direction from a starting point that is [the] 

representation of the function in the menu area to the display area" and directs Applicant to 

Figure 2 and col. 2, lines 15-62 of the Conrad patent in support of this asserted teaching. 

Applicant respectfully disagrees that the Conrad patent teaches this. 
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Applicant has reviewed the cited passage at col. 2, lines 15-62 of the Conrad patent and

fails to find any mentionof activating by moving an object away from a menuareainto a display

area. In fact, the Conrad patent appears to teach the opposite. The cited passage teaches opening

for viewing a window “parked”in the drawer region (whichis at the bottom of the screen) in

three ways: 1) clicking in the drawer identifier (menutitle bar); 2) dragging the cursor from the

display region above the draweridentifier into the identifier; and 3) dragging an object desired to

be placed in the parked window from the display region above the draweridentificr into the

identifier. None of these actions involves movement of an object from a representation of a

function in a menu area to a display area. In fact, all three disclosed movements are in the

opposite direction relative to the direction of movementin claim 1.

This is further supported by Figures f and 2 of the Conrad patent. According to the

written description of Figures 1 and 2 appearing at col. 5, line 64 to col. 6, line 23, of the Conrad

patent, Figure 1 illustrates a path (6) along which a user moves a cursor(5) from a window

region (8) of a desktop (20) toward a drawer region (9) (specifically, drawer D2 in this example)

in anticipation of opening the window (200 in FIG. 2) corresponding to drawer D2. As

explained at col. 6, lines 21-23, of the Conrad patent in connection with FIG. 2, window 290is

opened in response to the user moving the cursor 5 into the drawer region 9, specifically drawer

D2. Window 200 is moved off screen,i.e., the drawer is closed, by the user moving the cursor 5

along the path (203) illustrated in Figure 2.

Generally drawing parallels between the window (drawer) opening and closing

functionality disclosed in the Conrad patent and the function-opening functionality of the

movement described in claim 1 (and setting aside the fact that the cursor (5) of the Conrad patent

is not a user’s thumb), it is readily seen that the corresponding respective movements are

opposite one another. In Conrad, a window (drawer) is opened by moving a cursor toward and

into the drawer region from the window region, and in present claim 1, a function is activated by

moving an object (finger) from the menu areca into the display arca. Consequently, Applicant

respectfully submits that the Conrad patent, in fact, does not disclose or suggest the step of

activating a function by moving a blunt object “in a direction froma starting point that is the
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representation of the corresponding oneof said first, second, and third functions in said menu

area to said display area.” Furthermore, the Conrad patent is completely silent on the movement

being of a “blunt object” and “being detected by said touch sensilive area,”as also required by

amended claim 1.

Forat least the foregoing reasons, Applicant respectfully submits that neither amended

independentclaim1, nor claims 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 that depend therefrom, are rendered obvious

m view of the applied combination.

Regarding claim 4, this claim requires among otherthings the limitation of “if a text

passage in said active application is highlighted, said text passage is displayed insaidtext field

for editing through said keyboard.” In contrast, the Palm OS does not display the highlighted

iext as a functionof the highlighting but rather as a function of which datafield is active when

the keyboard is opened. For example, in the Palm address application, if an addressfield is

selected when the keyboard is opened, the keyboard displays the contentsofthatfield, regardless

of whetherornot it contains any text and whetheror not text is highlighted. Since the Carlson

publication doesnot disclose or suggest the limitationof “if a text passage in said active

application is highlighted, said text passage is displayed in said text field for editing through said

keyboard,” dependent claim 4 is not rendered obvious by the applied combinationforat least this

additional reason.

Regarding dependentclaim 5, this claim requires among other things the limitation that

“said second function can be closed, in which a choice of saving or deleting said inputted text is

given, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an activation of said first function,”

[Emphasis added.] The keyboard function of the Palm OS does not give the user a choice of

saving or deleting in connection with the second function (i.e., keyboard) being closed. Rather,

when a user closes the keyboard of the Palm OS, the contents of the keyboard text field will

automatically be input to text field that was active when the user opened the keyboard. The Palm

OS does not provide any choices upon closing the keyboard. In addition, since there is no choice

of saving in the Palm OS,afortiori, therealso is no activation ofa first function as a result of the

choice of saving as also required by the above-recited limitation of claim 5. Regarding the
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USPTO’s assertion in item 3 on page 5 of the current Office Action thal the “beam memo”

feature has relevance to the recited limitation, Applicant respectfully asserts that this feature

must be manuallyselected by the user, either using a drop-down menu in the memoapplication

of the Palm OSor using the shortcut stroke discussed above. For at least these additional

reasons, the applied combination cannot rondcr obvious dependent claim 5.

Regarding dependent claim 6, the claim requires among other things the limitation of “a

selection of an application will start said application, and that a sciection of a file will open said

file in an application intended forsaid file.” [Emphasis added.] In rejecting this claim, the

USPTOdirects Applicant to page 47 and Figure 2.35 of the Carlson publication. However,

Figure 2.35 clearly showsthat the Palm OS only displays applications ina list, notfiles.

Therefore, Carlsonfails to disclose or suggest at least the limitation of claim 6 that the selection

of a file will open that file in an application intended for the file. Moreover, the USPTO is

reminded that there is no teaching or suggestion in any of the references of the applied

combination for opening a third function(file and task manager) as discussed aboverelative to

claim 1. For at least these additional reasons, dependent claim6 is not rendered obvious by the

applied combination.

Regarding claim 7, this claim requires among other things the limitation that “a selection

of an application orfile is done by moving the blunt object so that a representation of a desired

one of said application orfile is highlighted, removing said object from said touch sensitive area,

and then tapping on said touch sensitive area.” [Emphasis added.] In rejecting this claim, the

USPTOdirects Applicant to pages 26 and 27 of the Carlson publication. Applicant respectfully

disagrees that the Palm OS thatis the subject of the Carlson publication works in the manner

expressed in the above excerpt from claim 7.

An important distinction needs to be made here. Other than the Graffiti feature, the Palm.

OS provides, for all intents and purposes, a pointer-based touchsercen interface in whicha stylus

(or other fine-tipped object) is used to make menuselections, initiate applications, drag scroil-

bars, etc. by touching the stylus to the screen at precisely the desired location. (In this

connection, while a finger can be used in the Palm OSfor at least some functions, there are many
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instances whenthe proper response can be had onlybyvery carefully using one’s fingernail, as

opposed to the fleshy tip of the finger. The Palm OSis certainly not designed for low-precision

navigation as is the interface of the present invention.)

In the Palm OS, to select a desired option from a dropdown menucontainingalist of

options, ihe user typically simplytaps the stylus on the touchscreen precisely at the location of

the desired option. See page 26 of the Carlson publication that describes the “tap” function.

Whenthe user taps the touchscreenat the desired option, the selected optionis bricfly

highlighted before the corresponding function is performed. If the user holds the stylus on the

touchscreen overan option, thal option remains highlighted until the user either slides the stylus

on the touchscreenout of the region over the option or, with the stylusstill over the option,

removes the stylus from the touchscreen. The former does not cause the function corresponding

to the initially highlighted option to be performed. In fact, in a list of options, the user may move

the stylus from one to another while still touching the touchscreen, andall that will happenis that

eachwill become highlighted wheneverthe stylus is over that option. However, thelatter, 1.c.,

the removing of the stylus from the region over the option, causes the corresponding functionto

be executed. In other words, an option is selected by the removalof the stylus from the screen

while the optionis highlighted.

Returningto the above-quoted excerpt fromclaim 7, that language clearly requires that

after the applicationorfile is highlighted, the object is removed from the touch sensitive area.

Then, the selection of the applicationor file is made by then tapping onthe touch sensitive area.

The Palm OSclearly does not work this way. In the Palm OS, whenthe user highlights an item,

it is selected by the mere removal of the object from touchserecn. There simply is no follow-on

tapping, because the removalofthe object has already caused the selection. Therefore, the

Carlson publication does not teachat least the highlighting, object removal and tapping sequence

required by claim 7. Forat least this additional reason, claim 7 is not rendered obvious bythe

applied combination.

Regarding dependent claim 12, this claim as amended requires amongother things the

limitation that “an active application, function, service orsetting is moved on one step by
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moving said blunt object from theleft of said display area to the right of said display area, and

that the active application, function, service or setting is closed or backed one step by moving

said blunt object from the right of said display area to the left of said display arca.” [Emphasis

added.] In rejecting this claim, the USPTO directs Applicant to the horizontal scroll bar feature

in the TealDoc application described on page 246 of the Carlson publication. As seen in

FIG. 14.2 of the Carlson publication, the TealDoc application presents a horizontal conventional-

type scroll bar near the bottom of the display screen. As seenin that figure, the scroll slider the

user must drag with a fine-tipped object(e.g., stylus) is relatively very small. When the user

drags the slider with the fine-tipped object, the displayed (ext scrolls up or down, depending on

the direction the user dragstheslider.

Applicant respectfully asserts that the TealDoc scrolling feature does not correspond to

the limitation recited in claim 12. First, Applicant respectfully asserts that scrolling through a

document, which is a continuous, flowing process during the drag of the slider, cannot

reasonably be said to be “moving on one step” or “backed one step,” each of whichis inherently

a discrete action. Second, Applicant respectfully asserts that due to the very small size of the

TealDoc slider, the scrolling in fact cannot be accomplished using a blunt object. The slider is

very small and requires the user to precisely locate a fine-tipped object within the boundary of

the slider so that the user can drag the slider. Third, claim 12 requires that the object be moved
from the left of the touchscreen to the right of the touchscreen. The TealDocscroll bar does not

start anywhere near theleft of the touchscreen,but rather it starts near the center of the

touchscreen. Because the Carlson publication does not disclose or suggest at least these

limitations of dependent claim 12, the foregoing reasons are additional reasons whythe applicd
combination cannot render obviousthis claim.

Regarding claim 15, this claim as amended requires among other things the limitation

that “said enclosure is provided with an openingfor said display area, and that a representation

of said menu area is printed on top ofsaid enclosure.” {Emphasis added.] In rejecting this

claim, the USPTO directs Applicant to the portion of page 12 of the Carlson publication directed

to the silksercened Graffiti area at the bottom ofthe touchscreen of the Palm device. Applicant
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respectfully disagrees that the silkscreened Graffiti area correspondsto the limitations of

claim 15.

The Carlson publication, on page 12, states that the “Graffiti input area and the buttons

on either side of it are printed on a layer of glass by a silkscreening process.” Upon reviewof a

Palm device, particularly a Palm IIe device, it appears that the layer of glass is part of the entire

touchscreen (including both the menu area and display area). Therefore,it is Applicant’s

position that it is not reasonable to referto this layer of glass as an “enclosure... provided with

an opening for said display area,” as required by claim 15, because it is in fact part of the display

area and indeed part of the entire touchscreen, Since the Palm glass layer is not an enclosure, the

Carlson publication also does not disclose or suggest an enclosure having a “of said menuareais

printed on top of said cnclosurc”as also required by claim 15. Because the Carlson publication

does not disclose or suggest at least these limitations of amended dependent claim 15, the

foregoing reasons are additional reasons why the applied combination cannot render obvious this

claim.

Forat least the foregoing reasons, Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of the

present rejection.

Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Kopitzke

Claims 2 and 3 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being obvious in view of a

combination of the Carlson publication, the Milic-Frayling publication, the Conrad patent and

U.S. Patent No. 6,988,246 to Kopitzke et al. (“the Kopitzke patent’). Applicant respectfully

disagrees.

The teachings of each of the Carlson publication, the Milic-Frayling publication and the

Conrad patent are as described aboverelative to the rejection in view of the Carlson/Milic-

Frayling/Conrad combination.

The Kopitzke patent discloses a device and a software application that together present a

touch sensitive user interface for monitoring systems aboard an aircraft. The application displays

various screens and menusthat change depending on what system a userdesires to monitor. The
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user interface displays an onscreen help key or button (6)that is displayed regardless of the

contents of the display area (2).

Turning now to the rejected claims, it is noted that claims 2 and 3 both depend from

claim 1. As discussed aboverelative to the rejection in view of the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/

Conrad combination, claim 1 is not obvious in view of that combination because the combination

lacks a numberofthe limitations of claim 1. The Kopitzke patent does not disclose or suggest

the limitations missing from the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad combination. Therefore,

claims 2 and 3 are not obvious in view ofthe present Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Kopitzke

combination.

Forat least this reason, Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of the present

rejection.

Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Wynn

Claims 8-11 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103¢a) as being obvious in view ofa

combination of the Carlson publication, the Milic-Frayling publication, the Conrad patent and

U.S. Patent No. 6,734,883 to Wynnet al. (“the Wynn patent”). Applicant respectfully disagrees.

The teachings of each of the Carlson publication, the Milic-Frayling publication and the

Conrad patent are as described aboverelative to the rejection in view of the Carlson/Milic-

Frayling/Conrad combination.

The Wynn patent discloses a graphical user interface control that allows a userto “spin”

forward and backward througha list of items while the interface displays preview and postview

segments of the list. According to the Wynn patent, by providing visible access to the upcoming

and recently past selections, the user can operate the spin control at a higher speed, thereby

increasing efficiency.

Turning nowto the rejected claims, it is noted that claims 8-11 each depend fromclaim 1,

As discussed aboverelative to the rejection in view ofthe Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad

combination, claim 1] is not obvious in view of that combination because the combination lacks a

numberofthe limitations of claim 1. The Kopitzke patent does not disclose or suggest the
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limitations missing from the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad combination. Therefore, claims 8-

11 are not obvious in view of the present Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Wynn combination.

Looking now more specifically at the claims individually, dependent claim 8 requires

among other things that “a top area of said list presents a field through whichthe content of said

list can bealtered, that, if said list only presentsfiles, said field displays a representation of a task

managerand _a selection of said field will cause saidlist to alter to present only applications, and

that, if said list only presents applications, said field displays a representation of a file manager

and a selection of said field will cause said list to alter and present only files.” [Emphasis

 

added.] In rejecting this claim, the USPTO directs Applicantto col. 3, lincs 4-8, of the Wynn

patent and asserts that the Wynndialog box 32 is a field through whichthe content ofa list can

be ullered in the manner required by claim 8. Applicant respectfully disagrees.

A careful reading of claim 8 counsels that the “field” of the claim is used to toggle the

content of the list between applications and files. When a representationof a task manager .

appears inthis field, the list displays files, and whena representation of a file manager appears in

the field, the list displays applications. When a user selects the field (which contains a

representation ofeither a task manageror file manager), the field toggles to the opposite

representation (i.e., from file manager to task manager, or vice versa) andthelist toggles to the

opposite type list (i.c., from applications to files, or vice versa).

In contrast Wynneet al. describe dialog box 32 (e., “field”) of the Wynn patent as being

a placefor a userto either type in a choice or populate using a drop-down menuof choices.

Col. 3, lines 8-14. The Wynnpatentalso disclosesthat this dialog box,orfield, has a label 31

identifying whatthe ficld is for, e.g., URTs, file to open, locationsvisited, etc. Col. 3, lines 6-32.

Applicant respectfully asserts that the Wynn patent doesnot disclose the “toggling” inherent in

claim 8 as noted above. Regardless of what a user inputs into dialog box 32 and regardless of

how label 31 is changed (whichit is not for a given dialog box becauseit is simply a static label),

the characterof the list corresponding to the dialog box ncver toggles from application to file.

Because the Wynn patent does notdisclose or suggest what the USPTOasserts, for at least this
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additional reason, the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Wynn combination cannot render obvious

claim &.

In addition, the undersigned noles he is confused bythe rejection in that the text of the

rejection in item 10 on page 9 of the current Office Action appearsto assert that the dialog box

32 correspondsto the “field” ofclaim 8 and that this field displays a label (31), which

correspondsto the “representation” of claim 8. The undersigned respectfully asserts this

construction of the Wynn teachings does not appear to make sense in the context of claim 8.

Claim 8 requires the field (dialog box) to display the representation (label). However, in the

Wynn patent, the dialog box docsnotdisplay the label, rather the label is displayed adjacent to
the dialog box. Thus, the undersigned believes there is an internal discrepancy within the

rejection.

Regarding dependent claim9, this claim as amended requires among otherthings the

limitation that “a navigationin said list is performed by moving said blunt object in a direction

towards the top of said list or towards the bottom of said list, that the movementof said blunt

object will cause said marking to movein the same direction, and that the speed ofmovement of

said marking is lower than the speed of movementof said bluntobject.” [Emphasis added.] In

rejecting this claim, the USPTO asserts that col. 3, lines 32-39, and Figure 5 of the Wynn patent

disclose moving of the blunt object to navigate in the list and that col. 4, lines 24-30, discloses

the differing speed aspect of the claim. Applicant respectfully disagrees.

As for the Wynn patent’s teachingsat col. 3, lines 32-39, all Wynn et al. disclose there is

that a user can select an item using a cursor-type pointer or an arrow or tab key. There is no

mention whatsoever that the navigation is performed with a blunt object. As for the Wynn

patent’s teachingsat col. 4, lines 24-30, all that Wynnet al. state there is that conventional

graphical user interface controls can be difficult to operate rapidly due to the inability of the user

to scroll through a list and select a choice at the same speed as the computercanprint the choices

to the screen. There is absolutely no mention of any relationship between the speed of moving a

blunt object along a touch sensitive region and the speed at which a marking ina list is moved.

Because the Wynn patent docs not disclose or suggest at least these limitation of claim 9, the
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Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Wynn combination cannot render obvious this claim for these

additional reasons.

Regarding dependent claim 10, this claim as amended requires among other things the

limitation that “if said blunt object is positioned at the bottom of said display area, replaced on

said display area, and then again moved to the bottom of said display area, the content of said

display area will be replaced by the following applications and/orfiles in said list.” [Emphasis

added.] In rejecting this claim, the USPTOasserts that the “Full Page Up” feature described on

page 253 of the Carlson publication correspondsto the above-quoted excerpt from claim 10.

Applicant respectfully disagrees.

Asdiscussed abovein detail relative to the rejection of claim 7 in view ofthe

Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad combination, the Palm OS activates a selection upon removal of

an object from the touchscreen. This is typically done in the form ofatap (.e., a rapid contact

and withdraw movement) using a stylus. In connection with the split-screen scroll options

described on page 253 of the Carlson publication, Carlson indeed describes the split-screen

regions as “letting you control the amount of scrolling based on where you tap.” [Emphasis

added.] Thus, the mere movementof a blunt object to the bottom of the display area as required

by claim 10 will, in fact, not cause the scrolling effect. Rather, the scrolling will not occur until

the object is lifted, Since the Carlson publication does not disclose or suggest this feature of

claim 10 as asserted, the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Wynn combination cannot render

obvious this claim for this additional reason.

For at least the foregoing reasons, Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of the

presentrejection,

Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Design Choice

Claim 13 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being obvious in viewof a

combination of the Carlson publication, the Milic-Frayling publication, the Conrad patent and

design choice of someoneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention. Applicant

respectfully disagrees.
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Claim 13 depends from claim 1. As discussed aboverelative to the rejection in viewof

the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad combination, claim 1 is not obvious in view ofthat

combination because the combination lacks a numberofthe limitations of that claim. Since

claim 13 depends from claim 1, claim 13 is not obvious in view of the present Carlson/Milic-

Trayling/Conrad/Design Choice combination. Therefore, Applicant respectfully requests

withdrawal of the present rejection.

Cartson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Strietelmeier

Claims 14 and 16 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being obvious in view of a

combination of the Carlson publication, the Milic-Frayling publication, the Conrad patent and

Strietelmeier, Julie, “Palm m100,” The Gadgeteer, 2000 (“the Strietelmeier publication”).

Applicant respectfully disagrees.

The teachings of each of the Carlson publication, the Milic-Frayling publication and the

Conrad patent are as described above relative to the rejection in view ofthe Carlson/Milic-

Frayling/Conrad combination.

The Strietelmeier publication describes features of the Palm m100 personaldigital

assistant that runs the same stylus-based Palm OS 3.5 described in the Carlson publication

discussed above. The Strietelmeier publication lists that the area of the display of the m100

device is 2.675 in, x 1.965 in. (which yields a diagonal dimension of about 3.32 in.). The display

area of the m100 device is the smallest of the five devices listed in the Strietelmeier publication.

Turning to the rejected claims, claim 14 depends from claim1, and claim 16 incorporates

limitations from claim 1 via claim 15 from which claim 16 depends. As discussed aboverelative

to the rejection in view of the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad combination, claim 1 is not

obvious in viewof that combination because the combination lacks a numberofthe limitations

of that claim. The Strietelmeier publication docs not disclose or suggest the limitations missing

from the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad combination. Since claim 14 depends from claim 1 and

claim 16 incorporates limitations of claim 1, claim 14 and 16 arc not obvious in view of the

present Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Strietelmeier combination.
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In addition, specifically regarding claim 14,this claim as amended requires that the touch

sensitive area have “a size that is 2-3 inches in diagonal dimension, and that said user interface is

adapted to be operated by one hand when the mobile handheld computer unit is held in the one

hand, wherein said blunt object is a thumb of the one hand.” [Emphasis added.] Regarding the

arca of the touch sensitive arca, the 3.32 in. diagonal dimension of the m100 deviceis larger than

the 3 in. upper end of the claimed range. While 0.32 in. may not on its face seem to be much of

a difference, Applicant notes that the difference is in fact substantial when the device is used in

the mannerof claim 14, f.e., cradled in one hand and operated by the fleshy part of the thumb of

that same handfortrue single-hand operation. Ifthe Examiner has access to any of the Palm

devices the Strietelmeier publication lists (.e., the m100, III/IIx, V and IIc devices), Applicant

respectfully requests that the Examinertry to operate that Palm device in a truly one-handed

mannerusing the fleshy part of the holding hand to use the touchscreen. Applicant believes the

Examinerwill find that it is challenging and awkward to access the touchscreen with the thumb

in any meaningful manner. Applicant respectfully requests that this experience be comparedto

the video demonsiralion mentioned above that is available at the www.neonude.com Website.

Regarding the limitations of claim 14 directed specifically to the holding of the computer

unit in one hand and navigating using the fleshy part of the thumb ofthat same hand, Applicant

again respectfully points out that the Palm OS is intended to be used with a stylus orother fine-

tipped object. The designers of the Palm OS clearly did not intend the use of a blunt object,

especially the fleshy part of a thumb. Ifthe fleshy part of the thumb worksat all on a device

running the cirea-version-3.5 of the Palm OS,it is usually by mere luck that the user selects a

desired action using that part of the thumb. Since the Strietelmeier publication does not disclose

or suggest the features of claim 14 as asserted, the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/

Strictelmcicr combination cannot render obviousthis claim for this additional reason.

For at least the foregoing reasons, Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal ofthe

present rejection,
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Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Chew

Claim 18 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being obvious in view of a

combination of the Carlson publication, the Milic-Frayling publication, the Conrad patent and

U.S. Patent No. 5,956,030 to Chewetal. (‘the Chew patent”). Applicant respectfully disagrees.

Claim 18 incorporates limitations from claim 1 via its dependency from claim 17. As

discussed aboverelative to the rejection in view of the Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad

combination, claim | is not obvious in view ofthal combmation because the combination lacks a

numberof the limitations of that claim. Since claim 18 includes limitations of claim I, claim 18

is not obvious in view of the present Carlson/Milic-Frayling/Conrad/Chew combination.

Therefore, Applicant respectfully requests withdrawal of the present rejection.

New Claims 19-47

Applicant has added new claims 19-47 on the belief they are enabled by the original

application and are patentable over the references of record. Applicant respectfully requests that

the Examinertake appropriate action on these newclaims.

CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing, Applicant submits that claims 1-47, as amended and newly

presented, are in condition for allowance. Therefore, prompt issuance of a Notice of Allowance

is respectfully solicited. If any issues remain, the Examiner is encouragedto call the

undersigned attorney at the numberlisted below.
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 2

Art Unit: 2174

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

This communication is responsive to the Amendmentfiled 8/23/2007.

Claims 1-18 are pending in this application. Claims 1, 15 and 17 are independent

claims.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis for all

obviousnessrejections sct forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the inventionis not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter soughtto be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinaryskill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1, 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a)as being

unpatentable over Carlson (“Carlson’’,, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm
 

Organizers. Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.) in view of Milic-Frayling et al (‘Milic-

Frayling”’, US 2004/0100510) in view of Conradet al “Conrad”, US 5,956,030).
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1, Asper claim 1, Carlson teaches a computer readable medium storing a computer

program with computer program code, which code, when read by a mobile computer unit

allows the computer to present a user interface for a mobile handheld computer unit

(Introduction, page xiii), where said computer unit comprises a touch sensitive area (page

26, the screen is touch sensitive), that is simultancously divided into a menu arca (page

12, fig. 1.10 silk screen graffiti area) and a display area, the computer unit is being

adapted to run several applications simultaneously (page 47, all ofthe applications are

running concurrently), and to present an active application on top of any other

application on said display area, characterised in, that said menu area is adapted to

present a representation ofa first, a second anda third predefined function,that said first

function is a general application dependent function (page 28, the Menu icon, fig. 2.4),

that said second function is a keyboard function (page 30, either the abe or 123 dots in

the lower corner ofthe Graffiti area), that said third function is a task and file manager

(page 47, the Applications screen & fig. 2.35), and that any one of said three functions

can be activated whensaid touch sensitive arca detects a movement of an object with its

starting point within the representation of said function on said menu area and with a

direction from said menu areato said display area (page 40, hottom-to-top screen stroke

shortcut fig. 2.22 & page 30, drag the stylus vertically across the screenfrombottomto

top), said user interface allowing low precision navigation using a blunt object, whereby

said user interface can be operated by one hand (page 12, “The stylus is the main method

ofinteracting with the PalmPilot”and it inherently involves one hand to use the stvlus.

Also, if a finger was used, that would also be considered using one hand), where said

blunt object is a finger (page 12, “The stylus is the main methodofinteracting’ though
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anything including fingers ean work). Carlson fails to distinctly point out simultaneously

displaying a first, second, and third function. Milic-Frayling teaches the menu area being

adapted to simultaneously present representationsof a first function, a second function,

and a third function (Figure 1 view Tools toolbar, with keyboard,file manager, etc.).

Thercfore it would have been obviousto an artisan at the time of the invention to

combinethe teaching of Milic-Frayling with the interface of Carlson. Motivation to do so

would have been to provide away to quickly access commonfunctions and provide a user

with a large enough space. The modified Carlsonstill does not explicitly point out

activation by a single step of an object moving in a direction on the touch sensitive area.

However, Conrad teachesactivating by the single step of an object moving in a direction

from a starting point that is representation of the function in the menuareato the display

area (Figure 2, Column 2 lines 15-62). Therefore it would have been obviousto an artisan

at the time of the invention to combinethe teaching of Venolia with the modified

Carlson. Motivation to do so would have been to provide easy access to windows.

2. Asper claim 4, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim

1, characterised in,

that, if said second function is activated, said display area is adapted to display a

keyboard anda text field,

that, if a text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text passage is

displayed in said textfield for editing through said keyboard andthat said highlighted

text passage is replaced by said edited text passage when said second function is

deactivated, and
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that, if no text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text field is

available for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard (Carlson, page 30,fig

2.7).

3. Asper claim 5, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim

4, characterized in, that if no text passage in said active application is highlighted, and

said text field is used for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard (Carlson,

page 30, fig 2.7), then

said first function can be activated, or

said second function can be closed, in which a choice of saving or deleting said

inputted text is given, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an

activation of said first function,

in which saidfirst function will present services or settings available for said

inputted text (Carlson, page 28, fig. 2.4 Beam Memo).

4, Asper claim 6, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim

1, characterised in,that, if said third function is activated, said display arca is adapted to

display a list with a library of available applications and files on said computer unit, that

a selection of an application will start said application, and that a selection ofa file will

open said file in an application intendedfor said file (Carlson, page 47, fig. 2.35).

5. Asper claim 7, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim

6, characterised in, that a selection of an application or a file is done by moving said

object so that the representation of desired application orfile is highlighted, removing

said object from said touch sensitive area, and then tapping on said touch sensitive area,
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and that an applicationorfile is highlighted by placing some kind of marking on the

representation of said application or file (Carlson, pages 26 & 27).

6. Asper claim 12, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to

Claim 1, characterised in, that an active application, function, service or setting is moved

on one step by movingsaid object from the left of said display arca to the right of said

display area, and that the active application, function service or setting is closed or

backed one step by moving said object from the right of said display area to the left of

said display area (Carlson, page 246, fig. 14.2, Drag to scroll through file).

7. Asper claim 15, the modified Carlson teaches an enclosure adapted to cover a

computer unit, said computer unit being adapted to present a user interface according

Claim 1, characterised in, that said enclosure is provided with an opening for said display

area, and that a representation of said menuareais printed on top of said enclosure

(Carlson, page 12, Silkscreen Graffiti area & fig. 1.10).

8. Asper claim 17, the modified Carlson teaches a computer readable medium, with

a computer program product stored therein, charactcrised in, that said computer program

product comprises computer readable code, which, when read by a computer, will makeit

possible for said computer to present a user interface according to Claim 1 (Carlson, page

25, Palm OS).

Claims 2 and 3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Carlson (“Carlson’’, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit
 

Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.), Milic-Fraylinget al (“Milic-Frayling”, US 2004/0100510)
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and Conradet al (“Conrad”, US 5,956,030) in view of Kopitzke et al. (“Kopitzke”, US #

6,988,246 B2).

9. Asper claim 2, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim

1, characterizedin, that, if said first function is activated, said display arca is adapted to

display icons representing different services or settings depending on the currentactive

application (Carlson, page 28, the Menuicon, fig. 2.4), and that, if no application is

currently active on said computer unit, said icons are adapted to represent services or

settings of the operations system of said computer unit (Carlson, page 47,fig. 2.36, /2:/1

am).

However the modified Carlson does not teach expressly the user interface

according to claim 1, characterized in, that, if said first function is activated, said display

area is adapted to display icons representing different services or settings depending on

the current active application, that one of said icons always represents a "help"-service,

regardless of application.

Kopitzke teaches the user interface according to claim 1, characterized in, that

said display area is adapted to display icons representing different services or settings

depending on the current active application, that one of said icons always represents a

"help"-service, regardless of application (column 4, lines 36-53 & fig. 1, Help key or

button 6).

The modified Carlson and Kopitzke are analogous art because they are in the

samefield of endeavor, namely graphical user interfaces with touch sensitive displays.
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At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to provide the help function as taught by Kopitzke within the user interface

of the modified Carlson in order to provide context sensitive information.

Asper claim 3, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim

2, characterised in, that a selection of a preferred service or sctting is donc by tapping on

corresponding icon (Carlson, page 26, fig. 2.1 Tappingjust about any interface elementin

the Palm OS evokesa response).

Claims 8-11 and 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit

Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.), Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-Frayling”, US 2004/0100510)

and Conradet al (“Conrad”, US 5,956,030) in view of Wynnet al. (““Wynn”, US #

6,734,883 B1).

10. As per claim 8, the modificd Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim

7. However the modified Carlson does not teach expressly the user interface,

characterized in, that said list is adapted to present only saidfiles or only said

applications, that the top area ofsaid list presents a field through which the content of

said list can be altered,that, if said list only presentsfiles, said field displays a

representation of a task manager anda selection ofsaid field will cause saidlist to alter to

present only applications, and that, if said list only presents applications, said field

displays a representation ofa file manager and a selection ofsaid field will cause said list

to alter and presentonly files.
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Wynnteaches a user interface control, characterizedin, that said list is adapted to

present only said files or only said applications, that the top area ofsaid list presents a

field through which the content of said list can be altered (column3, lines 4-8, dialog box

32), that, if said list only presents files, said field displays a representation of a task

managerand a selection ofsaid ficld will cause said list to alter to present only

applications, and that, if said list only presents applications, said field displays a

representation (column3, lines 4-8, /ahe/ 31) of a file manager andaselection of said

field will cause said list to alter and present only files (column 3, lines 15-31).

The modified Carlson and Wynn are analogous art because they are in the same

field of endeavor, namely scrolling within graphical user interfaces with touch sensitive

displays.

At the time of the invention it would have been obviousto a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the selection list format as taught by Wynn within the user

interface of the modified Carlson in order to provide a conventionallist format.

11. As per claim 9, the modifiedCarlson teaches the user interface according to claim

7, characterised in, that, a navigation in said list is performed by movingsaid object in a

direction towardsthe top of said list or towards the bottom ofsaid list, that the movement

of said object will cause said marking to movein the same direction (Carlson, page 27, a

quicker wayto viewthefull list is to tap and hold on the dark solidportion of the scroll

bar, then drag it vertically).

However the modified Carlson does not teach expressly that the speed of the

movement of said marking is lower than the speed of the movementofsaid object.
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Wynn teaches a user interface control, characterised in, that, a navigation in said

list is performed by moving said object in a direction towards the top ofsaidlist or

towards the bottom ofsaid list, that the movementof said object will cause said marking

to move in the same direction (column 3, lines 32-39 & figs. 5) and that the speed of the

movementof said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object

(column 4, lines 24-30).

At the time of the invention it would have been obviousto a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the scrolling function as taught by Wynn within the userinterface

of the modifiedCarlson in order to provide a conventionalselection list.

12. As per claim 10, the modified Carlson in view of Wynnteaches the user interface

according to claim 9, characterised in, that, if the number of applications and/or files in

said list exceeds the numberof applications andfiles that can be presented on said

display area, and if said object is moved to the top or bottom position of said display area,

then lifted, replaced on said display arca, and again movedto the top or bottom ofsaid

display area, the content of said display area will be replaced one whole page, meaning

that if said object is positionedat the top of said display area, then lifted, replaced on said

display area, and then again movedto the top of said display area, the content of said

display area will be replaced by the preceding applications and/or filesin said list

(Carlson, page 253, fig. 14.15 Full Page Up).

The modified Carlson in view of Wynn does not disclose expressly the user

interface, characterised in that if said object is positioned at the bottom ofsaid display

area, then lifted, replaced on said display area, and then again moved to the bottom of
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said display area, the content of said display area will be replaced by the following

applications and/or files in saidlist.

Atthe time of the invention, it would have been an obvious matter of design

choice to a person of ordinary skill in the art to modify the Fud/ Page Up function

(Carlson, page 253, fig 14.15) to work as a Full Page Down function by tapping on the

bottom of the display area because Applicant has not disclosed that ifsaid objectis

positioned at the bottom ofsaid display area, then lifted, replaced on said displayarea,

and then again movedto the bottom ofsaid display area, the content ofsaid display area

will be replaced by thefollowing applications and/orfiles in said list provides an

advantage, is used for a particular purpose, or solves a stated problem. One of ordinary

skill in the art, furthermore, would have expected Applicant’s invention to perform

equally well with the modified Full Page Up function as taught by Carlson becauseit

would only need to be implementedto scroll down instead of up, when the display area is

tapped on the bottom, instead ofthe top.

13. As per claim 11, the modified Carlson in view of Wynn tcachesthe user interface

according to claim 10, characterised in,that if said object is removed from anyfirst

position on said display area and then replaced on any secondposition on said display

area, said navigation can be continued from said second position (Carlson, page 253, fig.

14.15).

Claim 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson

(“Carlson’’, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit Press.
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2000. Berkeley, CA.) Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-Frayling”, US 2004/0100510) and

Conradet al (“Conrad”, US 5,956,030).

14. As per claim 13, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to

Claim 1, characterised in, that said menu area is positioned at the bottom of said touch

sensitive area, that said representation ofsaid first function is positionedattheleft side of

said menu area, and that said representation of said second function is positioned at the

middle of said menu area.

The modified Carlson does not teach expressly that said representation of said

third function is positioned at the right side of said menu arca.

At the time the invention was made, it would have been an obvious matter of

design choice to a person of ordinary skill in the art to place the third function on the

right side of the display area instead ofthe left, because Applicant has not disclosed that

said representation ofsaid thirdfunction is positioned at the right side ofsaid menu area

provides an advantage,is used for a particular purpose or solves a stated problem. Onc of

ordinary skill in the art, furthermore would have expected Applicant’s invention to

perform equally well with the third function ontheleft side of the display area because

the placement of the representation would not changeits functionality.

Claims 14 and 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Berkeley,

CA: Peachpit Press, 2000), Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-Frayling”, US 2004/0100510)
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and Conrad et al (“Conrad”, US 5,956,030) in view of Strietelmeier (“Strietelmeier’,

Strietelmeier, Julie. “Palm m100.” The Gadgeteer. 2000.

<http://www.the-gadgeteer.com/review/palm_m100_review>).

15. As per claim 14, the modified Carlson teaches the uscr interface according to

Claim 1, characterised in, that said user interface is adapted to a touch sensitive area and

that said user interface is adapted to be operated by one hand, where said object can be a

finger (page 12, stvlus...includesfingers).

However the modified Carlson does not teach expressly a touch sensitive area

with a size that is in the order of 2-3 inches.

Strietelmeier teaches a user interface, characterised in, a touch sensitive area with

a size that is in the order of 2-3 inches (page 4).

The modified Carlson and Strietelmeier are analogousart because they are in the

same field of endeavor, namely palm-sized computer organizers.

Atthe time of the invention it would have been obviousto a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the dimensions of a touch sensitive area as taught by Strietelmeier

within the user interface of the modified Carlson in order to provide a touch sensitive

area with the manufacturer’s dimensions.

16. As per claim 16, the modified Carlson teaches the enclosure according to claim

15. However, the modified Carlson does not disclose the enclosure characterised in, that

said enclosure is removable and exchangeable.
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Strietelmeier teaches an enclosure characterised in, that said enclosure is

removable and exchangeable (page 3, you can also remove the entireface plate... there

will be differentface plates available).

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the customizable enclosures as taught by Strictelmecicr within the

enclosure of the modified Carlson in orderto tailor an enclosure to a user’s preferences.

17. Claim 18 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson

(“Carlson’’, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Berkeley, CA:
 

Peachpit Press, 2000), Milic-Frayling et al (“Milic-Frayling”, US 2004/0100510) and

Conrad et al “Conrad”, US 5,956,030) in view of Chew et al. (““Chew”, US # 6,727,917).

18. As per claim 18, the modified Carlson teaches a computer readable medium

according to claim 17.

However the modified Carlson docs not teach expressly, that said computer

program product is adapted to function as a shell upon an operations system.

Chewteaches a user interface for a palm-sized computer device, characterized in,

that said computer program product is adapted to function as a shell upon an operations

system (column 2, lines 1-5).

The modified Carlson and Chew are analogousart because they are in the same

field of endeavor, namely graphical user interfaces for hand-held personal computing

devices with touch sensitive displays.
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At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to further modify the modified Carlson program to function as shell as

taught by Chew in orderto efficiently display information.

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-18 have been considered but are

moot in viewof the new ground(s) of rejection.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Ryan F. Pitaro whose telephone number is 571-272-4071.

The examiner can normally be reached on 7:00am - 4:30pm Mondays through Fridays.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the cxamincr’s

supervisor, Kristine Kincaid can be reached on 571-272-4063. The fax phone numberfor

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status

information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. For

morc information about the PAIR system,scc http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you

have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business

Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). Ifyou would like assistance from a USPTO

Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call

800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/Sy D Luu/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2174

Ryan Pitaro
Patent Examiner

Art unit 2174

RFP
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In re Patent Application of

GOERTZ Atty. Ref.: 5042-2
(Formerly 3682-32)

Serial No.: 10/315,250 Group: 2174; Conf. No. 1226

Filed: December 10, 2002 Examiner: Pitaro, Ryan F.

For: USER INTERFACE

August 23, 2007

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT

Sir:

In response to the Office Action mailed May 24, 2007, please amend the above-identified

application as follows:

Amendments to the Claimsare reflectedin the listing of claims which begins on page 2

of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 9 of this paper.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, andlistings, of claims in the

application.

1. (Currently Amended) A computer readable medium storing a computer program with

computer program code, which code, when read by a mobile handheld computer unit, allows the

computerto present _a user interface for a the mobile handheld computer unit, the user interface

comprising:

a touch sensitive area that is simultaneously divided into a menu area and a display area,

the computer unit being adapted to run several applications simultaneously, and to present

an active application on top of any other application on the display area, characterisedin, that

the menu area beins-adapted+e-simultaneously presenting representationsofa first

function that is a general application dependent function, a second function that is a keyboard

function, and a third function that is a task and file manager, and

each of the three functions simultaneously represented in the menu area being activated

by the single step of an object moving in a direction from a starting point that is the

representation of the function in the menuarea to the display area being detected by the touch

sensitive area, thereby allowing low precision navigation of the user interface using a blunt

object, so that the user interface can be operated by one hand, where the blunt objectis a finger.

2. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 1, wherein the user

interface wecerdingto-Claint_is characterized in, that, if said first function is activated, said
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display area is adapted to display icons representing different services or settings depending on

the current active application, that one of said icons always represents a “help”-service,

regardless of application, and that, if no application is currently active on said computer unit, said

icons are adapted to represent services or settings of the operations system of said computerunit.

3. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 2, wherein the user

interface accerdinete-Claim2-ischaracterised in, that a selection of a preferred service or

setting is done by tapping on correspondingicon.

4. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 1, wherein the user

interface aceerdine-te-Claimt_—_is characterisedin,

- that, if said second function is activated, said display area is adapted to display a

keyboard anda textfield,

- that, if a text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text passage is

displayed in said text field for editing through said keyboard andthatsaid highlighted text

passage is replaced by said edited text passage when said second function is deactivated, and

- that if no text passagein said active application is highlighted,said textfield is

available for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard.

5. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 4, wherein the user

interface accordingte-Claim,is characterisedin,that if no text passage in said active
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application is highlighted,said text field is used for inputting and editing of text through said

keyboard, then

- said first function can be activated, or

- said second function can be closed, in which a choice of saving or deleting said

inputted text is given, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an activation of said

first function,

in which said first function will present services or settings available for said inputted

text.

6. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 1, wherein the user

interfaceaccordingte-Claint, is characterised in, that, if said third function is activated, said

display area is adapted to displaya list with a library of available applications andfiles on said

computer unit, that a selection of an application will start said application, and that a selection of

a file will open said file in an application intendedforsaid file.

7. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 6, wherein the user

interface aceordingte-Claim-6,is characterised in, that a selection of an applicationora file is

done by movingsaid object so that the representation of desired application orfile is highlighted,

removing said object from said touch sensitive area, and then tapping on said touch sensitive

area, and that an application orfile is highlighted by placing some kind of marking on the

representation of said application orfile.
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8. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 7, wherein the user

interface accordingto-Claim-is characterisedin, thatsaid list is adapted to present only said

files or only said applications, that the top area ofsaid list presents a field through which the

content of said list can be altered, that, if said list only presentsfiles, said field displays a

representation of a task manageranda selection ofsaid field will cause said list to alter to present

only applications, andthat, if said list only presents applications, said field displays a

representation of a file manager anda selection of said field will cause said list to alter and

presentonlyfiles.

9. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 7, wherein the user

interface aecerding-te-Claim-7, is characterised in, that, a navigation in said list is performed by

moving said object in a direction towardsthe top of said list or towards the bottom ofsaidlist,

that the movementof said object will cause said marking to move in the same direction, and that

the speed of the movementof said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said

object.

10. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 9, wherein the user

interface accordingte-Clann-9. is characterised in, that, if the number of applications and/or files

in said list exceeds the numberof applications andfiles that can be presented on said display

area, and if said object is movedto the top or bottom position of said display area, then lifted,
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replaced on said display area, and again movedto the top or bottom ofsaid display area, the

content of said display area will be replaced one whole page, meaningthatif said objectis

positioned at the bottom ofsaid display area, then lifted, replaced on said display area, and then

again movedto the bottom of said display area, the contentof said display area will be replaced

by the following applications and/orfiles in said list, and if said object is positioned at the top of

said display area, then lifted, replaced on said display area, and then again movedto the top of

said display area, the content ofsaid display area will be replaced by the preceding applications

and/orfiles in said list.

11. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 10, wherein the user

interfaceaccordingte-ClaimtO.is characterised in, that if said object is removed from anyfirst

position on said display area and then replaced on any second position on said display area, said

navigation can be continued from said secondposition.

12. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 1, wherein the user

interface accordingte-Claimtis characterised in, that an active application, function, service or

setting is moved on one step by moving said object from the left of said display area to the nght

of said display area, and that the active application, function, service or setting is closed or

backed one step by moving said object from the right of said display area to theleft of said

display area.
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13. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 1, wherein the user

interface accordingte-ClatrH,is characterised in, that said menuareais positioned at the bottom

of said touch sensitive area, that said representation ofsaid first function is positionedat the left

side of said menuarea, that said representation of said second function is positioned at the

middle of said menuarea, and that said representation of said third function is positioned at the

right side of said menuarea.

14. (Currently Amended) The computer readable medium of claim 1, wherein the user

interface accordingte-ClainHt,is characterisedin, that said user interface is adapted to a touch

sensitive area with a size that is in the order of 2-3 inches, and that said user interface is adapted

to be operated by one hand, where said object can be a finger.

15. (Currently Amended) An enclosure adapted to cover a computer unit, said computer

unit being adapted to read computer program code of a computer program stored on a computer

readable medium, which code, when read, presents a user interface according to Claim 1, 

characterised in, that said enclosure is provided with an openingfor said display area, and that a

representation of said menuareais printed on top of said enclosure.

16. (Previously Presented) The enclosure according to Claim 15, characterisedin, that

said enclosure is removable and exchangeable.
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17. (Original) A computer readable medium, with a computer program productstored

therein, characterised in, that said computer program product comprises computerreadable code,

which, when read by a computer, will make it possible for said computerto present a user

interface according to Claim 1.

18. (Original) A computer readable medium according to Claim 17, characterised in,

that said computer program productis adapted to function as a shell upon an operations system.
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REMARKS

Reconsideration of this application is respectfully requested.

Claims 1-18 are pending in the application. Upon entry of this amendment, claims 1-15

will be amended.

In the outstanding Office Action of May 24, 2007, the Examinerrejected claims 1-16,

under 35 U.S.C. §101, as being directed to non-statutory subject matter, arguing that the claimed

user interface “is simply nonfunctional descriptive material per se, and therefore lacks actual data

structure to be considered statutory.” 5/24/07 Office Action, p. 2. The Examiner’s rejection is

respectfully traversed.

AnnexIV,titled “Computer-Related Non-Statutory Subject Matter”, of the “Interim

Guidelines for Examination of Patent Applications for Patent Subject Matter Eligibility”,

published in the November 22, 2005 Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark

Office defines both “functional descriptive material” and “non-functional descriptive material”.

“Functional descriptive material” is defined by Annex IV as material consisting of data structures

and computer programs which impart functionality when employed as a computer component. A

“data structure” is defined by Annex IV as a physical or logical relationship among data

elements, designed to support specific data manipulation functions, quoting The New IEEE

Standard Dictionary of Electrical and Electronics Terms 308 (5" ed. 1993). In contrast, “non-

functional descriptive material” is defined by AnnexIV as including, but not being limited to,

music, literary works and a compilation or mere arrangementof data. A copy of Annex IV from
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the November 22, 2005 OG Notice is submitted with this Amendment as Attachment A tothis

Amendment.

Claim 1 of the present application, the only independentclaim in the present application,

has now been amendedto recite a computer readable medium storing a computer program with

computer program code, which code, when read by a mobile handheld computer unit, makesit

possible for the computer to present a user interface for the computer that is described in claim 1

of the present application. The user interface, which is divided into a menuarea and a display

area, simultaneously presents, in the menuarea,a first function that is a general application

dependentfunction, a second function that is a keyboard function, and a third function that is a

task and file manager. The touch sensitive user interface allows these functions to be activated

by a single step of an object moving in a direction fromastarting pointthatis a representation of

the function in the menuareato the display area, thereby allowing a user to use the computer

with a single hand andactivate the recited functions with a blunt object, such asafinger.

Clearly, in its amended form, claim | recites functional material. Claims 2-14 have been

amended to conform them to amended claim 1. In addition, claim 15 has been amendedto recite

that the computer unit recited in the claim is adapted to read computer program code of a

computer program stored on a computer-readable medium, which code, when read, presents the

user interface of claim 1. As such, applicant believes that claims 1-16 now recite statutory

subject matter, and that the Examiner’s rejection of claims 1-16 under §101 should now be

withdrawn. Support for the foregoing amendments to claims 1-15 appearat least at page 1, lines

12-15 of the specification of the present application.
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In the outstanding Office Action, the Examineralso rejected , as being unpatentable under

35 U.S.C. §103(a), claims 1, 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 over Carlson (“Carlson’”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual

Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers, Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkely, CA.) in view of Haitini etal.

(USP 5,900,875) and further in view of Venolia et al. (‘Venolia”, T-Cube: A Fast, Self-

Disclosing Pen-Based Alphabet), claims 2 and 3 over Carlson, Haitini et al. and Venolia et al. in

view of Kopitzke et al. (USP 6,988,246 B2), claim 8-11 over Carlson in view of Haitini et al. in

view of Venolia, in view of Wynn et al. (USP 6,734,833 B1), claim 13 over Carlson in view of

Haitini in view of Venolia, claims 14 and 16 over Carlson, Haitini et a/. and Venolia in view of

Strietelmeier (“Strietelmeier, Julia “Palm m100. The Gadgeteer. 2000. http://www.the-

gadgeteer.com/review/palm_m100_review>), and claim 18 over Carlson in view of Chewet al.

(USP 6,727,917), Haitani et al. and Venolia et al. The Examiner’s rejections are respectfully

traversed. |

Assuming, arguendo, that the Examiner properly combinedthe cited references, the

resulting combination would still not be the claimed invention because such references do not

disclose or suggestall of the limitations of the claimed invention. Specifically, claim 1 of the

present application, the only independent claim pendingin the application and the one claim

from which claims 2 — 18 depend,either directly or indirectly, recites a user interface for a hand

held computer unit that includes a touch sensitive area simultaneously divided into a menu area

and a display area, with the menu area simultaneously presenting a first function that is a general

application dependent function, a second function that is a keyboard function, and a third

function that is a task and file manager. Claim 1 also recites that each of the three functions
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simultaneously presented in the menuareaare activated by the single step of an object movingin

a direction from a starting point that is the representation of the function in the menuareato the

display area being detected by the touch sensitive area, thereby allowing low precision navigation

of the user interface using a blunt object, so that the user interface can be operated by one hand,

where the blunt object is a finger. One embodimentofthe three functions recited in claim 1 is

describedin the specification of the present application in reference to Figures 3, 5 and 6,

respectively, of the present application.

The three functions simultaneously represented in the menu area and activated by a touch

sensitive area detecting the single step of an object moving in a direction fromastarting point

that is the representation of the function in the menuareato a displayarea, as recited in

independent claim 1, are not described in the primary Carlson reference, the secondary Haitani

reference orthe tertiary Venolia reference cited by the Examinerin the claim rejections set forth

in the outstanding Office Action. Given these deficiencies in the cited references, discussed

below,it must be concluded that claims 1 — 18 of the present application are not obvious over the

cited references.

In the outstanding Office Action, the Examiner recognized that Carlson fails to disclose

the first, second and third functions recited in independent claim 1 of the present application,

5/24/07 Office Action, p. 4, as argued by applicant in the AmendmentAfter Final Rejection

previously filed on March 15, 2007. In an effort to overcomethis deficiency in the teaching of

Carlson, the Examinerpoints to the Haitani patent as disclosing a “menu area being adapted to

simultaneously present representationsof a first function that is a general application-dependent
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function (Figure 1, items 151, 153), a second function that is a keyboard function (Figure 1, item

145) and a third function that is a task and file manager (Figure 1, item 141).” 5/24/07 Office

Action, p. 4. A review of Haitani reveals, however, that this patent does not disclose thefirst,

second andthird functionsrecited in independentclaim 1, as argued by the Examiner.

Haitani discloses a portable computer system 100 that is shown in Figure 1 of Haitani.

The computer system 100 shownin Figure 1 includes a screen display area 181 that is used to

display information to a user. Haitani, col. 2, Ins. 40 - 42. Below the display area 181 is a user

input area 183. Haitani, col. 2, In. 45. The user input area 183 is used to input text in the

Graffiti® writing area 145 andinteract with the application buttons 141 through 144. Haitani,

col, 2, Ins. 45 — 48. Both the screen display area and the user input area 183 are covered by a

digitizer pad that can detect user interaction with a stylus or finger. Haitani, col. 2, Ins. 42 - 44

and 48 — 49. Below the area 183 is a mechanical button input area 185 that includes seven

different mechanical buttons 121, 123, 125, 127, 129 and 131. Haitani, col. 2, Ins. 50-53. Thus,

it should first be noted that items 141, 145 and 151 and 153 are not all located in the same menu

area, as are the representations of the three functions recited in claim 1 of the present application.

Haitani describes the seven mechanical buttons as including “[a] pair of scrolling buttons

131 that are used to scroll information in the display area 181 up and down.” Haitani, col. 2, Ins.

64 —65. Haitani also states that “[t]he scrolling buttons 141 [sic] allow a userto viewalist of

information that does notfit on the display.” Haitani, col. 2, Ins. 65 - 67. This last statement

appears to conflict with the earlier description of item 141 as being one of the application buttons

141 through 144 located in Graffiti® writing area 145. Indeed, item 141 is not shown in Figure 1
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as a pair of buttons, but, rather, a single icon including an arrow symbolin a circle and the word

“applications” underneath the arrow symbol and circle. See Haitani, Figure 1.

There is no description in Haitani of the items 151 and 153 shownin the screen display

area 181 of Figure 1 of Haitani and cited by the Examineras being “a general application-

dependent function (Figure 1, items 151, 153)”. 5/24/07 Office Action, p. 4. Thus, it is not clear

how the Examiner has concludedthat items 151 and 153 in Figure 1 representthe first function

that is a general application-dependent function recited in claim | of the present application,

particularly when Haitani does not even discuss items 151 and 153.

In addition, the “Graffiti® writing area” 145 shown in Figure | of Haitani is not the

second, keyboard function recited in claim | of the present application. The Graffiti® writing

area 145 is clearly not a keyboard, but rather an input area that is used to input written characters.

See, e.g., Attachment B to this Amendment.

Finally, as discussed above, item 141 is not the third, task and file manager function

recited in claim 1, since it is described by Haitani as being part of the application buttons and

shownin Figure 1 of Haitani as an icon including an arrow symbolin a circle and the word

“applications” underneath the arrow symbolandcircle.

Putting aside claim 1’s recitation that each of the three functions simultaneously

presented in the menuarea are activated by the single step of an object movingin a direction

fromastarting point thatis the representation of the function in the menuarea to the display area

so as to be detected by the touch sensitive area, it is clear from the foregoing discussion of
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Carlson and Haitani these a combination of these two references would notresult in the invention

described in independent claim 1 of the present application.

In the outstanding Office Action, the Examineralso recognized that Carlson, even as

modified by Haitani, still does not disclose the single step function activation feature recited in

claim 1. 5/24/07 Office Action, pp. 4 and 5. To compensate for this deficiency, the Examiner

next arguesthat “Venolia teaches activating by the single step of an object movingin a direction

fromastarting pointthat is representation [sic] of the function in the menuareato the display

area (Column2,flick gestures)”, described in column 2 of Venolia. It should be noted here that

claim 1 of the present application recites notjust a step of an object moving in a given direction

for activation, but, rather, that each of the three functions recited in claim 1 are activated by the

single step of an object moving in a direction from a starting point that is the representation of

the function in the menuareato the display area, which is detected by touchingthe sensitive area,

thereby allowing low precision navigation of a user interface using a blunt object, such as a

finger, so that the user interface can be operated by one hand.

Contrary to the Examiner’s assertion, Venolia does not disclose activating various

functions in a computerbythe single step of moving an object in a direction fromastarting point

that is a representation of a selected function in a menuareato a display area, as recited in

independentclaim 1 of the present application. Rather, Venolia discloses a technique for

entering text to a pen-based computer based on a “new alphabet” where eachletter in the

alphabetis a entered usingaflick gesture. The flick gesturesare self-disclosing using prime
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menus. There is an assignmentof characters to the gestures used with the pen-based computer

disclosed in Venolia.

The methodof entering text using a pen and flick gestures described in Venolia is

identified as ““T-Cube”. Venolia does describe as part of T-Cubethe use of a flick gesture with a

starting point and a direction. The user presses the pen in one ofninetargetcells so that a pie

menu appears offset from the pen. The direction ofthe flick of the pen can be vertical, horizontal

or directional, specifying one of eight directions. A combination of these eight directions and

nine starting cells in a pie menu yields 72 different gestures, with each gesture representing a

character, such as “w”or “7”, or an operation, such as a backspace, return or shift. Thus, the pen

movements described in Venolia are not intended to activate a function, but, rather, to enter

characters in a small computer. The flick gestures described in Venolia do not describe a single

step of an object moving in a direction fromastarting point that is the representation of one of

several functions in a menuarea to a display area to activate a selected function, as recited in

independentclaim | of the present application. Thus, it is clear that the combination of Carlson,

Haitani and Venolia doesnotresult in the invention described in independent claim 1 of the

present application.

The other additional references cited by the Examiner do not compensate for the

deficiencies in the Carlson, Haitani and Venolia references discussed above.

Kopitzke et al. discloses a monitoring and control device includes a touch sensitive LCD

screen, with a basic layout including a display area and touch sensitive keys depicted with

associated system and function symbols. A main menuor any one of plural system menus can be
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selectively displayed in the display area. The system menusrelate to cabin systems such as audio,

lighting, and water systems. The selected system menudisplays status information and touch

input keys for the user to monitor the status and to select and control the operation of the system.

The main menuis a top level window providing essential information regardingall of the cabin

systemsandallowsa userto select any one of the system menus.

Wynnetal. discloses a graphical user interface control for entering a user selection from

a list of possible selections in which the user can "spin" througha list of items shown on preview

and postview option lists. The control allowsthe user to spin forwards and backwards, with a

preview list of items and a postview list of items being displayed on opposing sides of the

currently selected item dialog box. By providing visibility to the upcoming and recently past

selections during the spin, a user can operate the spin control at a higher speed, thereby reducing

the amountof time necessary to find the desired item on thelist.

Chewet al. discloses a hand-held computing device user interface that displays

information for an active application program in a middle portion of the screen, and displays a

shell program controlled navigation barat a top portion of the screen. The navigation bar

includes a navigation icon which, when tappedbythestylus, aids the user in navigating to other

application programs. The navigation bar also includesatitle for the active application program

to save vertical real estate on the screen. The userinterface also displays an application menu bar

at a bottom portion of the screen so that the user can manipulate data from the active application

by tapping menu items with a stylus without blocking view of the middle portion of the display.

-17-
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The Gadgeteerarticle by Strietelmeier is a review of the Palm m100. Thearticle talks

about the Palm m100 having a cheaperfeel than the prior Palm Ic. It also talks about new

features on the m100, such as an integrated flip cover, a smal] windowthat allows viewing of

time and date when the up hardwarescroll button is pressed, the removability of the flip cover

for use of different color face plates, large and separate up/downscroll buttons, a smallerplastic

LCDdisplay, an IR port for beamingfiles back and forth to other Palm devices, a battery door,

reset switch, stylus silo and hot sync port on the back of the unit, a louder internal speaker,

limited RAM of 2MB,use of AAAbatteries to power the device, and changes to the m100

software, such as the addition of a notepad application and a clock application and the removal of

mail or expense applications.

Thus,it is clear that independent claim 1 of the present application is not obvious over the

references of record cited by the Examinerin the outstanding Office Action of May 24, 2007.

And, because independent claim 1 is not obvious over such references, dependent claims 2-18,

which dependeither directly or indirectly from claim 1, are also not obvious over such

references.

In view of the foregoing,it is believed thatall of the claims pendingin the application,

i.e., claims 1 — 18, are now in condition for allowance, which action is earnestly solicited. If any
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issues remain in this application, the Examiner is urged to contact the undersignedatthe

telephone numberlisted below.

Respectfully submitted,

NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C.

By: debt dc A.YVieler~
Robert A. Molan

Reg. No. 29,834

RAM:drt

901 North Glebe Road, 11" Floor
Arlington, VA 22203
Telephone: (703) 816-4000
Facsimile: (703) 816-4100
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United States Patent and Trademark Office OG Notices: 22 November 2005

Interim Guidelines for Examination of Patent Applications
for Patent Subject Matter Eligibility

In the mid-1990's, the USPTO sought to clarify the legal requirements
for statutory subject matter with regard to computer-related inventions.
See Examination Guidelines for Computer Related Inventions, 61 Fed. Reg.
7478 (1996). Subsequent to the publication of those guidelines, the Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit issued opinions in State Street Bank &
Trust Co. v. Signature Financial Group Inc., 149 F. 3d 1368, 47 USPQ2d 1596
(Fed. Cir. 1998) and AT&T Corp. v. Excel Communications, Inc., 172 F.3d
1352, 50 USPOQ2d 1447 (Fed. Cir. 1999). These decisions explained that, to
be eligible for patent protection, the claimed invention as a whole must
accomplish a practical application. That is, it must produce a "useful,
concrete and tangible result." State Street, 149 F.3d at 1373-74, 47 USPQ2d
at 1601-02. Since this time, the USPTO has seen increasing numbers of

applications outside the realm of computer-related inventions that raise
subject matter eligibility issues. In order to assist examiners in
identifying and resolving these issues, the USPTO is issuing these interim
examination guidelines to assist USPTO personnel in the examination of
patent applications to determine whether the subject matter as claimed is
eligible for patent protection.

The principal objective of these guidelines is to assist examiners in
determining, on a case-by-case basis, whether a claimed invention falls
within a judicial exception to statutory subject matter (i.e., is
nothing more than an abstract idea, law of nature, or natural
phenomenon), or whether it is a practical application of a judicial
exception to statutory subject matter. The guidelines explain that a
practical application of a 35 U.S.C. Sec. 101 judicial exception is
claimed if the claimed invention physically transforms an article or
physical object to a different state or thing, or if the claimed
invention otherwise produces a useful, concrete, and tangible result.

I. INTRODUCTION

These Examination Guidelines ("Guidelines") are based on
the USPTO's current understanding of the law and are believed to be
fully consistent with binding precedent of the Supreme Court, the
Federal Circuit and the Federal Circuit's predecessor courts.

These Guidelines do not constitute substantive rulemaking and hence do
not have the force and effect of law. These Guidelines have been “

designed to assist USPTO personnel in analyzing claimed subject matter
for compliance with substantive law. Rejections will be based upon the
substantive law and it is these rejections which are appealable.
Consequently, any failure by USPTO personnel to follow the Guidelines
is neither appealable nor petitionable.

The Guidelines set forth the procedures USPTO personnel will follow
when examining applications. USPTO personnel are to rely on these
Guidelines in the event of any inconsistent treatment of issues between
these Guidelines and any earlier provided guidance from the USPTO.

Inquiries concerning these Interim Guidelines may be directed to Linda
Therkorn, Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Patent Examination Policy,
by telephone at 571-272-8800, or Ray Chen, Office of the Solicitor, by

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/sol/og/2005/week47/patgupa.htm 12/21/2006
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claim would be found to be statutory.

The Federal Circuit held that the mere manipulations of abstract ideas
are not patentable. Schrader, 22 F.3d at 292-93, 30 USPQ2d
at 1457-58. If a claimed process manipulates only numbers, abstract
concepts or ideas, or signals representing any of the foregoing, the
claim is not being applied to appropriate subject matter.
Schrader, 22 F.3d at 294-95, 30 USPQ2d at 1458-59. The

Federal Circuit also recognizes that the fact that a nonstatutory
method is carried out on a programmed computer does not make the
process claim statutory. Grams, 888 F.2d at 841, 12 USPQ2d
at 1829 (claim 16 ruled nonstatutory even though it was a
computer-implemented process).

In addition, the Federal Circuit has recently noted that a
"structural inquiry is unnecessary" when determining whether a
process claim is eligible for patent protection. AT&T, 172
F.3d at 1359, 50 USPQ2d at 1452.

Thus, a finding that a claim fails to recite a computer-implemented
process is not determinative in whether that claim passes muster under
Sec. 101. Therefore, USPTO personnel should no longer rely on the machine
implemented test to determine whether a claimed invention is directed
to statutory subject matter.

e. Per Se Data Transformation Test

Identifying that a claim transforms data from one value to another is
not by itself sufficient for establishing that the claim is eligible
for patent protection. See, e.g., Benson, 409 U.S. 63, 175
USPQ 673 (finding machine-implemented method of converting binary~-coded
decimal numbers into pure binary numbers unpatentable). In
Benson, the claims invention was held to be merely a series
of mathematical calculations having "no substantial practical
application." Id. at 71, 175 USPQ at 676. Therefore,
claims that perform data transformation must still be examined for
whether there is a practical application of an abstract idea that
produces a useful, concrete, and tangibleresult.

ANNEX IV

Computer-Related Nonstatutory Subject Matter

Descriptive material can be characterized as either "functional
descriptive material" or "nonfunctional descriptive material." In this
context, "functional descriptive material" consists of data structures and
computer programs which impart functionality when employed as a computer .
component. (The definition of "data structure" is "a physical or logical | 7 -
relationship among data elements, designed to support specific data : '
manipulation functions." The New IEEE Standard Dictionary of Electrical and
Electronics Terms 308 (5th ed. 1993).) "Nonfunctional descriptive material"
includes but is not limited to music, literary works and a compilation or
mere arrangement of data.

Both types of "descriptive material" are nonstatutory when claimed
as descriptive material per se. Warmerdam, 33 F.3d at 1360,
31 USPQ2d at 1759. When functional descriptive material is recorded on
some computer-readable medium it becomes structurally and functionally
interrelated to the medium and will be statutory in most cases since
use of technology permits the function of the descriptive material to
be realized. Compare In re Lowry, 32 F.3d 1579, 1583-84, 32
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USPQ2d 1031, 1035 (Fed. Cir. 1994) (claim to data structure stored on a

computer readable medium that increases computer efficiency held
statutory) and Warmerdam, 33 F.3d at 1360-61, 31 USPQ2d at
1759 (claim to computer having a specific data structure stored in
memory held statutory product-by-process claim) with Warmerdam, 33 F.3d
at 1361, 31 USPQ2d at 1760 (claim to a data structure per se held
nonstatutory) .

When nonfunctional descriptive material is recorded on some
computer-readable medium, in a computer or on an electromagnetic
carrier signal, it is not statutory since no requisite functionality is
present to satisfy the practical application requirement. Merely
claiming nonfunctional descriptive material, i.e., abstract
ideas, stored in a computer-readable medium, in a computer, on an
electromagnetic carrier signal does not make it statutory. See
Diehr, 450 U.S. at 185-86, 209 USPQ at 8 (noting that the claims
for an algorithm in Benson were unpatentable as abstract
ideas because "[t]he sole practical application of the algorithm
was in connection with the programming of a general purpose
computer."). Such a result would exalt form over substance. In
re Sarkar, 588 F.2d 1330, 1333, 200 USPQ 132, 137 (CCPA 1978)
("(E]ach invention must be evaluated as claimed; yet semantogenic
considerations preclude a determination based solely on words appearing
in the claims. In the final analysis under Sec. 101, the claimed
invention, as a whole, must be evaluated for what it is.") (quoted
with approval in Abele, 684 F.2d at 907, 214 USPQ at 687).
See also In re Johnson, 589 F.2d 1070, 1077, 200 USPQ 199,
206 (CCPA 1978) ("form of the claim is often an exercise in

drafting"). Thus, nonstatutory music is not a computer component and
it does not become statutory by merely recording it on a compact disk.
Protection for this type of work is provided under the copyright law.

When nonfunctional descriptive material is recorded on some
computer-readable medium, in a computer or on an electromagnetic
carrier signal, it is not statutory and should berejected under 35
U.S.C. Sec. 101. In addition, the examiner should inquire whether there
should be a rejection under 35 U.S.C. Sec. 102 or 103. The examiner
should determine whether the claimed nonfunctional descriptive material
be given patentable weight. The USPTO must consider all claim
limitations when determining patentability of an invention over the
prior art. In re Gulack, 703 F.2d 1381, 1385, 217 USPQ 401,
403-04 (Fed. Cir. 1983). The USPTO may not disregard claim limitations
comprised of printed matter. See Gulack, 703 F.2d at 1384,
217 USPQ at 403; see also Diehr, 450 U.S. at 191, 209 USPQ

at 10. However, the examiner need not give patentable weight to printed
matter absent a new and unobvious functional relationship,between the
printed matter and the substrate. See In re Lowry, 32 F.3d ,
1579, 1583-84, 32 USPQ2d 1031, 1035 (Fed. Cir. 1994); In re
Ngai, 367 F.3d 1336, 70 USPQ2d 1862 (Fed. Cir. 2004).

(a) Functional Descriptive Material: "Data Structures"
Representing Descriptive Material Per Se or Computer Programs
Representing Computer Listings Per Se

Data structures not claimed as embodied in computer-readable
media are descriptive material per se and are not statutory
because they are not capable of causing functional change in the
computer. See, e.g., Warmerdam, 33 F.3d at 1361, 31 USPQ2d
at 1760 (claim to a data structure per se held nonstatutory). Such

claimed data structures do not define any structural and functional
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interrelationships between the data structure and other claimed aspects of
the invention which permit the data structure's functionality to be
realized. In contrast, a claimed computer-readable medium encoded with a
data structure defines structural and functional interrelationships between
the data structure and the computer software and hardware components which
permit the data structure's functionality to be realized, and is thus
statutory.

Similarly, computer programs claimed as computer listings per
se, i.e., the descriptions or expressions of the programs, are
not physical "things." They are neither computer components nor
statutory processes, as they are not "acts" being performed. Such
claimed computer programs do not define any structural and functional
interrelationships between the computer program and other claimed
elements of a computer which permit the computer program's
functionality to be realized. In contrast, a claimed computer-readable
medium encoded with a computer program is a computer element which
defines structural and functional interrelationships between the
computer program and the rest of the computer which permit the computer
program's functionality to be realized, and is thus statutory.
See Lowry, 32 F.3d at 1583-84, 32 USPQ2d at 1035. Accordingly, it is
important to distinguish claims that define descriptive material per se
from claims that define statutory inventions.

Computer programs are often recited as part of a claim. USPTO personnel
should determine whether the computer program is being claimed as part
of an otherwise statutory manufacture or machine. In such a case, the
claim remains statutory irrespective of the fact that a computer
program is included in the claim. The same result occurs when a
computer program is used in a computerized process where the computer
executes the instructions set forth in the computer program. Only when
the claimed invention taken as a whole is directed to a mere program
listing, i.e., to only its description or expression, is it descriptive
material per se and hence nonstatutory. Since a computer
program is merely a set of instructions capable of being executed by a
computer, the computer program itself is not a process and USPTO
personnel should treat a claim for a computer program, without the
computer~-readable medium needed to realize the computer program's
functionality, as nonstatutory functional descriptive material. When a
computer program is claimed in a process where the computer is
executing the computer program's instructions, USPTO personnel should
treat the claim as a process claim. See paragraph IV.B.2(b), below.
When a computer program is recited in conjunction with a physical
structure, such as a computer memory, USPTO personnel should treat the
claim as a product claim. See paragraph IV.B.2(a), below.

(b) Nonfunctional Descriptive Material

Nonfunctional descriptive material: that does not constitute a
statutory process, machine; manufacture or composition of matter and
should be rejected under 35 U.S.C. Sec. 101. Certain types of descriptive
material, such as. music, literature, art, photographs and mere
arrangements or compilations of facts or data, without any functional
interrelationship is not a process, machine, manufacture or composition
of matter. USPTO personnel should be prudent in applying the foregoing
guidance. Nonfunctional descriptive material may be claimed in
combination with other functional descriptive multi-media material ona
computer-readable medium to provide the necessary functional and
structural interrelationship to satisfy the requirements of 35 U.S.C.
Sec. 101. The presence of the claimed nonfunctional descriptive material
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is not necessarily determinative of nonstatutory subject matter. For
example, a computer that recognizes a particular grouping of musical
notes read from memory and upon recognizing that particular sequence,
causes another defined series of notes to be played, defines a
functional interrelationship among that data and the computing
processes performed when utilizing that data, and as such is statutory
because it implements a statutory process.

(c) Electro-Magnetic Signals

Claims that recite nothing but the physical characteristics of
a form of energy, such as a frequency, voltage, or the strength of a
magnetic field, define energy or magnetism, per se, and as
such are nonstatutory natural phenomena. O'Reilly, 56 U.S.
(15 How.) at 112-14. Moreover, it does not appear that a claim reciting
a signal encoded with functional descriptive material falls within any
of the categories of patentable subject matter set forth in Sec. 101.

First, a claimed signal is clearly not a "process" under Sec. 101
because it is not a series of steps. The other three Sec. 101 classes of
machine, compositions of matter and manufactures "relate to
structural entities and can be grouped as “product' claims in order
to contrast them with process claims." 1 D. Chisum, Patents Sec. 1.02
(1994). The three product classes have traditionally required physical
structure or material.

"The term machine includes every mechanical device or combination of
mechanical device or combination of mechanical powers and devices to
perform some function and produce a certain effect or result."
Corning v. Burden, 56 U.S. (15 How.) 252, 267 (1854). A
modern definition of machine would no doubt include electronic devices

which perform functions. Indeed, devices such as flip-flops and
computers are referred to in computer science as sequential machines. A
claimed signal has no physical structure, does not itself perform any
useful, concrete and tangible result and, thus, does not fit within the
definition of a machine.

A "composition of matter" "covers all compositions of two or more
substances and includes all composite articles, whether they be results
of chemical union, or of mechanical mixture, or whether they be gases,
fluids, powders or solids." Shell Development Co. v.
Watson, 149 F. Supp. 279, 280, 113 USPQ 265, 266 (D.D.C. 1957),

aff'd, 252 F.2d 861, 116 USPQ 428 (D.C. Cir. 1958). A claimed signal is not
matter, but a form of energy, and therefore is not a composition of matter.

The Supreme Court has read the term "manufacture" in accordance
with its dictionary definition to mean "the production of articles
for use.from raw or prepared materials by giving to these materials new.
forms, qualities, properties, or combinations, whetherby hand-labor or
by machinery." Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 308,
206 USPQ 193, 196-97 (1980) (quoting American Fruit Growers, Inc:

v. Brogdex Co., 283 U.S. 1, 11, 8 USPQ 131, 133 (1931), which, in
turn, quotes the Century Dictionary). Other courts have applied similar
definitions. See American Disappearing Bed Co. v.
Arnaelsteen, 182 F. 324, 325 (9th Cir. 1910), cert. .

denied, 220 U.S. 622 (1911). These definitions require physical
substance, which a claimed signal does not have. Congress can he
presumed to be aware of an administrative or judicial interpretation of
a statute and to adopt that interpretation when it re-enacts a statute
without change. Lorillard v. Pons, 434 U.S. 575, 580
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(1978). Thus, Congress must be presumed to have been aware of the
interpretation of manufacture in American Fruit Growers
when it passed the 1952 Patent Act.

A manufacture is also defined as the residual class of product.
1 Chisum, Sec. 1.02[3] (citing W. Robinson, The Law of
Patents for Useful Inventions 270 (1890)). A product is a
tangible physical article or object, some form of matter, which a
signal is not. That the other two product classes, machine and
composition of matter, require physical matter is evidence that a
manufacture was also intended to require physical matter. A signal, a
form of energy, does not fall within either of the two definitions of
manufacture. Thus, a signal does not fall within one of the four
statutory classes of Sec. 101.

On the other hand, from a technological standpoint, a signal encoded
with functional descriptive material is similar to a computer-readable
memory encoded with functional descriptive material, in that they both
create a functional interrelationship with a computer. In other words,
a computer is able to execute the encoded functions, regardless of
whether the format is a disk or a signal.

These interim guidelines propose that such signal claims are ineligible
for patent protection because they do not fall within any of the four
statutory classes of Sec. 101. Public comment is sought for further
evaluation of this question.

ANNEX 5

Mathematical Algorithms’

Claims to processes that do nothing more than solve
mathematical problems or manipulate abstract ideas or concepts are
complex to analyze and are addressed herein.

If the "acts" of a claimed process manipulate only numbers,
abstract concepts or ideas, or signals representing any of the
foregoing, the acts are not being applied to appropriate subject
matter. Benson, 409 U.S. at 71-72, 175 USPQ at 676. Thus, a

process consisting solely of mathematical operations, i.e., converting
one set of numbers into another set of numbers, does not manipulate
appropriate subject matter and thus cannot constitute a statutory
process.

In practical terms, claims define nonstatutory processes if they:

- consist solely of mathematical operations without some
claimed practical application (i.e., executing a "mathematical
algorithm"); or

- simply manipulate abstract ideas, e.g., a bid (Schrader, 22 F.3d at
293-94, 30 USPQ2d at 1458-59) or a bubble hierarchy (Warmerdam, 33 F.3d at
1360, 31 USPQ2d at 1759), without some claimed practical application.

Cf. Alappat, 33 F.3d at 1543 n.19, 31 USPQ2d at 1556 n.19 in which the
Federal Circuit recognized the confusion:

The Supreme Court has not been clear . . . as to whether such subject
Matter is excluded from the scope of Sec. 101 because it represents laws of
nature, natural phenomena, or abstract ideas. See Diehr, 450 U.S. at 186
(viewed mathematical algorithm as a law of nature); Gottschalk v. Benson,
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Writers Guide to the Pocket PC and Palm

Graffiti Writing Guide
Block Recognizer on the Pocket PC uses Palm Graffiti. Letters go in the left block and
numbersare written in the right block
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Graffiti 2

Thelatest version of Graffiti, that comes on the Palm Tungsten T3 and higher,is a slight
modification of the original Graffiti.
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Jot Users Guide

Letter Recognizer on the PocketPC recognizes
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Palm program Jot. Capital letters go in thefirst
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Jot Special characters   
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Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). i
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Page 2

DETAILED ACTION

‘Response to Amendment |

This communication is responsive to the Amendment filed 3/15/2007.

Claims 1-18 are pendingin this application. Claims 1, 15 and 17 are

independentclaims. In the Amendment the Specification and the Claims were

amended. Claims 1-18 were amended.

' Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

— 35.U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:
1.

Whoeverinvents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of
matter, or any new and useful improvementthereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the
conditions and requirements ofthistitle. ‘ ,

Claims 1-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 becalise the claimed invention is
directed to non-statutory subject matter. A graphical user interface is simply non
functional descriptive material per se, and therefore lacks an actual data structureto be
consideredstatutory. To be an actual data structure it must be a physical or logical

relationship among data elementsdesigned to support specific data manipulation
functions.
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1

ii

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § tos
Thefollowing is a quotation of 35 U.S. C. 103(a) whieh forms the basis forall

obviousnessrejections setforth in this Office action: :
}

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described asset
forth in section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to whichsaid subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

Claims 1, 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm
‘Organizers. Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.) in view of Haitani et al (“Haitani’, US
5,900875)in view of Venolia et al (‘Venolia’, T-Cube: A Fast, Self-Disclosing Pen- |
Based Alphabet). |

1. As per claim 1, Carlson teaches a user interface fora mobile handheld computer —
unit (Introduction, page xiii), where said computerunit comprises a touch sensitive area
(page 26, the screen is touch sensitive), thatis simultaneously divided into a menu area
(page 12, fig. 1.10 silk screen graffiti area) and a display aiea, the computer unit is
being adapted to run several applications simultaneously (page 47, all of the

applications are running concurrently), and to present an active application on top of
any other application on said display area, characterisediin,, that said menu areais
adapted to present a representation of «a first, a second and a third predefined function,
that said first function is a general application dependent function (page 28, the Menu
icon,fig. 2.4), that said second function is a keyboard function (page 30, either the abc
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or 123 dots in the lower cornerof the Graffiti area),‘that said third function is a task and
file manager (page 47, the Applications screen & fig. 2. 35), and that any oneofsaid
three functions can be activated when said touch sensitivearea detects a movementof
an object with its starting point within the representation of said function on said menu

{

area and with a direction from said menu area to said display area (page 40, bottom-to-

top screen stroke shortcutfig. 2.22 & page 30, drag the stylus vertically across the

screen from bottom to top), said user interface allowing low precision navigation using a

blunt object, whereby said user interface can be operated by one hand (page 12, “The
stylus is the main method of interacting with the PalmPilot”‘and it inherently involves{

one handto use the stylus. Also, if a finger was used, thatiwould also be considered2

using one hand), where said blunt object is a finger (page i2, “The Stylus is the main

methodofinteracting’ though anything including fingers can work). Carlsonfails to
- distinctly point out simultaneously displaying a first, second. and third function.

However, Haitani teaches the menuarea being adapted to:simultaneously present
representations of a first function that is a general application dependentfunction
(Figure 1 items 151,153), a second function thatis a keyboard function (Figure 1 item

145) and a third function that is a task and file manager (Figure 1 item 141). Thereforeit

would have been obvious to an artisan at the time of the invention to combine the

teaching of Haitani with the interface of Carlson. Motivation to do so would have beento
Qa wayprovide away to view information that doesnotfit.on the display The modified Carlson

still does not explicitly point out activation by a single step of an object moving ina
direction on the touch sensitive area. However, Venolia teaches activating by the single

. ’
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|

step of an object moving in a direction from a starting point; that is representation of the

function in the menu areato the display area (Column 2, flick gestures). Thereforeit
would have been obviousto an artisan at the time of the invention to combine the
teaching of Venolia with the modified Carlson. Motivation i do 50 would have been to

|

provide a fast way of selecting functions.. |
: |

| |

2. As per claim 4, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to

claim 1, characterised in,

that, if said second function isactivated, said display area is adapted to display.a
keyboard andatextfield, |

that, if a text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text passage

is displayed in said text field for editing through said keyboard and that said highlighted

text passage is replaced by said edited text passage whensaid secondfunction is
deactivated, and

that, if no text passage in said active application is highlighted, said textfield is

available for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard (Carlson, page 30, fig

2.7). '
| 3. As perclaim 5, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to |

claim 4, characterizedin, that if no text passage in said active application is highlighted,
_ and said text field is used for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard

(Carlson, page 30, fig 2.7), then

said first function can be activated, or
|

|
|
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| said second function can be closed, in which a choige of saving or deleting said
inputted textis given, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an
activationof said first function, |

in which said first function will present services or settings available for said
inputted text (Carlson, page 28, fig. 2.4 Beam Memo). |
4. As per claim 6, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to
claim 1, characterised in, that, if said third function is activated, said display area is
adapted to displaya list with a library of available applications and files on said

computerunit, that a selection of an application will start said application, and that a
selection of a file will opensaid file in an application intended for said file (Carlson, page
47, fig. 2.35). | =

5. As per claim 7, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to
claim 6, characterised in, that a selection of an application orafile is done by moving

said object so that the representation of desired application orfile is highlighted,
removing said object from said touch sensitive area, and then tapping on said touch

sensitive area, and that an application orfile is highlighted by placing some kind of
marking on the representation of said application orfile (Carlson, pages 26 & 27).
6. As per claim 42, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to
Claim 1, characterisedin, that an active application, function, service or setting is

moved on one step by moving said objectfrom theleft of said display area to the right of

said display area, andthat the active application, function service or setting is closed or
‘
t
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backed one step by moving said object from the rightof said display area to the left of
said display area (Carlson, page 246, fig. 14.2, Drag fo scroll throughfile). .
7. As per claim 15, the modified Carlson teaches an ericlosure adapted to cover a

computerunit, said computerunit being adapted to present a user interface according

Claim 1, characterised in, that said enclosure is provided with an openingfor said |
display area, and that a representation of said menu area s printed on top of said
enclosure (Carlson, page12, Silkscreen Graffiti area & fig. 1 10).
8. As per claim 17, the modified Carlson teaches a computer readable medium, |
with a computerprogram product stored therein, characterised in, that said computer

program product comprises computer readable code, which, whenread by a-computer,
will make it possible for said computer to present a user interface according to Claim 1

(Carlson, page 25, Palm OS).

|

Claims 2 and 3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over
Carlson Carlson’, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit
Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.), Haitani etal (“Haitani’, US 5,900875), and Venolia etal

(“Venolia”’, T-Cube: A Fast, Self-Disclosing Pen-Based Alphabet) in view of Kopitzke et

al. (“Kopitzke”, US # 6,988,246 B2). -_

9.- As perclaim 2, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to
claim 1, characterized in, that, if said first function is activated, said display area is

_ adapted to display icons representing different services or settings depending on the

current active application (Carlson, page 28, the Menuicon,fig. 2.4), and that, if no
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application is currently active on said computerunit, said icons are adaptedto represent
services or settings of the operations system of said computer unit (Carlson, page 47,
fig. 2.36, 12:11 am). | | |

Howeverthe modified Carlson doesnot teach expressly the user interface

according to claim 1, characterizedin, that, if said first function is activated, said display
_ area is adapted to display icons representing different services or settings depending on

the current active application, that one of said icons always represents a "help"-service,
regardless of application.

Kopitzke teaches the user interface according to claim 1, characterisedin, that
said display area is adapted to display icons representing different services or settings

depending on the current active application, that one of said icons always represents a
“help"-service, regardless of application (column4, lines 36-53 & fig. 1, Help key or .
button 6). |

The modified Carlson and Kopitzke are analogous art because theyare in the
samefield of endeavor, namely graphical user interfaces with touch sensitive displays.

At the time-of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary
skill in the art to provide the help function as taught by Kopitzke within the user interface
of the modified Carlson in order to provide context sensitive information.

As perclaim 3, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to
claim 2, characterised in, that a selection of a preferred service or setting is done by
tapping on corresponding icon (Carlson, page 26, fig. 2.1 Tappingjust about any
interface element in the Palm OS evokes a response).
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Claims 8-11 and 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable
| over Carlson(“Carlson’, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. —

Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.), Haitani et al (‘Haitani’ US 5,900875), and -
Venolia etal (“Venolia’, T-Cube: A Fast, Self-Disclosing Pen-Based Alphabet) in view of
Wynnet al. ‘Wynn’, US #6,734,883B1). :
10. Asper claim 8, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to

~ claim 7. However the modified Carlson does not teach expressly the user interface,

characterised in, that said list is adapted to'present only said files or only said
applications, that the top area of said list presents a field through which the contentof

said list can bealtered, that,if said list only presentsfiles, said field displays a
representation of a task managerand a selection of said field will cause saidlist to alter

to present only applications, and that, if said list only presents applications, said field
displays a representationofa file manager and a selection of said field will cause said

list to alter and present onlyfiles.

Wynn teachesa user interface control, characterised in, that said list is adapted
to presentonly said files or only said applications, that the top area ofsaid list presents

a field through which the content of said list can be altered (column 3, lines 4-8, dialog
box 32), that, if said list only presentsfiles, said field displays a representation of a task
manager and a selection of said field will cause said list to alter to present only

applications, andthat,if said list only presents applications: said field displays a
representation (column3,lines 4-8, /abel 31) ofafile manager and a selection of said

field will cause said list to alter and presentonlyfiles (column 3, lines 15-31).
>
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The modified Carlson and Wynn are analogousart because they are in the same
field of endeavor, namely scrolling within graphical user interfaces with touch sensitive
displays. - |

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious toa person of ordinary
skill in the art to have the selectionlist format as taught by Wynn within the user
interface of the modified Carlson in order to provide a conventional list format.
11. Asper claim 9, the modifiedCarlson teaches the user interface according to claim
7, characterised in, that, a navigation in said list is performed by moving said object in a

direction towards the top ofsaid list or towards the bottom of said list, that the

movementof said object will cause said marking to move in the same direction
' (Carlson, page 27, a quicker way to view the full list is to tajp and hold on the dark solid

portion ofthe scroll bar, then drag it vertically).

However the modified Carlson does not teach expressly that the speed of the
movement of said marking is lower thanthe speed of the movementof said object.

Wynn teachesa userinterface control, characterised in, that, a navigation in said —

list is performed by moving said object ina direction towards the top of said list or
towards the bottom ofsaid list, that the movement of said object will cause said marking
to movein the same direction (column3, lines 32-39 & figs. 5) and that the speed of the

"movementof said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object

(column 4, lines 24-30).
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At the time of the invention it would have been obviousto a person of ordinary
skill in the art to have the scrolling function as taught by Wynn within the user interface
of the modifiedCarlsonin order to provide a conventional selection list.
12. Asperclaim 10, the modified Carlson in view of Wynn teachesthe user interface

according to claim 9, characterisedin, that, if the number of applications and/or files in
said list exceeds the numberof applications and files that éan be presented on said
display area, andif said object is movedto the top or bottom position of said display
area, then lifted, replaced onsaid display area, and again moved to the top or bottom of

said display area, the content of said display area.will be replaced one whole page,
meaningthat if said object is positioned at the topofsaid display area, then lifted,
replaced on said display area, and then again moved to the top of said display area, the

contentof said display area will be replaced by the preceding applications and/orfiles in

said list (Carlson, page 253,fig. 14.15 Full Page Up). |
The modified Carlson in view of Wynn does not disclose expressly the user

interface, characterisedin that if said object is positioned at the bottom of said display

area, thenlifted, replaced on said display area, and then again movedto the bottom of
said display area, the content of said display area will be replaced by the following

applications and/orfiles in saidlist. |

Atthe time of theinvention, it would have been an obvious matterof design

choice to a person of ordinary skill in the art to modify the Full Page Upfunction |
(Carlson, page 253, fig 14.15) to work as a Full Page Down function by tapping on the
bottom of the display area because Applicant has not disclosed thatif said objectis
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14. Asperclaim 13,the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to
Claim 1, characterised in, that said menu areais positioned at the bottom of said touch
sensitive area, that said representation of said first function is positioned at the left side
of said menu area, and that said representation of said second function is positioned at

- the middle of said menu area. i
The modified Carlson does notteach expressly that said representation of said

third function is positioned at the right side of said menu area |
At the time the invention was made, it would have been an obvious matter of

design choice to a person ofordinary skill in the art to place the third function on the

right side of the display area insteadof the left, because Applicant has not disclosed

that said representation of said third function is positioned at the right side of said menu

area provides an advantage, isused for a particular purpose or solves a stated problem.

Oneof ordinary skill in the art, furthermore would have expected Applicant's invention to:

perform equally well with the third function on theleft side of the display area because

the placementof the representation would not changeits functionality.

Claims 14 and 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers.
Berkeley, CA: Peachpit Press, 2000), Haitaniet al (“Haitani’,US 5,900875), and

Venolia et al (“Venolia’, T-Cube: A Fast, Self-Disclosing Pén-Based Alphabet) in view of

Strietelmeier(“Strietelmeier’, Strietelmeier, Julie. “Palm m100. ” The Gadgeteer. 2000.
<http://www.the-gadgeteer. com/review/palm_m100_review>),.
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positioned at the bottom of said display area, thenlifted, replaced on said display area,

and then again moved fo the bottom ofsaid display area, the contentof said display

area will be replaced by the following applications and/or files in said list provides an

advantage, is used fora particular purpose,or solves a stated problem. Oneof ordinary

skill in the art, furthermore, would have expected Applicant's invention to perform
equally well with the modified Full Page Up function as taught by Carlson becauseit
would only need to be implemented to scroll down instead of up, when the display area
is tapped on the bottom, instead of the top. |
13. Asperclaim 11, the modified Carlson in view of Wynn teaches the user interface

according to claim 10, characterisedin, thatif said objectis removed from anyfirst
position on said display area and then replaced on any secondposition on saiddisplay

area, said navigation can be continued from said second position (Carlson, page 253,

fig. 14.15). , a

i1

Claim 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson

(“Carlson’, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit Press.

2000. Berkeley, CA.) in view of Haitaniet al (Haitani’, US 5,900875) in view of Venolia
et al (“Venolia’, T-Cube: A Fast, Self-Disclosing Pen-Based Alphabet).
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15. As per claim 14, the modified Carlson teaches the user interface according to
Claim 1, characterised in, that said user interface is adapted to a touch sensitive area
and that said user interface is adapted to be operated by one hand, wheresaid object

q

|

Howeverthe modified Carlson does not teach expressly a touch sensitive area

can beafinger (page 12, stylus...includes fingers).

with 2 size that is in the order of 2-3 inches. |
Strietelmeier teaches a user interface, characterisedin, a touch sensitive area

with a size that is in the orderof 2-3 inches (page 4).

The modified Carlson and Strietelmeier are analogous art because they are in

the samefield of endeavor, namely palm-sized computer organizers.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious toa person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the dimensionsof a touch sensitive drea as taught by

Strietelmeier within the user interface of the modified Carlson in order to provide a touch
sensitive area with the manufacturer's dimensions.

16. As per claim 16, the modified Carlson teaches the enclosure according to claim

15. However, the modified Carlson does not disclose the enclosure characterisedin,
that said enclosure is removable and exchangeable. | |

Strietelmeier teaches an enclosure characterised in, that said enclosureis

removable and exchangeable (page 3, you can also remove the entire face plate...
there will be different face plates available).
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At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

_ Skill in the art to have the customizable enclosures as taught by Strietelmeier within the
oe . . { ;

enclosure of the modified Carlson in orderto tailor an enclosure to a user’s preferences.

17. Claim 18 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson |
(“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Berkeley, CA:
Peachpit Press, 2000)in view of Chewetal. ‘Chew’, US i 6,727,917), Haitaniet al
(Haitani’, US 5,900875), and Venolia et al (“Venolia’, T-Cube: A Fast, Self-Disclosing |

Pen-Based Alphabet). |
As per claim 18, the modified Carlson teaches a computer readable medium

according to claim 17. |

However the modified Carlson doesnotteach expressly, that said computer

- program product is adaptedto function as a shell upon an operations system.

| Chewteachesa userinterfacefor a palm-sized computer device, characterised
in, that said computer program product is adapted to function as a shell upon an
operations system (column 2, lines 1-5).

The modified Carlson and Chew are analogousart because they are in the same

~ field of endeavor, namely graphical user interfaces for hand-held personal computing

devices with touch sensitive displays.

At the time of the inventionit would have been obvidus to a person of ordinary
. skill in the art to further modify the modified Carlson program to function as shell as

taught by Chewin order to efficiently display information.
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Response to Arguments |

Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-18 have been considered but are

mootin view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Conclusion |

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the
examiner should be directed to Ryan F. Pitaro whose telephone numberis 571-272-

4071 - The examiner can normally be reached on 7:00am - 4:30pm Mondaysthrough
Fridays. |

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's
supervisor, Kristine Kincaid can be reached on 571-272-4063. The fax phone number

for the organization wherethis application or proceeding is;assigned is 571-273-8300.

1
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Information regarding the statusof an application may be obtained from the
Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.
. Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http:/pair-directuspto.gov. Should
you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic
Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a
USPTO-Customer Service Representative or accessto the automatedinformation1

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1 000.

Ryan Pitaro a | Qutterre Enea
Patent Examiner | KRISTINE KINCAID

_ Artunit 2174 SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
NTER 2100RFP TECHNOLOGY CE
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Application No. Applicant(s)

Examiner Art Unit

lan M. Purcell 2174 oe
All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

Interview Summary  
 
 

(1) fan M. Purcell. (3)Robert A. Molan.

(4)___.

  
  (2) Kristine Kincaid.

Date of Interview: 13 March 2007.

 Type: a)L] Telephonic  b)[_] Video Conference .
c)X] Personal [copy given to: 1)L] applicant 2)KX) applicant’s representative]

 
  

 
 

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)L] Yes—e)[X] No.
If Yes, brief description:

Claim(s) discussed: Claim 1.
 

Identification of prior art discussed: Carlson.  

Agreementwith respectto the claims f)L_] was reached. g)[X] was not reached. h)L] N/A.

 
 

 
 

SubstanceofInterview including description of the general nature of what was agreedto if an agreement was
reached, or any other comments: Discussed the proposed amendments to independent claim 1._ The examinerwill
provide possible amendments to the claim language in orderto clarify the claimed invention.

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would renderthe claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

  
 
  
 

  

 
 

 

 THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE

INTERVIEW. (See MPEPSection 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already beenfiled, APPLICANT IS
GIVEN A NON-EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH ORTHIRTY DAYS FROM THIS
INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM, WHICHEVERIS LATER, TO
FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record ofInterview
requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.

CustCornrcaudt-
KRISTINE KINCAID

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 2100

 Examiner Note: You mustsign this form unlessit is an
Attachmentto a signed Office action.

 

 Examiner's signature,if required
U.S. Patent and Trademark Offica

PTOL-413 (Rev. 04-03) Interview Summary Paper No. 20070313
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manualof Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substanceof Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be madeof record in the
application whetheror not an agreementwith the examiner was reachedatthe interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statementof the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action mustbe filed by the applicant. An interview does not removethe necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (85 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Businessto betransactedin writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
TrademarkOffice is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise,stipulation’, or understandingin relation to which there is disagreement or doubt. 

Theaction of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Officeif that recordis itself
incomplete through thefailure to record the substanceof interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substanceof an interview of record in the applicationfile, unless
the examinerindicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made andto correct material inaccuracies
which beardirectly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes andfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirementsfor which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure,or pointing
out typographicalerrors or unreadablescript in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substanceofan interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Recordis required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placedin the right handportion ofthefile, andlisted on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusionof the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conferenceinterview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication.If additional correspondence from the examineris notlikely before an allowance orif other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form providesfor recordation of the following information:
— Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
-— Nameof applicant
- Nameof examiner
- Date ofinterview

- Typeof interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
~ Nameof participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel,etc.)
-  Anindication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted
- Anidentification of the specific prior art discussed
~ Anindication whether an agreement was reachedandif so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachmentof a copy of amendments orclaims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreementas to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examinerto the contrary.

- The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachmentto a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance ofthe interview ofeach case.It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unlessit includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examinerto include,all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substanceofthe interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance ofany interview shouldincludeatleast the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the argumentsis not
required. Theidentification of the arguments is sufficientif the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments madeto the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize andfully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a generalindication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome ofthe interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one monthtime periodto correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasonsof record, the examiner should senda letter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paperrecording the substance ofthe interview along with the date and the examiner'sinitials.
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E UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of

GOERTZ Atty. Ref: 5042-2
(Formerly 3682-32)

Serial No.: 10/315,250 Group: 2174

Filed: December 10, 2002 Examiner: Purcell, Ian M.

For: USER INTERFACE

March 15, 2007

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENTAFTER FINAL REJECTION

Sir:

In responseto the Final Office Action mailed November 15, 2006, please amend the

above-identified application as follows:

Amendmentsto the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 2

ofthis paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page9 ofthis paper.

1182121
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

GOERTZ

Serial No.: 10/31 
This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

1. (Currently Amended) A user interface for a mobile handheld computer unit;where

saidcomputeruni-cemprses comprising:

a touch sensitive areawhichteuch-sensitive-areais that is simultaneously divided into a

menuarea and a displayarea,

where-said-thecomputer unit #s-beingadapted to run several applications simultaneously,

and to present an active application on top of any other application on said-thedisplay area,

characterised in, that

saidthemenuarea is-being adapted to simultaneously present a-representations of a-fitst;

asecondandathirdpredefinedfunction,that-said-afirst function that is a general application

dependentfunction, #hatsaid-asecond functionthat is a keyboard function, #hatsaid-and a third

function that is a task and file manager, and

thatanyone-ofsaid-cach of the three functions simultaneously represented in the menu

area ean-being activated when-said-by the single step of an object moving in a direction from a

starting point that is the representation of the function in the menuareato the display area being

detected by the touch sensitive area,detects-amevementofan-objectmoving —with tts-staring

 

menwareate-saiddisplay-area, said-userinterface-thereby allowing low precision navigation of

the user interface using a blunt object, wherebysaidso that the user interface can be operated by

-2-
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one hand, where said-the blunt object ean-be-is a finger.

2. (Previously Presented) The userinterface according to Claim 1, characterized in,that,

if said first function is activated, said display area is adapted to display icons representing

different services or settings depending onthe current active application, that oneofsaid icons

alwaysrepresents a “help”’-service, regardless of application, and that, if no application is

currently active on said computerunit, said icons are adapted to represent servicesorsettings of

the operations system of said computer unit.

3. (Previously Presented) The user interface according to Claim 2, characterisedin, that

that-a selection of a preferred serviceorsetting is done by tapping on correspondingicon.

4. (Previously Presented) The user interface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

- that, if said second functionis activated, said display area is adapted to display a

keyboard anda text field,

- that, if a text passagein said active application is highlighted, said text passage is

displayed in said text field for editing through said keyboard andthat said highlighted text

passage is replaced by said edited text passage when said second function is deactivated, and

- that if no text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text field is

available for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard.

1182121
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5. (Previously Presented) Theuserinterface according to Claim 4,characterisedin, that

if no text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text field is used for inputting and

editing of text through said keyboard, then

- said first function can be activated, or

- said second function can be closed, in which a choice of saving or deleting said

inputted text is given, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an activation of said

first function,

in whichsaid first function will present services or settings available for said inputted

text.

6. (Previously Presented) Theuser interface according to Claim 1, characterisedin, that,

if said third functionis activated, said display area is adaptedto displaya list with a library of

available applications and files on said computerunit, that a selection of an application will start

said application, andthat a selection ofa file will open said file in an application intended for

said file.

7. (Previously Presented) The user interface according to Claim 6, characterised in,that

a selection of an application or a file is done by moving said object so that the representation of

desired application orfile is highlighted, removing said object from said touch sensitive area, and

then tapping on said touch sensitive area, and that an applicationorfile is highlighted by placing

somekind ofmarking on the representation of said applicationorfile.

-4-
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8. (Previously Presented) Theuser interface according to Claim 7, characterised in, that

said list is adapted to present only said files or only said applications, that the top area ofsaidlist

presents a field through which the contentofsaid list can be altered, that, if said list only presents

files, said field displays a representation of a task manageranda selectionofsaid field will cause

said list to alter to present only applications, andthat, if said list only presents applications, said

field displays a representation of a file manager andaselection ofsaid field will cause said list to

alter and presentonlyfiles.

9. (Previously Presented) Theuser interface according to Claim 7, characterised in,

that, a navigation in said list is performed by movingsaid object in a direction towards the top of

said list or towards the bottom ofsaid list, that the movementofsaid object will cause said

marking to movein the same direction, and that the speed of the movementof said marking is

lowerthan the speed of the movementofsaid object.

10. (Previously Presented) The userinterface according to Claim 9, characterised in,

that, if the numberof applications and/orfiles in said list exceeds the numberof applications and

files that can be presented on said display area, and if said object is moved to the top or bottom

position ofsaid display area, then lifted, replaced on said display area, and again movedto the

top or bottom ofsaid display area, the contentof said display area will be replaced one whole

page, meaning thatif said objectis positioned at the bottom of said displayarea, then lifted,

-5-
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replaced on said display area, and then again movedto the bottom of said display area, the

content ofsaid display area will be replaced by the following applications and/orfiles in saidlist,

and if said object is positioned at the top of said display area, then lifted, replaced on said display

area, and then again movedto the top of said display area, the contentof said display area will be

replaced by the preceding applications and/orfiles in said list.

11. (Previously Presented) The user interface according to Claim 10, characterisedin,

that if said object is removed from anyfirst position on said display area and then replaced on

any second position on said display area, said navigation can be continued from said second

position.

12. (Previously Presented) Theuser interface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

that an active application, function, service or setting is moved on one step by movingsaid object

from the left of said display area to the right of said display area, and that the active application,

function, service or setting is closed or backed one step by movingsaid object from the right of

said display area to the left of said display area.

13. (Previously Presented) The user interface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

that said menuareais positioned at the bottom of said touch sensitive area, that said

representation ofsaid first function is positioned at the left side of said menuarea, that said

1182121
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representation of said second function is positioned at the middle of said menuarea, and that said

representation of said third functionis positioned at the right side of said menuarea.

14. (Previously Presented) The userinterface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

that said user interface is adapted to a touch sensitive area with a size that is in the order of 2-3

inches, andthat said user interface is adapted to be operated by one hand, where said object can

be a finger.

15. (Previously Presented) An enclosure adapted to cover a computer unit, said

computerunit being adaptedto present a user interface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

that said enclosure is provided with an opening for said display area, and that a representation of

said menuarea is printed on top of said enclosure.

16. (Previously Presented) The enclosure according to Claim 15, characterisedin, that

said enclosure is removable and exchangeable.

17. (Original) A computer readable medium, with a computer program product stored

therein, characterised in, that said computer program product comprises computerreadable code,

which, when read by a computer, will make it possible for said computerto present a user

interface according to Claim 1.

1182121
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18. (Original) A computer readable medium according to Claim 17, characterisedin,

that said computer program product is adapted to function as a shell upon an operations system.

1182121
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REMARKS

Reconsideration ofthis application is respectfully requested. To this end, petition is

hereby madefor a one month extension oftime to respondto the Final Office Action mailed

November15, 2006. In addition, a Request for Continued Examinationis being filed with this

AmendmentAfter Final Rejection.

The Examiner and his Supervisory Primary Examiner, Kristine Kincaid, are thanked for

allowing the undersignedto interview this application on March 13, 2007. The remarks in this

Amendment, in essence, constitute the substance ofthe interview.

Claims 1-18 are pending in the application. Uponentry of this Amendment, independent

claim 1 will be amended.

In the outstanding Final Office Action ofNovember 15, 2006, the Examiner again

rejected claims 1, 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) as being anticipated by Carlson

(Carlson, Jeff, Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers, Peachpit Press, 2000, Berkeley, CA;

hereinafter “Carlson’”). The Examinerfurther rejected, as being unpatentable under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a), claims 2 and 3 over Carlson in view of Kopitzke (USP 6,988,246; hereinafter

‘“Kopitzke”); claims 8-11 and 13 over Carlson in view of Wynn et al. (USP 6,734883, hereinafter

Wynn); claim 13 over Carlson alone; claims 14 and 16 over Carlson in view of Strietelmeier

(Strietelmeier, Julie, Palm m100, The Gadgeteer, 2000, http://www.the-
 

gadgeteer.com/review/palm_m100_review;hereinafter Strietelmeier); and claim 18 over Carlson

in view of Chewetal. (USP 6,727, 917; hereinafter Chew). The Examiner’s rejections are again

respectfully traversed.

1182121
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For a claimed inventionto be anticipated by a priorart reference, every elementofthe

claim mustbe disclosed in the reference. For a claimed invention to be obvious over a

combinationofprior art references, there must be some suggestion, motivation or teaching in the

prior art that would haveled one ofordinary skill in the art to combine the references to produce

the claimed invention. E.g., Ashland Oil, Inc. v. Delta Resins & Refracs., 776 F.2d 281, 293

(Fed. Cir. 1985). Here, the claimed invention of the present applicationis neither anticipated nor

obviousoverthe cited references because such references do not disclose or suggestall of the

limitations of the claimed invention. Even assuming, arguendo,that the Examinerproperly

combinedthecited references, the resulting combinationstill would not be the claimed invention

given the deficiencies noted below in the primary Carlson reference.

Amended independent claim 1 describes a user interface for a hand held computerunit

that includes a touch sensitive area simultaneously divided into a menu area and a displayarea,

with the menu area simultaneously presentinga first function that is a general application

dependentfunction, a second function that is a keyboard function, and a third function that is a

task and file manager. Amended independentclaim 1 has been amendedto clarify that each of

the three functions simultaneously represented in the menu areaare activated by the touch

sensitive area detecting the single step of an object movingin a direction fromastarting point

that is the representation of the function in the menuarea to the display area. Thissingle step

function launching movementis not described in the primary Carlsonreference.

The Examineris thanked for discussing with the undersigned in connection with the

Interview mentioned abovethe clarification of claim 1 by reciting a single step function

-10-
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launching movement and noting that the recitation ofthis single step in claim 1 would likely

overcomethe cited primary Carlson reference.

Theuser interface described in claim 1 of the present application is designed to be used

with a user’s hand andfingers, rather than any tools, such as the stylus used with a Palm Pilot.

This userinterface is designed to be navigated with a finger, and preferably using only one hand,

holding the device with that hand and navigating with a user’s finger. This allows the launching

ofthe functions described in claim 1 with a finger, through the recognition of the finger’s

movementacross a touch sensitive area in a direction fromastarting point thatis the

representation of the function in the menuarea to the display area. Claim 1 has been amendedto

better describe this single step function launching movement.

The Palm Pilot device described in the cited Carlson referenceis, in contrast, designed to

navigate on small icons and buttons with a relatively sharp tip from a stylus or pen. The Carlson

reference purports to be a guide to Palm organizers. The Examinerlooks to pages 30 and 40 of

the Carlson reference as purporting to show the single step function launching movementrecited

in claim 1 and discussed above. In particular, the Examinerlooks to Figure 2.22, on page 40 of

Carlson, and the excerpt from page 30,titled “To activate the keyboard”. In this excerpt from

page 30, Carlson teaches that there are four ways of accessing the Palm Pilot keyboard function,

one ofwhich includes “drag[ing] the stylus vertically across the screen from bottom to top.” The

stylus is purported to be shownin Figure 2.22, page 40, of Carlson. However, alongside the

representation ofthe stylus in this Figure is a menu including several entries, one of which is the

keyboard function, and another of which,i.e., the “backlight” function, appears to be highlighted.

-ll-
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There are several reasons whythedisclosure on pages 30 and 40 of Carlson do not show

the function launching feature recited in claim 1 ofthe present application. First, claim 1

describes three broad based functions using the function launching features described in claim 1,

to wit, a first general application-dependent function, a second keyboard function, and a third

task andfile manager function. The scope of these functions can be appreciated by the

embodimentofthe invention described in the specification of the present application and,in

particular, the examplesofthese three functions shownin Figures 3, 5 and6, respectively, of the

present application. This is in sharp contrastto the limited keyboard function describedin the

Carlson reference with respect to the dragging of the stylus across the screen from to top on page

30 of Carlson.

Second,it is clear from page 40 of Carlson that whatis described in Figure 2.22 is a two-

step sequence in which a functionis highlighted before the stylus is dragged. The grouping of

possibilities shown to the rightofthe stylus in Figure 2.22 includes the keyboard function. This

is in contrast to the single step function-launching movement described in claim 1, where a

function is launchedby the single step of an object, such as a finger, moving from a function icon

in the menu area to the display area. It is this simple function-launching movementthat allows

the user interface and computer unit described in claim 1 to be operated by a single hand and

finger.

Finally, even in describing the step of dragging a stylus vertically across a screen from

bottom to top to activate a keyboard function,there is nothing in Carlson whichteachesplacing

the stylus in the first instance on an icon describing or corresponding to the keyboard function

-12-
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and moving the stylus, or some otherobject, from that keyboard icon across the screen. Indeed,

Figure 2.22 showsthe pen-dragging function from the writing area to the top of the screen with

the pen orstylus beginningat a location that is not a selected feature, such as those shown in

Figure 2.22 that include the keyboard function.

Independent claim 17 describes a computer readable medium, with a computer program

product stored therein that makesit possible for a computer to present a user interface according

to Claim 1. Independentclaims 1 and 17, and thus dependentclaims 4-7, 12, and 15, which

dependeither directly or indirectly from claim 1, are not anticipated by Carlson because Carlson

does not disclose the foregoing function launching feature described in amendedclaim 1.

Independentclaims 1 and 17, and dependent claims 4-7, 12, and 15, are also not

anticipated by Carlson because Carlson also doesnot disclosethe recited first, second and third

predefined functions simultaneously represented in the menu area, muchless activating any one

of these three functions by moving an object from a starting point that is within the

representation of the function in the menuareain a direction from the menuareato the display

area, as discussed above.

Claim 1 describes thefirst function as a general application dependent function which,in

the embodimentofthe invention describedin the application, are services or functions dependent

upon a currentactive application. Oneofthe servicesis described as a help service, regardless of

the application. Others are described as “save to disk”, “send as SMS”, or “delete”, or settings

such as “resolution”, “colour”, or “brightness”. If no application is active, the servicesor settings>

-13-
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can beof the operations system, such as backgroundpicture, clock,alarm, users, help,etc. See,

e.g., Application, pages 5-6.

The Examiner looks to page 28 of Carlson and a “menu” icon shown in Figure 2.4 on

page 28 of Carlson as meetingthe first function feature recited in claim 1; however, what page 28

of Carlson showsis instructions for accessing menusin applications.

Claim 1 also describes the second function as a keyboard function. The Examiner looks

to page 30 of Carlson as showing the keyboard function. Page 30 of Carlson does describe an

“onscreen keyboard”. |
Claim 1 describes the third function as a task and file manager. The Examiner looks to

page 47 of Carlson,andparticularly the applications screen in Figure 2.35 of Carlson as meeting

this function. In the embodimentofthe invention described in the present application, the third

functionis described as displaying a list with a library of available applications andfiles on the

computer unit. See, e.g., Application, page. 7.

Assuming, arguendo, that the selected portions of Carlson show functions generally

correspondingto the functions described in claim 1,because Carlson shows multiple screens for

the menu shown on page 28, the keyboard shown on page 30,and the applications shown on

page 47, Carlson also does not disclose a menuarea simultaneously presenting a representation

of the first, second andthird predefined functionsrecited in claim 1. In view of the foregoing,

clearly, Carlson does not anticipate independent claims 1 and 17 or dependent claims4-7,12,

and 15.

-14-
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Finally, because Carlson does notanticipate the claimed inventionas recited in

independent claims 1 and 17 (which references claim 1), given the deficiencies noted above in

the teachingsof the primary Carlsonreference, the remaining claimsrejected in the outstanding

Office Action under §103(a), i.e., claims 2, 3, 8-11, 13, 14, 16 and 18, which depend either

directly or indirectly from claim 1 or claim 17, are also not obvious over Carlson aloneor in

combination with the other references cited by the Examiner.

In view ofthe foregoing,it is believed that all of the claims pendingin the application,

i.e., claims 1 — 18, are now in condition for allowance, which action is earnestly solicited. If any

issues remain in this application, the Examineris urged to contact the undersignedat the

telephone numberlisted below.

The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge any deficiency, or credit any

overpayment, in the fee(s) filed, or asserted to befiled, or which should have been filed herewith

(or with any paperhereafter filed in this application by this firm) to our Account No. 14-1140.

Respectfully submitted,

NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C.

By. foerk A. Pipher~_
Robert A. Molan

Reg. No. 29,834

RAM:jsm

901 North Glebe Road, 11" Floor
Arlington, VA 22203
Telephone: (703) 816-4000
Facsimile: (703) 816-4100
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Application No. Applicant(s)

10/315,250 GOERTZ, MAGNUS

Office Action Summary Examiner

lan M. Purcell
-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondenceaddress --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVERIS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensionsof time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1:136(a). In no event, however, maya reply betimelyfiled

after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO periodfor reply is specified above, the maximumstatutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date ot this communication.- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).
Any reply received bythe Office fater than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
eamed patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)X] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 22 August 2006.
2a)X] This action is FINAL. 2b)C Thisaction is non-final.

3)C) Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 0.G.213.

 

Disposition of Claims

4)) Claim(s) 1-18 is/are pending in the application.
4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L) Claim(s) is/are allowed.
6) Claim(s) 1-18 is/are rejected.
7) Claim(s)__ is/are objectedto.
8)L].Claim(s)___ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10) The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b){_] objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacementdrawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s)is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).
11) The oathor declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L] Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or(f).
a)LIAI »)) Some * c)] Noneof:

1...) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.0] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) oO Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) CO Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) (1 Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __
3) [7 Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Noticeof Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) L] Other:
U.S, Patent and Trademark Office :

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20061109
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 2
Art Unit: 2174

DETAILED ACTION

1. This communication is responsive to the Amendmentfiled 8/22/2006.

Claims 1-18 are pendingin this application. Claims 1, 15 and 17 are

independent claims. In the Amendment the Specification and the Claims were

amended. Claims 1-16 were amended.

The text of those sectionsof Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can

be found in a prior Office action.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

2. Claims 1, 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Carlson (“Carlson’”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm

Organizers. Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.).

3. As per claim 1, Carlson teachesa userinterface for a mobile handheld computer

unit (Introduction, pagexiii), where said computer unit comprises a touch sensitive area

(page 26, the screen is touch sensitive), which touch sensitive area is divided into a

menuarea (page 12, fig. 1.10 silk screen graffiti area) and a display area, where said

computerunit is adapted to run several applications simultaneously (page 47,all of the

applications are running concurrently), and to present an active application on top of

any other application on said display area, characterised in, that said menu areais

adapted to present a representationof a first, a second and a third predefined function,

that said first function is a general application dependent function (page 28, the Menu
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icon,fig. 2.4), that said second function is a keyboard function (page 30, either the abc

or 123 dots in the lower cornerof the Graffiti area), that said third function is a task and

file manager(page 47, the Applications screen & fig. 2.35), and that any one of-said
three functions can be activated when said touch sensitive area detects a movementof

an object with its starting point within the representation of said function on said menu

area and with a direction from said menu area to said display area (page 40, boftom-to-

top screen stroke shortcutfig. 2.22 & page 30, drag the stylus vertically across the

screen from bottom to top), said userinterface allowing low precision navigation using a
blunt object, whereby said user interface can be operated by one hand (page 12, “The
stylus is the main method ofinteracting with the PalmPilot” andit inherently involves

one handto use the stylus. Also, if a finger was used, that would also be considered

using one hand), where said object can be a finger (page 12, “The stylus is the main

method of interacting’ though anything including fingers can work).

4. As per claim 4, Carlson teachesthe user interface according to claim 1,

characterisedin,

that, if said second function is activated, said display area is adapted to display a

keyboard andatext field, |

that, if a text passagein said active application is highlighted, said text passage

is displayed in said text field for editing through said keyboard and that said highlighted
text passage is replaced by said edited text passage when said second function is

deactivated, and
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that, if no text passagein said active application is highlighted, said text field is

available for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard (page 30, fig 2.7).

5. As per claim 5, Carlson teachesthe user interface according to claim 4,

characterized in, that if no text passage in said active application is highlighted, and said

text field is used for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard (page30,fig

2.7), then

said first function can be activated,or

said second function can be closed, in which a choice of saving or deleting said

inputted text is given, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an

activation of said first function,

in which said first function will present services or settings available for said

inputted text (page 28, fig. 2.4 Beam Memo). |

6. As per claim 6, Carlson teaches the userinterface accordingto claim 1,

characterisedin, that, if said third function is activated, said display area is adapted to

display a list with a library of available applications and files on said computerunit, that
a selection of an application will start said application, and that a selection ofa file will

opensaid file in an application intended for said file (page 47, fig. 2.35).

7. As per claim 7, Carlson teaches the userinterface according to claim 6,

characterised in, that a selection of an application orafile is done by moving said object

so that the representation of desired applicationorfile is highlighted, removing said

object from said touch sensitive area, and then tapping on said touch sensitive area,
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and that an applicationorfile is highlighted by placing somekind of marking on the

representation of said applicationorfile (pages 26 & 27).

8. As per claim 12, Carlson teaches the user interface according to Claim 1,

characterised in, that an active application, function, service or setting is moved on one

step by moving said object from the left of said display area to the right of said display
area, and that the active application, function service or setting is closed or backed one

step by moving said object from the right of said display area to the left of said display

area (page 246, fig. 14.2, Drag fo scroll throughfile).

9, As per claim 15, Carlson teaches an enclosure adapted to cover a computerunit,
said computer unit being adaptedto present a userinterface according Claim 1,

characterised in, that said enclosure is provided with an opening for said display area,

andthat a representation of said menu areais printed on top of said enclosure (page

12, Silkscreen Graffiti area & fig. 1.10).

10. Asperclaim 17, Carlson teaches a computer readable medium, with a computer

program product stored therein, characterised in, that said computer program product

comprises computer readable code, which, when read by a computer, will makeit
possible for said computer to present a userinterface according to Claim 1 (page 25,

Palm OS).
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

11. Claims 2 and 3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Carlson (“Carlson’”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit

Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.) in view of Kopitzke et al. ("Kopitzke”, US # 6,988,246 B2).

12. As perclaim 2, Carlson teachesthe user interface accordingto claim 1,

characterizedin, that, if saidfirst function is activated, said display area is adapted to
display icons representing different services or settings depending on the current active

application (page 28, the Menuicon,fig. 2.4), and that, if no application is currently

active on said computerunit, said icons are adapted to represent servicesorsettings of

the operations system of said computerunit (page 47, fig. 2.36, 12:17 am).

However Carlson doesnot teach expressly the user interface according to claim

1, characterizedin, that, if said first function is activated, said display area is adapted to

display icons representingdifferent services or settings depending on the current active

application, that one of said icons always represents a “help"-service, regardless of

application.

Kopitzke teaches the userinterface according to claim 1, characterisedin, that

said display area is adaptedto display icons representing different services or settings

depending on the currentactive application, that one of said icons alwaysrepresents a

“help"-service, regardless of application (column4, lines 36-53 & fig. 1, Help key or
button 6).

Carlson and Kopitzke are analogousart because they are in the samefield of

endeavor, namely graphical user interfaces with touch sensitive displays.
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At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a personof ordinary
skill in the art to provide the help function as taught by Kopitzke within the userinterface

of Carlson in order to provide context sensitive information.

Asperclaim 3, the modified Carlson teaches the userinterface according to

claim 2, characterisedin, that a selection ofa preferred service or setting is done by

tapping on corresponding icon (Carlson, page 26,fig. 2.1 Tapping just about any

interface element in the Palm OS evokes a response).

13. Claims 8-11 and 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers.

Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.) in view of Wynnet al. (“Wynn", US # 6,734,883

B1).

14. Asperclaim 8, Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim 7.
HoweverCarlson does not teach expressly the userinterface, characterised in, that said

list is adapted to present only said files or only said applications, that the top area of

said list presents a field through which the contentof said list can be altered, that, if said

list only presentsfiles, said field displays a representation of a task manager and a

selection of said field will cause said list to alter to present only applications, andthat,if

said list only presents applications, said field displays a representation of a file manager

and a selection of said field will cause said list to alter and presentonlyfiles. .

Wynnteachesa userinterface control, characterisedin, that said list is adapted

to present only said files or only said applications, that the top area of said list presents

a field through which the contentof said list can be altered (column3,lines 4-8, dialog
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box 32), that,if said list only presents files, said field displays a representation of a task

managerand a selection of said field will cause said list to alter to present only

applications, andthat, if said list only presents applications, said field displays a

representation (column3,lines 4-8, labe/ 31) of a file manager and a selection of said

field will cause said list to alter and presentonlyfiles (column 3, lines 15-31).
Carlson and Wynn are analogousart becausetheyare in the samefield of

endeavor, namely scrolling within graphical user interfaces with touch sensitive

displays.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the selection list format as taught by Wynnwithin the user

interface of Carlson in order to provide a conventional list format. |
15. As per claim 9, Carlson teachesthe userinterface according to claim 7,

characterisedin, that, a navigation in saidlist is performed by moving said objectin a

direction towardsthe top ofsaid list or towards the bottom ofsaidlist, that the

movement of said object will cause said marking to movein the samedirection (page

_ 27, a quicker wayto viewthefull list is to tap and hold on the dark solid portion ofthe

scroll bar, then drag it vertically).

However Carlson does not teach expressly that the speed of the movementof

said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object.

Wynn teachesa user interface control, characterised in, that, a navigation in said

list is performed by moving said object in a direction towards the top of said list or

towards the bottom ofsaid list, that the movementofsaid object will cause said marking
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to move in the samedirection (column3,lines 32-39 & figs. 5) and that the speed of the

movement of said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object

(column4, lines 24-30).

At the time of the invention it would have been obviousto a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the scrolling function as taught by Wynn within the userinterface

of Carlson in order to provide a conventional selection list.

16. As perclaim 10, the modified Carlson in view of Wynn teachesthe user interface

- according to claim 9, characterisedin, that,if the numberof applications and/orfiles in

said list exceeds the numberof applications andfiles that can be presented on said

display area, andif said object is moved to the top or bottom position of said display
area, thenlifted, replaced on said display area, and again moved to the top or bottom of

said display area, the content of said display area will be replaced one whole page,
meaningthatif said object is positioned at the top of said display area, thenlifted,

replaced on said display area, and then again movedto the top of said display area, the

contentof said display area will be replaced by the preceding applications and/orfiles in

said list (Carlson, page 253, fig. 14.15 Full Page Up).

The modified Carlson in view of Wynn does not disclose expressly the user

interface, characterised in that if said object is positioned at the bottom of said display
area, then lifted, replaced on said display area, and then again movedto the bottom of

said display area, the content of said display area will be replaced by the following

applications and/orfiles in said list.
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At the time of the invention, it would have been an obvious matterof design |

choice to a personofordinary skill in the art to modify the Full Page Up function

(Carlson, page 253, fig 14.15) to work as a Full Page Downfunction by tapping on the

bottom of the display area because Applicant has not disclosed thatif said objectis

positioned at the bottom of said display area, thenlifted, replaced on said display area, -

andthen again movedto the bottom of saiddisplay area, the content of said display

area will be replaced by the following applications and/orfiles in said list provides an

advantage, is used for a particular purpose, or solves a stated problem. Oneof ordinary

skill in the art, furthermore, would have expected Applicant's invention to perform

equally well with the modified Full Page Up function as taught by Carlson becauseit

would only need to be implementedto scroll down instead of up, whenthe display area

is tapped on the bottom, instead ofthe top.

17. Asperclaim 11, the modified Carlson in view of Wynn teachesthe userinterface

according to claim 10, characterisedin, that if said object is removed from anyfirst

position on said display area and then replaced on any second position on said display

area, said navigation can be continued from said second position (Carlson, page 253,

fig. 14.15).

Claim 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson

(‘Carlson’, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit Press.

2000. Berkeley, CA.)

18. Asperclaim 13, Carlson teaches the user interface according to Claim 1,

characterised in, that said menu areais positioned at the bottom of said touch sensitive
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area, that said representation of said first function is positioned at the left side of said

menuarea, and that said representation of said second function is positioned at the

middle of said menuarea.

Carlson does not teach expressly that said representation of said third function is

positioned at the right side of said menu area.

At the time the invention was made, it would have been an obvious matterof

design choice to a person of ordinary skill in the art to place the third function on the

right side of the display area instead ofthe left, because Applicant has not disclosed

that said representation of said third function is positioned at the right side of said menu

area provides an advantage, is used for a particular purpose or solves a stated problem.

One of ordinary skill in the art, furthermore would have expected Applicant’s invention to

perform equally well with the third function onthe left side of the display area because

the placementof the representation would not changeits functionality.

19. Claims 14 and 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Carlson (“Carison’”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers.

Berkeley, CA: Peachpit Press, 2000)in view of Strietelmeier (“Strietelmeier’,

Strietelmeier, Julie. “Palm m100.” The Gadgeteer. 2000.

<http://www.the-gadgeteer.com/review/palm_m100_review>).

20. As per claim 14, Carlson teaches the user interface according to Claim 1,
characterised in, that said user interface is adapted to a touch sensitive area and that
said user interface is adapted to be operated by one hand, where said object can be a

finger (page 12, stylus...includes fingers).
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However Carlson does not teach expressly a touch sensitive area with a sizethat

is in the order of 2-3 inches.

Strietelmeier teaches a userinterface, characterised in, a touch sensitive area

with a size that is in the order of 2-3 inches (page 4).

Carlson and Strietelmeier are analogous art because they are in the samefield of

_ endeavor, namely palm-sized computer organizers.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the dimensions of a touch sensitive area as taught by

Strietelmeier within the user interface of Carlson in order to provide a touch sensitive

area with the manufacturer's dimensions.

21. Asperclaim 16, Carlson teaches the enclosure according to claim 15. However,

Carlson does not disclose the enclosure characterised in, that said enclosure is

removable and exchangeable.

Strietelmeier teaches an enclosure characterisedin, that said enclosure is

removable and exchangeable (page 3, you can also removethe entire face plate...

there will be different face plates available).

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a personof ordinary

skill in the art to have the customizable enclosures as taught by Strietelmeier within the

enclosure of Carlsonin orderto tailor an enclosure to a user’s preferences.

22. Claim 18 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson

(‘Carlson’, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Berkeley, CA:

Peachpit Press, 2000) in view of Chewetal. (“Chew', US # 6,727,917).
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Asper claim 18, Carlson teaches a computer readable medium according to

claim 17.

HoweverCarlson does not teach expressly, that said computer program product

is adapted to function as a shell upon an operations system.

Chewteachesa user interface for a palm-sized computer device, characterised

in, that said computer program productis adapted to function as a shell upon an

operations system (column2,lines 1-5).

Carlson and Cheware analogousart becausethey are in the samefield of

endeavor, namely graphical user interfaces for hand-held personal computing devices
with touch sensitive displays.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to modify the Carlson's program to function as shell as taught by Chew in .

orderto efficiently display information.

Response to Arguments

23. Applicant’s arguments with respect to claims 2, 4, 6-8, 10, 12, 14-16, 18, 20, 22-

24 in the Amendmenthave beenfully considered but they are not persuasive.

Applicant argued the following: |

(a) Carlson does not teach using a blunt object, whereby the user can operate

the interface with one hand, where said object can be a finger.

(b) Carlson does not disclosetherecited first second, and third predefined

functions represented in a menu area,or activating anyone oneof these three functions _
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by moving an object from a starting point within the representation of the function on the

menuin a direction from the menu area to the display area.

The Examiner disagreesfor the following reasons:

Per(a), The stylus is the main method of interacting, howeveranything including

fingers can work (page 12). It is simply an allegationthat Carlson is portraying the use

of a fingerin “a somewhatjoking way”. It is more likely that Carlsonis portraying the

use of a toe in “a somewhatjoking way”. However, joking or not, Carlson teaches the

use of a finger or a toe as said object. Furthermore, Carlson states on page 26,“three
basic methodsofinteracting within the Palm ... depend onthe stylus.” As disclosed

earlier, Carlson teaches that a finger can work as the stylus (page 12, Sfylus).

Moreover, the basic methodsof interacting depend onthe stylus, does not imply thatall

methodsof interacting depend on the stylus.

Per(b), during patent examination, the pending claims mustbe "given >their<

broadest reasonable interpretation consistent with the specification." > Inre Hyatt, 211
F.3d 1367, 1372, 54 USPQ2d 1664, 1667 (Fed. Cir. 2000). Despite the claims being

interpretedin light of the specification, limitations from the specification are not being

readinto the claims. See In re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed.Cir.

1993).

Applicant always has the opportunity to amend the claims during prosecution, and

broad interpretation by the examiner reducesthe possibility that the claim, once issued,
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will be interpreted more broadly thanis justified. In re Prater, 415 F.2d 1393, 1404-05,

162 USPQ 541, 550-51 (CCPA 1969).
In this case, Carlson teachesthe recited first (page 28, the Menuicon,fig. 2.4),

second (page 30, either the abc or 123 dots in the lower comerof the Graffiti area) and

third predefined functions (page 47, the Applications screen & fig. 2.35) represented in a

menuarea (page 12, fig. 1.10 silk screen graffiti area). Furthermore, Carlson teaches

activating anyone oneof these three functions by moving an object from a starting

point within the representation of the function on the menuin a direction from the menu

area to the display area. Carlson teaches activating the second function by moving an

object from a starting point within the representation of the function on the menu ina

direction from the menu area to the displayarea (page 40, bottom-to-top screen stroke

shortcut, fig. 2.22 & page 30, to activate the keyboard ... drag the stylus vertically

across the screen from bottom to top).

Conclusion -

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to lan M. Purcell whose telephone numberis (571) 272-

5755. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday 8:30 - 5:00.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Kristine Kincaid can be reached on (571) 272-4063. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for
published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accesstothe Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a
USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system,call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

lan M. Purcell

Examiner

KRISTINE KINCAID
SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 2100
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In re Patent Application of

GOERTZ Atty. Refi: 3682-32

Serial No.: 10/315,250 Group: 2174

Filed: December10, 2002 Examiner: Purcell, Jan M.

For: USER INTERFACE

August 22, 2006

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT

Sir:

In responseto the Office Action dated March 23, 2006, please amend the above-identified

application as follows:

Amendments to the Title begin on page 2 of this paper.

Amendmentsto the Specification begin on page3 ofthis paper.

Amendments to the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 4

ofthis paper.

Remarks/Argumentsbegin on page 10 ofthis paper.

1105263
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AMENDMENTSTO THE TITLE

Please amendthetitle as follows:

USER INTERFACE FOR MOBILE HANDHELD COMPUTER UNIT

1105263
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AMENDMENTSTO THE SPECIFICATION

Onpage5 ofthe application, please add the following new paragraphafter line 3,

as follows:

Figure 14 shows a computer readable medium in the form ofa solid state memory.

1105263
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replaceall prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

1. (Currently Amended) User-A user interface for a mobile handheld computer unit,
 

where said computer unit comprises a touch sensitive area, which touch sensitive area is divided

into a menu area and a display area, where said computer unit is adapted to run several

applications simultaneously, and to present an active application on top of any other application

on said display area, characterised in, that said menuarea is adapted to present a representation of

a first, a second and a third predefined function, that said first function is a general application

dependentfunction, that said second function is a keyboard function,that said third functionis a

task and file manager, and that any oneofsaid three functions can be activated when said touch

sensitive area detects a movementof an object with its starting point within the representation of

said function on said menu area and with a direction from said menuarea to said displayarea,

said user interface allowing low precision navigation using a blunt object,whereby said user
 

interface can be operated by one hand, wheresaid object can be a finger.

2. (Currently Amended) User-The user interface according to Claim 1, characterised

characterized in, that, if said first function is activated, said display area is adapted to display

icons representing different services or settings depending on the currentactive application, that

one ofsaid icons always represents a “help”-service, regardless of application, and that, if no

application is currently active on said computerunit, said icons are adapted to represent services

-4.
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or settings of the operations system of said computer unit;-such-as-backgreundpieture-cleel,

users-help_ete.

3. (Currently Amended) User-The user interface according to Claim 2, characterised in,

that that-a selection of a preferred service orsetting is done bytapping on correspondingicon.

4. (Currently Amended) User-The user interface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

- that, if said second functionis activated, said display area is adapted to display a

keyboard and a textfield,

- that, if a text passage in said active application is highlighted, said text passage is

displayed in said text field for editing through said keyboard andthat said highlighted text

passageis replaced bysaid edited text passage when said second function is deactivated, and

- that ifno text passage in said active applicationis highlighted, said text field is

available for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard.

5. (Currently Amended) User-The user interface according to Claim 4, characterised in,

that if no text passage in said active applicationis highlighted, said text field is used for inputting

and editing of text through said keyboard, then

- said first function can be activated, or

- said secondfunction can be closed, in which a choice of saving or deleting said

inputted text is grven, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an activation ofsaid
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first function,

in whichsaidfirst function will present services or settings available for said inputted

 
6. (Currently Amended) Uset-The user interface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

that, if said third function is activated, said display area is adaptedto display a list with a library

of available applications and files on said computer unit, that a selection of an application will

start said application, and that a selectionofa file will open saidfile in an application intended

for said file.

7. (Currently Amended) User-The user interface according to Claim 6, characterisedin,

that a selection of an applicationora file is done by moving said object so that the representation

of desired application orfile is highlighted, removing said object from said touch sensitive area,

and then tapping onsaid touch sensitive area, and that an applicationorfile is highlighted by

placing some kind ofmarking onthe representation ofsaid application orfile-sueh-as

 

8. (Currently Amended) User-The user interface according to Claim 7, characterised in,
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thatsaid list is adapted to present onlysaid files or only said applications, that the top area of said

list presents a field through which the content ifofsaid list can be altered, that, if said list only

presents files, said field displays a representation of a task manager andaselection ofsaid field

will causesaid list to alter to present only applications,andthat, if said list only presents

applications, said field displays a representation ofa file manager andaselection of saidfield

will causesaidlist to alter and presentonlyfiles.

9. (Currently Amended) User-Theuser interface according to Claim 7, characterised in,

that, a navigation in said list is performed by moving said object in a direction towards the top of

said list or towards the bottom ofsaidlist, that the movementofsaid object will cause said

marking to movein the samedirection, and that the speed of the movementof said markingis

lower than the speed of the movementofsaid object.

10. (Currently Amended) UserThe user interface according to Claim 9, characterised in,

that, if the numberof applications and/orfiles in said list exceeds the numberofapplications and

files that can be presented on said display area, and if said object is movedto the top or bottom

position of said display area, then lifted, replaced on said display area, and again movedto the

top or bottom of said display area, the content ofsaid display area will be replaced one whole

page, meaningthat if said object is positioned at the bottom ofsaid display area, then lifted,

replaced on said display area, and then again movedto the bottom ofsaid display area, the

content of said display area will be replaced by the following applications and/orfiles in said list,
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and if said object is positioned at the top of said display area, then lifted, replaced on said display

area, and then again movedto the top ofsaid display area, the content of said display area will be

replaced by the preceding applications and/or files in said list.

11. (Currently Amended) User-Theuser interface according to Claim 10, characterised

in, that if said object is removed from any first position on said display area and then replaced on

any second position on said display area, said navigation can be continued from said second

position.

12. (Currently Amended) UserTheuser interface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

that an active application, function, service or setting is moved on one step by movingsaid object

from the left of said display area to the night of said display area, and that the active application,

function, service or setting is closed or backed one step by movingsaid object from theright of

said display area to the left of said display area.

13. (Currently Amended) GserThe user interface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

that said menuareais positioned at the bottom of said touch sensitive area, that said

representation ofsaid first function is positionedat the left side of said menuarea, that said

representation of said second functionis positioned at the middle of said menuarea, and that said

representation of said third function is positioned atthe right side of said menuarea.

1105263
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14. (Currently Amended) User-The user interface according to Claim 1, characterised in,

that said user interface is adaptedto a touchsensitive area with a size thatis in the order of 2-3

inches, and that said user interface is adapted to be operated by one hand, wheresaid object can

be a finger,-sueh-asthe-thumb,or-atiserofsaidcomputer.

15. (Currently Amended) An enclosure adapted to cover a computer unit, said computer

unit being adapted to present a user interface according to Claim 1, characterised in, that said

enclosure is provided with an openingfor said display area, and that a representation of said

menuareais printed on top of said enclosure.

16. (Currently Amended) Enelesure-The enclosure according to Claim 15, characterised

in, that said enclosure is removable and exchangeable.

17. (Onginal) A computer readable medium,with a computer program product stored

therein, characterised in, that said computer program product comprises computer readable code,

which, when read by a computer, will makeit possible for said computer to present a user

interface according to Claim 1.

18. (Original) A computer readable medium according to Claim 17, characterised in,

that said computer program productis adapted to function as a shell upon an operations system.

1105263
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REMARKS

Reconsideration ofthis application is respectfully requested.

Claims 1-18 are pending in the application. Upon entry of this Amendment, claims 1-16

will be amendedto, inter alia, conform such claimsto U.S. claim practice.

In the outstanding Office Action of March 23, 2006, the Examiner objected to thetitle of

the invention as not being descriptive. The title of the invention has now been amended.

Accordingly, the Examiner’s objection to thetitle of the invention should now be withdrawn.

The Examiner objected to claims 3 and 8 because of certain informalities noted in these

claims. The proposed amendments by the Examiner have now been madeand,as such,the

Examiner’s objection to claims 3 and 8 should now be withdrawn.

The Examineralso objected to claim 11 under 37 CFR §1.75(c) as being of improper

dependent form for failing to further limit the subject matter of a previous claim. In particular,

the Examiner contendsthat claim 11 fails to further limit claim 10. Claim 11 has now been

amendedto clarify that the first and second positions on the display area can be any positions, as

opposedto the top or bottom positions recited in claim 10. As such, the Examiner’s objection to

claim 11 should now be withdrawn.

The Examinerrejected claims 2, 5, 7 and 14 under 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph,as

being indefinite, contending that the phrase “‘such as” and the following text in these claims

renders the claims indefinite. Claims 2, 5, 7 and 14 have now been amendedto delete the “such

as” phrases. Accordingly, the Examiner’s rejection of claims 2, 5, 7 and 14 under §112, second

paragraph, should now be withdrawn.
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The Examineralso rejected claims 1, 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) as being

anticipated by Carlson (Carlson,Jeff, Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers, Peachpit Press,

2000, Berkeley, CA; hereinafter “Carlson’””). The Examinerfurther rejected, as being

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. §103(a), claims 2 and 3 over Carlson in view of Kopitzke (USP

6,988,246; hereinafter “Kopitzke”); claims 8-11 and 13 over Carlson in view of Wynn etal.

(USP 6,734883; hereinafter Wynn); claim 13 over Carlson alone; claims 14 and 16 over Carlson

in view of Strietelmeier (Strietelmeier, Julie, Palm m100, The Gadgeteer, 2000, http://www.the-
 

gadgeteer.com/review/palm_m100_review; hereinafter Strietelmeier); and claim 18 over Carlson

in view of Chewet al. (USP 6,727, 917; hereinafter Chew). The Examiner’s rejections are

respectfully traversed.

For a claimed invention to be anticipated bya prior art reference, every elementof the

claim must be disclosed in the reference. For a claimed invention to be obvious over a

combinationofprior art references, there must be some suggestion, motivation or teaching in the

prior art that would have led one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the references to produce

the claimed invention. E.g., Ashland Oil, Inc. v. Delta Resins & Refracs., 776 F.2d 281, 293

(Fed. Cir. 1985). Here, the claimed invention of the present application is neither anticipated nor

obviousoverthe cited references because such references do not disclose or suggest all of the

limitations of the claimed invention. Even assuming, arguendo,that the Examinerproperly

combined the cited references, the resulting combinationstill would not be the claimed invention

given the deficiencies noted below in the primary Carlson reference.

Amended independent claim 1 nowrecites a “user interface allowing low precision

-ll-
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navigation using a blunt object, whereby said user interface can be operated by one hand, where

said object can be a finger.” Independent claim 17 describes a computer readable medium,with

a computer program productstored therein that makesit possible for a computer to present a user

interface according to Claim 1. Independent claims 1 and 17, and thus dependentclaims4-7,12,

and 15, which dependeitherdirectly or indirectly from claim 1, are not anticipated by Carlson

because Carlson doesnotdisclose this feature of the claimed invention.

Theuser interface described in the claimsof the present invention is designed to be used

with a user’s hand andfingers, rather than any tools, such as the stylus used with a Palm Pilot.

Theuser interface described in the claimsof the present invention is designed to be navigated

with a finger, and preferably using only one hand, holding the device with that hand and

navigating with a user’s thumb. This allows low precision navigation, with a blunt object, such

as a finger, through the recognition of the finger’s movementsacross a touch sensitive area. The

claims ofthe present application describe movementpatternsthat allow such low resolution

navigation using a blunt object, such as a finger. For example, claim 14 recites the feature of a

one hand device and navigation throughafinger.

The Palm Pilot device described in the cited Carlson reference is, in contrast, designed to

navigate on small icons and buttons with a relatively sharp tip from a stylus or pen. The use ofa

stylus allows high precision navigation and,thus, the possibility of pressing a single button on a

Palm Pilot screen. The Carlson reference purportsto be a guide to Palm organizers. Although

the Examinernotes that Carlson states, on page 12, that ‘anything that isn’t sharper than a No. 2

pencil can work (that includes fingers and toes too!)”, the navigation system in a Palm organizer
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is, in fact, designed to use the stylus mentioned in the Carlson reference. Using a Palm organizer

with a blunt object, such as a thumb, would give very limited use because ofthe lack ofprecision

available from using a thumb. Indeed, Carlson, in mentioning the use ofa “finger or toe”, does

so in a somewhatjoking way, noting later that the “three basic methodsofinteracting within the

Palm OS,all... depend on the stylus (or a similar writing instrument).” See, e.g., Carlson, page

26, paragraphtitled “Navigating the Palm OS”.

This is in sharp contrast to the menus and movements describedin the claims of the

present application, which allow the use of a blunt object, such as a finger, for all navigation and

use of the claimeduserinterface. Thus, the movement patterns described in the claims of the

present application allow the use of the user interface with one hand only and navigation of the

user interface with the thumb ofthat hand.

Independentclaim 1 of the present application also recites:

[a] menu area . . . adapted to present a representation ofafirst, a
second anda third predefined function,that said first function is a
general application dependentfunction, that said second functionis
a keyboard function, that said third function is a task and file
manager, and that any oneofsaid three functions can be activated
whensaid touch sensitive area detects a movementof an object
with its starting point within the representation of said function on
said menu area and with a direction from said menuarea to said

display area.

Independent claims 1 and 17, and dependent claims 4-7, 12, and 15, are also not anticipated by

Carlson because Carlson also does not disclose the recited first, second and third predefined

functions represented in a menuarea, or activating any one of these three functions by moving an

object from a starting point within the representation of the function on the menu area in a
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direction from the menuareato the display area. One embodimentofthis feature is depicted in

Figures 1 and 2 of the present application.

Claim 1 describes the first function as a general application dependent function which, in

the embodimentofthe invention described in the application, are services or functions dependent

upon a current active application. Oneofthe services is described as a help service, regardless of

the application. Others are described as “‘save to disk’’, “send as SMS”, or“delete’’, or settings

such as “resolution”, “colour”, or “brightness”. If no application is active, the services orsettings

can beofthe operations system, such as backgroundpicture, clock, alarm,users, help, etc. See,

e.g., Application, pages 5-6.

The Examinerlooks to page 28 of Carlson and a “menu” icon shownin Figure 2.4 on

page 28 of Carlson as meeting thefirst function feature recited in claim 1; however, what page 28

of Carlson showsis instructions for accessing menusin applications. In any event, no where

does page 28 of Carlson show such menusas being selected by movementof an object, such as a

finger, from a menuareato a display area, as recited in claim 1. Rather, Carlson discussesat

page 28 using a stylus to tap “‘menu icons” and “words” to see drop-down menus.

Claim 1 also describes the second function as a keyboard function. The Examiner looks

to page 30 of Carlson as showing the keyboard function. Page 30 of Carlson does describe an

“onscreen keyboard”. While page 30 of Carlson does mention accessing the keyboard by

“drag(ging] the stylus vertically across the screen from bottom to top”, it also mentions other

methods, such as tapping on “abc”or“123” dots, selecting “Keyboard” from an Edit menu, or

writing certain characters in a Graffiti area. In any event, no where doescited page 30 of Carlson

-14-
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show such keyboard as being selected by movementof an object, such as a finger, from a menu

area to a display area, as recited in claim 1.

Claim 1 describes the third function as a task and file manager. The Examinerlooks to

page 47 of Carlson, and particularly the applications screen in Figure 2.35 of Carlson as meeting

this function. In the embodimentofthe invention described in the present application, the third

function is described as displayinga list with a library of available applications andfiles on the

computer unit. See, e.g., Application, page. 7. While page 47 of Carlson showsapplications and

application icons, it describes launching applications by bringing up the Application screen by

tapping the “silkscreened Applications icon”first and then tapping a program’s nameoricon to

launch it. Nowhere does cited page 47 of Carlson show the applications as being selected by

movementofan object, such as a finger, from a menuarea to a displayarea, as recited in claim 1.

Since Carlson showsdifferent screens for the menu shown on page 28, the keyboard

shown on page30, and the applications shown on page 47, Carlson also does not disclose a menu

area presenting a representation offirst, second and third predefined functions,as recited in claim

1. In view ofthe foregoing, clearly, Carlson does not anticipate independent claims 1 and 17 or

dependent claims 4-7, 12, and 15.

Finally, because Carlson does notanticipate the claimed invention as recited in

independent claims 1 and 17 (which references claim 1), given the deficiencies noted above in

the teachings of the primary Carlson reference, the remaining claimsrejected in the outstanding

Office Action under §103(a), i.e., claims 2, 3, 8-11, 13, 14, 16 and 18, which dependeither
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directly or indirectly from claim 1 or claim 17, are also not obvious over Carlson aloneorin

combination with the other references cited by the Examiner.

In view of the foregoing,it is believedthat all of the claims pendingin the application,

i.e., Claims 1 — 18, are now in condition for allowance, which action is earnestly solicited. If any

issues remain in this application, the Examineris urged to contact the undersigned at the

telephone numberlisted below.

Respectfully submitted,

NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C.

By.fetesAMole.—
Robert A. Molan

Reg. No. 29,834

RAM:jsm

901 North Glebe Road, 11" Floor
Arlington, VA 22203
Telephone: (703) 816-4000
Facsimile: (703) 816-4100
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” Inre Patent Applicationof:  
IN THE UNITED ATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE eyLait

olPe Attention: ~

 
 

* GOERTZ % Atty. Dkt. 3682-32
SerialNo. 10/315,250/ Bz
Filed: April 29, 2004 yp JUL 27 2095 Date: July 27, 2006

For—UserInterface &
: ¢ SS

Panean
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
The attached completesfiling of the above-identified patent application:
(_] Correspondence AddressIndication Form Attached.
C] Signed Rule 63 Declaration alone, L] Copyof Declaration from prior application alone, OR
CJ Signed Declaration plus attached copyof originally filed specification/drawings.
[_] NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION FILING DATE GRANTEDform.
Xx Record the attached change of name from Neonode Sweden ABto Neonode AB, Stockholm,
Sweden and return to the undersigned.
[“yAttached is a Powerof Attorney.
LC} Priority is hereby claimed under 35 U.S.C. § 119 based onthe following foreign applications:

Application Number Country Day/Month/YearFiled

respectively.
{ Certified copy(ies) of foreign application(s) is/are attached.

*| Certified copy(ies)filed on in prior application no. , filed
 

[=] Applicantclaims "small entity" status.  [] "Small entity" statement attached.
+L| Please enter the attached preliminary amendment prior to calculation offiling fee.

[x] Also attached: C] Information Disclosure Statement;C] Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid
Sequence Submission; Xx Other: Notification of Changeof Entitlement to Small Entity
Status Pursuan tto 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2)

Fees dueare calculated below:

Basicfiling fee $300.00 (1011)/$)150.00 (2011) §$
Search Fee $500.00 (1111)/$250.00 (2111) §$
Examination Fee $200.00 (1311)/$100.00 (2311) $
Application Size Fee for each add'l 50 sheets that exceeds 100 sheets)
Total pages: 0-100 = 0.00 0 $0.00(1081)/ $0.00 (2081) $
Total effective claims 9g - 20 (at least 20) = 0 x $50.00 = $0.00 (1202)/$0.00 (2202) $
Independent claims 0 - 3 (at least 3) = 0 x $200.00 = $0.00 (1201)/$0.00 (2201) $
If any proper multiple dependent claims now addedforfirst time (ignore improper), add .

$360.00 (1203)/$180.00 (2203) $
Petition is hereby made to extend the current due date so as to cover thefiling date of this paper and
attachment(s) One Month Extension $120.00 (1251)/$60.00 (2251)

Two Month Extensions $450.00 (1252)/$225.00 (2252)
Three Month Extensions $1020.00 (1253/$510.00 (2253)

Four Month Extensions $1590.00 (1254/$795.00 (2254)
Five Month Extensions $2160.00 (1255)/$1080.00 (2255) $

Surchargeif Declaration orfiling fee first now submitted: $130.00 (1051)/$65.00 (2051) $
English translation of specification and claims $130.00 (1053) $
Assignment Recording Fee $40.00 (8021) $ 40.00

TOTAL FEE DUE $ 40.00

[-] CREDIT CARD PAYMENT FORM ATTACHED.
Any future submission requiring an extension of time is hereby stated to include a petition for such time extension.
The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge any deficiency, or credit any overpayment, in the fee(s) filed, or
asserted to befiled, or which should have beenfiled herewith (or with any paper hereafterfiled in this application
by this firm) to our Account No. 14-1140. A duplicate copy of this sheet is attached.

901 North Glebe Road, 11th Floor NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C.
Arlington, Virginia 22203-1808 By Atty: Robert A. Molan, Reg. No. 29,834
Telephone: (703) 816-4000

Facsimile: (703) 816-4100 ARAM:jsm Signature: -

1098992
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of

GOERTZ Atty. Ref.. 3682-32

Serial No. 10/315,250 Group: 2174

Filed: December 10, 2002 Examiner: Purcell, lan M.

For: User Interface

July 27, 2006

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGEOF ENTITLEMENT TO

SMALL ENTITY STATUS PURSUANT TO 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2)

Notification pursuant to 37 CFR 1.27(g){2) is hereby given of a changein

entitlement to small entity status in the present application. In particular, Applicant

states that this application is no longerentitled to small entity status.

While it is believed that no additional large entity fees are due at this time,

nonetheless, the Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge any deficiency in the

1098996
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GOERTZ

Application Serial No. 10/315,250

fee(s)filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have beenfiled herewith (or with

any paperpreviouslyfiled in this application by this firm) to our Account No. 14-1140.

Respectfully submitted,

NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C.

By: beetA. Vyrelbe
Robert A. Molan

Reg. No. 29,834
RAM:jsm
901 North Glebe Road, 11th Floor

Arlington, VA 22203-1808
Telephone: (703) 816-4000
Facsimile: (703) 816-4100

1098996
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450WWW.USpt0.gOV

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
10/315,250 12/10/2002 Magnus Goertz 3682-32 1226

NIXON & VANDERHYE,PC PURCELL, IAN M
901 NORTH GLEBE ROAD,11TH FLOOR
ARLINGTON, VA. 22203

2174

DATE MAILED: 03/23/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03) ‘
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Application No. Applicant(s)

10/315,250 GOERTZ, MAGNUS

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit
. lan M. Purcell 2174 P|

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s)filed on 10 December 2002.
2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)>X] This action is non-final.
3)C Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 0.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)X] Claim(s) 1-18 is/are pending in the application.
4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L) Claim(s) is/are allowed.
6) Claim(s) 1-18 is/are rejected.
7)\L] Claim(s)___ is/are objected to.

8)C] Claim(s)___—_—sare subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)[X] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10)X] The drawing(s)filed on 10 December 2002is/are: a) accepted or b)[X] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.127(d).

11)L] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)[_] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim forforeign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a)LJAI b)L] Some*c){_] Noneof:

1...) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.C] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.____

3.L] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Cl Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) (] Notice of Drafisperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __.
3) [] information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) LJ other: ;

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 7-05) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20060308
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 2
Art Unit: 2174

DETAILED ACTION

Drawings

1. The drawingsare objectedto asfailing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5)

because theyinclude the following reference character(s) not mentionedin the

description:

(a.) Fig. 14 is not mentioned in the Brief Description of the Drawings.

Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d), or amendmentto

the specification to add the reference character(s) in the description in compliance with

37 CFR 1.121(b) are required in reply to the Office action to avoid abandonmentofthe

application. Any amended replacement drawing sheet should includeall of the figures

appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet, evenif only onefigure is being

amended. Each drawing sheet submitted after thefiling date of an application must be

labeled in the top margin as either “Replacement Sheet” or “New Sheet” pursuant to 37

CFR 1.121(d). If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the applicantwill be

notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The

objection to the drawingswill not be held in abeyance.

Specification

2. Thetitle of the invention is not descriptive. A newtitle is required that is clearly

indicative of the invention to which the claims are directed.
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 3
Art Unit: 2174

Claim Objections

3. Claim 3 objected to becauseofthe following informalities:

(a.) Claim 3 states “characterisedin, that that a selection of a preferred service or

setting is done tapping” and should be changed to --characterised in, that a selection of

a preferred service or setting is done by tapping —

(b.) Claim 8 states “contentif said list” should be changed to -contentofsaid list -

Appropriate correction is required.

4. Claim 11 is objected to under 37 CFR 1.75(c), as being of improper dependent

form for failing to further limit the subject matter of a previous claim. Applicantis

required to cancel the claim(s), or amend the claim(s) to place the claim(s) in proper

dependentform, or rewrite the claim(s) in independent form. Claim 11 fails to further

limit claim 10.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

5. The following is a quotation of the second paragraphof 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

Claims 2, 5, 7 and 14 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph,as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

Regarding claims 2, 5, 7 and 14 the phrase "such as" renders the claim indefinite

becauseit is unclear whetherthe limitations following the phrase are part of the claimed

invention. See MPEP § 2173.05(q).
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 4
Art Unit: 2174

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

6. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or describedin a printed publication in this or a foreign country orin public
use or on sale in this country, more than one yearprior to the date of application for patent in the United
States.

7. Claims 1, 4-7, 12, 15 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm
Organizers. Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.).

8. As per claim 1, Carlson teaches a user interface for a mobile handheld computer

unit (Introduction, page xiii), where said computer unit comprises a touch sensitive area

(page 26, the screen is touch sensitive), which touch sensitive area is divided into a |
menu area (page 12, fig. 1.10 silk screen graffiti area) and a display area, where said

computerunit is adapted to run several applications simultaneously (page 47, all of the

applications are running concurrently), and to present an active application on top of

any other application on said display area, characterised in, that said menu area is

adapted to present a representation ofa first, a second and a third predefined function,

_ that said first function is a general application dependentfunction (page 28, the Menu

icon, fig. 2.4), that said second function is a keyboard function (page 30, either the abc

or 123 dots in the lower comerof the Graffiti area), that said third function is a task and

file manager (page 47, the Applications screen & fig. 2.35), and that any one of said

three functions can be activated when said touch sensitive area detects a movementof
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 5
Art Unit: 2174

an object with its starting point within the representation of said function on said menu

area and with a direction from said menu area to said display area (page 40, bofttom-to-

fop screen stroke shortcutfig. 2.22 & page 30, drag the stylus vertically across the

screen from bottom to top).

9. As per claim 4, Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim 1,

characterisedin, that, if said second function is activated, said display area is adapted

to display a keyboard anda text field, that, if a text passage in said active application is

highlighted, said text passageis displayed in said text field for editing through said

keyboard andthat said highlighted text passage is replaced by said edited text passage

whensaid secondfunction is deactivated, and that, if no text passage in said active

application is highlighted, said text field is available for inputting and editing of text

through said keyboard (page 30,fig 2.7).

10. Asper claim 5. User interface according to claim 4, characterizedin, thatif no

text passagein said active application is highlighted, and said text field is used for

inputting and editing of text through said keyboard (page 30,fig 2.7), then said first

function can be activated, or said second function can be closed, in which a choice of

saving or deleting said inputted text is given, where the choice of saving said inputted

text results in an activation of said first function, in which said first function will present

services or settings available for said inputted text, such as saving said inputted text for

later use, using said inputted text as telephone numberin a telephone application, or

sending said inputted text as message in communications application (page 28, fig. 2.4
Beam Memo).
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 6
Art Unit: 2174

11. As per claim 6, Carlson teachesthe user interface according to claim 1,

characterisedin, that, if said third function is activated, said display area is adapted to

displaya list with a library of available applications and files on said computerunit, that

a selection of an application will start said application, and that a selection of a file will

opensaid file in an application intendedfor said file (page 47, fig. 2.35).

12. As per claim 7, Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim 6,

characterised in, that a selection of an application ora file is done by moving said object

so that the representation of desired application orfile is highlighted, removing said

object from said touch sensitive area, and then tapping on said touch sensitive area,

and that an applicationorfile is highlighted by placing some kind of marking on the

representation of said application or file, such as positioning a frame around the

representation of said applicationorfile or inverting the representation of said

application or file (pages 26 & 27).

13. Asperclaim 12, Carlson teaches the user interface according to Claim 1,

characterised in, that an active application, function, service or setting is moved on one .

step by moving said object from the left of said display area to the right of said display

area, and that the active application, function service or setting is closed or backed one

step by moving said object from the right of said display area to the left of said display

area (page 246,fig. 14.2, Drag to scroll through file).

14. Asperclaim 15, Carlson teaches an enclosure adapted to cover a computerunit,

said computerunit being adapted to presenta user interface according Claim 1,

characterised in, that said enclosure is provided with an opening for said display area,
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 Page 7
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and that a representation of said menuareais printed on top of said enclosure (page

12, Silkscreen Graffiti area & fig. 1.10).

15. As perclaim 17, Carlson teaches a computer readable medium, with a computer

program productstored therein, characterised in, that said computer program product

_comprises computer readable code, which, when read by a computer, will makeit

possible for said computerto present a user interface according to Claim 1 (page 25,

Paim OS).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

16. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis forall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousatthe time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin whichthe invention was made.

17. Claims 2 and 3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit |
Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.) in view of Kopitzke et al. (“Kopitzke”, US # 6,988,246 B2).

18. As perclaim 2, Carlson teachesthe user interface accordingto claim 1,

characterisedin, that, if said first function is activated, said display area is adapted to

display icons representing different services or settings depending on the current active:

application (page 28, the Menuicon,fig. 2.4), and that, if no application is currently

active on said computerunit, said icons are adapted to represent servicesorsettings of
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the operations system of said computer unit, such as backgroundpicture, clock (page

47, fig. 2.36, 12:11 am), users, help,etc.

However Carlson does not teach expressly the user interface according to claim

1, characterised in, that, if said first function is activated, said display area is adapted to

display icons representing different services or settings depending on the current active

application, that one of said icons always represents a "help"-service, regardless of

application.

Kopitzke teaches the user interface according to claim 1, characterised in, that

said display area is adapted to display icons representing different services or settings

depending on the current active application, that one of said icons always represents a

"help"-service, regardless of application (column4, lines 36-53 & fig. 1, Help key or

button 6).

Carlson and Kopitzke are analogousart becausethey are in the samefield of

endeavor, namely graphical userinterfaces with touch sensitive displays.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a personof ordinary

skill in the art to provide the help function as taught by Kopitzke within the user interface

of Carlson in order to provide context sensitive information.

As perclaim 3, the modified Carlson teaches the userinterface according to

claim 2, characterised in, that a selection of a preferred service or setting is done by

tapping on corresponding icon (Carlson, page 26, fig. 2.1 Tapping just about any

interface elementin the Palm OS evokes a response).
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Application/Control Number: 10/315,250 . Page 9
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19. Claims 8-11 and 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Carlson (“Carlson’, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers.

Peachpit Press. 2000. Berkeley, CA.) in view of Wynnetal. ("Wynn’, US # 6,734,883

B1).

20. As per claim 8, Carlson teaches the user interface according to claim 7.

HoweverCarlson does not teach expressly the user interface, characterisedin,

that said list is adapted to present only said files or only said applications, that the top

area of said list presents a field through which the contentof said list can be altered,

that, if said list only presents files, said field displays a representation of a task manager

and a selection of said field will cause saidlist to alter to present only applications, and

that, if said list only presents applications, said field displays a representation of a file

manageranda selection of said field will cause said list to alter and presentonlyfiles.

Wynnteachesa user interface control, characterisedin, that said list is adapted

to presentonly saidfiles or only said applications, that the top area of said list presents

a field through which the contentof said list can be altered (column3,lines 4-8, dialog

box 32), that, if said list only presentsfiles, said field displays a representation of a task

managerand a selection ofsaid field will cause saidlist to alter to present only

applications, andthat, if said list only presents applications, said field displays a

representation (column 3, lines 4-8, /abe/ 31) of a file manager and a selection of said

field will cause said list to alter and presentonlyfiles (column3, lines 15-31).
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Carlson and Wynn are analogousart becausetheyare in the samefield of

endeavor, namely scrolling within graphical user interfaces with touch sensitive

displays.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a personof ordinary

skill in the art to have the selection list format as taught by Wynnwithin the user

interface of Carlson in orderto provide a conventional list format.

21. As perclaim 9, Carlson teachesthe user interface according to claim 7,

characterisedin, that, a navigation in said list is performed by moving said object in a

direction towards the top of said list or towards the bottom of said list, that the

movementof said object will cause said marking to move in the same direction (page

27, a quicker wayto viewthefull list is to tap and hold on the dark solid portion of the

scroll bar, then dragit vertically).

HoweverCarlson doesnot teach expressly that the speed of the movementof

said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object.

Wynn teachesa userinterface control, characterised in, that, a navigation in said

list is performed by moving said object in a direction towards the top of said list or

towards the bottom ofsaid list, that the movementof said object will cause said marking

to movein the samedirection (column 3, lines 32-39 & figs. 5) and that the speed of the

movementof said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object

(column4,lines 24-30).
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At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the scrolling function as taught by Wynn within the user interface

of Carlson in order to provide a conventional selectionlist. |

22.  Asperclaim 10, the modified Carlson in view of Wynn teachesthe userinterface

accordingto claim 9, characterisedin, that, if the numberof applications and/orfiles in

said list exceeds the numberof applications andfiles that can be presented on said

display area, andif said object is moved to the top or bottom position of said display

area, thenlifted, replaced on said display area, and again movedto the top or bottom of

said display area, the content of said display area will be replaced one whole page,

meaning thatif said object is position at the top of said display area, then lifted, replaced

on said display area, and then again movedto the top of said display area, the content

of said display area will be replaced by the preceding applications and/orfiles in said list

(Carlson, page 253, fig. 14.15 Full Page Up).

The modified Carlson in view of Wynn does not disclose expressly the user

interface, characterised in thatif said object is position at the bottom of said display

area, then lifted, replaced on said display area, and then again movedto the bottom of

said display area, the contentof said display area will be replaced by the following

applications and/orfiles in said list.

At the time of the invention, it would have been an obvious matter of design

choice to a personof ordinary skill in the art to modify the Full Page Up function

(Carlson, page 253, fig 14.15) to work as a Full Page Downfunction by tapping on the

bottom of the display area because Applicant has not disclosed that if said objectis
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position at the bottom ofsaid display area, then lifted, replaced on said display area,

and then again movedto the bottom ofsaid display area, the content of said display

area will be replaced by the following applications and/orfiles in said list provides an

advantage, is used for a particular purpose, or solves a stated problem. One of ordinary

skill in the art, furthermore, would have expected Applicant's invention to perform

equally well with the modified Full Page Up function as taught by Carlson becauseit

would only need to be implemented to scroll down instead of up, when the display area

is tapped on the bottom, instead of thetop.

23. As per claim 11, the modifiedCarlson in view of Wynn teachesthe user interface

according to claim 10, characterisedin, that if said object is removed fromafirst

position on said display area and then replaced on a secondposition on said display

area, said navigation can be continued from said second position (Carlson, page 253,

fig. 14.15).

Claim 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson

(‘Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Peachpit Press.

2000. Berkeley, CA.)

24. As perclaim 13, Carlson teaches the userinterface according to Claim 1,

characterised in, that said menuareais positioned at the bottom of said touch sensitive

area, that said representation of said first function is positioned at theleft side of said

menuarea, and that said representation of said second function is positioned at the

middle of said menu area.
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Carlson does not teach expressly that said representation of said third function is

positioned at the right side of said menu area.

At the time the invention was made, it would have been an obvious matterof

design choice to a person of ordinary skill in the art to place the third function on the

right side of the display area insteadoftheleft, because Applicant has not disclosed

that said representation of said third function is positioned at the right side of said menu

area provides an advantage,is used for a particular purpose or solves a stated problem.

Oneof ordinary skill in the art, furthermore would have expected Applicant's invention to

perform equally well with the third function on theleft side of the display area because
the placementof the representation would not changeits functionality.

25. Claims 14 and 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Carlson (“Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers.

Berkeley, CA: Peachpit Press, 2000) in view of Strietelmeier (“Strietelmeier’,

Strietelmeier, Julie. “Palm m100.” The Gadgeteer. 2000.

<http://;www.the-gadgeteer.com/review/palm_m1 00_review>).

26. As perclaim 14, Carlson teaches the user interface according to Claim 1,

characterised in, that-said user interface is adapted to a touch sensitive area and that

said userinterface is adapted to be operated by one hand, where said object can be a

finger, such as the thumb,of a user of said computerunit (page 12, stylus...includes

fingers).

HoweverCarlson doesnot teach expressly a touch sensitive area with a size that

is in the order of 2-3 inches.
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Strietelmeier teaches a userinterface, characterised in, a touch sensitive area

with a size thatis in the order of 2-3 inches (page 4).

Carlson and Strietelmeier are analogous art because they are in the samefield of

endeavor, namely palm-sized computer organizers.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a personof ordinary

skill in the art to have the dimensions of a touch sensitive area as taught by

Strietelmeier within the user interface of Carlson in order to provide a touch sensitive

area with the manufacturer’s dimensions.

27. Asperclaim 16, Carlson teaches an enclosure according to claim 15. However,

Carlson does not disclose an enclosure characterised in, that said enclosure is

removable and exchangeable.

Strietelmeier teaches an enclosure characterised in, that said enclosure is

removable and exchangeable (page 3, you can also removethe entire face plate...

there will be different face plates available).

At the time of the invention it would have been obviousto a person of ordinary

skill in the art to have the customizable enclosures as taught by Strietelmeier within the

enclosure of Carlson in orderto tailor an enclosure to a user’s preferences.

28. Claim 18 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carlson

(‘Carlson”, Carlson, Jeff. Visual Quickstart Guide Palm Organizers. Berkeley, CA:

Peachpit Press, 2000) in view of Chewetal. (“Chew’, US # 6,727,917).

As per claim 18, Carlson teaches a computer readable medium according to

claim 17.
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However Carlson does not teach expressly, that said computer program product

is adapted to function as a shell upon an operations system.

Chewteachesa userinterface for a palm-sized computer device, characterised

in, that said computer program product is adapted to function as a shell upon an

operations system (column2,lines 1-5).

Carlson and Chew are analogousart becausethey are in the samefield of

endeavor, namely graphical user interfaces for hand-held personal computing devices

with touch sensitive displays.

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art to modify the Carlson’s program to function as shell as taught by Chew in

orderto efficiently display information.

Conclusion

29. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

Hirayamaetal. (US # 5,406,307) teaches a methodof activating functions.

Lui et al. (US # 6,833,827) teaches a keyboard function, a general application

function and a file and task managerfunction.

Yonezawa (US # 6,542,191 B1) teaches a save function.

Friend et al. (US # 6,052,279) teaches a customizable hand-held computer.
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30. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to lan M. Purcell whose telephone numberis (571) 272-

5755. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday 8:30 - 5:00.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Kristine Kincaid can be reached on (571) 272-4063. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assignedis 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

lan M. Purcell

Examiner

Kesz . jeu

SUPERVISES:Sy baled ANIA
TECHNOLOGY Ccwicd 2100
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(US-6714220-$ or US-5917493-$ or
US-5910802-$ or US-5903268-$ or
US-5798758-$ or US-5796397-$ or
US-5760773-$ or US-5757368-$ or
US-5726687-$ or US-5677710-$ or
US-5627567-$ or US-5594471-$ or
US-5583543-$ or US-5570113-$ or
US-5570109-$ or US-5555369-$ or
US-5524201-$ or US-5821930-$ or
US-5523775-$ or US-5517578-$ or
US-5483261-$ or US-5453761-$ or
US-5424966-$ or US-5347295-$ or
US-5327161-$ or US-4839634-$ or
US-4680804-$).did. or (US-6072486-$ or
US-5502803-$ or US-5920316-$ or
US-5680559-$ or US-5406307-$ or
US-4782463-$ or US-6727917-$ or
US-6008806-$ or US-5673406-$).did.

 
    

$51 30|S50 and help US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 12:28
USPAT

$52 247|715/864.ccls. US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 12:28
USPAT

$53 67|S52 and help US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 12:53
USPAT

$54 23811|"715"/$.ccls. US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 12:53
USPAT

S55 5557|help near2 (button or menu or icon) US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 12:54
USPAT

S56 1155|$54 and S55 US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 12:54
USPAT

S54 and S52 US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 12:54
USPAT

help adj (button or menu oricon) US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 12:54
USPAT

   
ene
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S66

$67

S68

S69

$70

S71

$72

$73

$74

$78

$79

$80

$81

$82

 
$83

$84

$85

 
 

25

26

41

18

176

47

1982

302

916

 

EAST Search History 
$52 and S55

$52 ((menu and display) adj area)

S60 and S52

715/702.ccls.

$62 and S61

$62 and S55

$62 and S58

$62 and help

S50 and sav$3

$52 and (sav$3 near2 text)

$52 and (sav$3 with text)

S62 and (sav$3 with text)

$54 and (sav$3 with text with delet$3)

S54 and ((sav$3 with text with delet$3) and
(phone or telephoneor(text adj message)))

S54 and ((file adj (menu or button or icon)) with
save)

$54 and (((file adj (menu or buttonoricon))
with save) and (telephoneor phoneor(text adj
message)))

("6542191").PN.

(remov$4 and exchang$4) same enclosure

$54 and $79

S80 and (hand or portable or pda)

S80 and (handheld or hand-held or portable or
pda or phone)
$82 and S79

S79 and (handheld or hand-held or portable or
pda or phone)

(remov$4 and exchang$4) with enclosure
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US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

 
ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

OFF

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

 
2006/03/13 12:59

2006/03/13 12:59

2006/03/13 12:59

2006/03/13 12:59

2006/03/13 13:01

2006/03/13 12:59

2006/03/13 13:01

2006/03/13 14:30

2006/03/13 15:37

2006/03/13 15:45

2006/03/13 15:51

2006/03/13 15:53

2006/03/13 15:54

2006/03/13 15:55

2006/03/13 16:25

2006/03/13 16:25

 
2006/03/13 17:11

2006/03/13 18:32

2006/03/13 18:30

2006/03/13 18:31

2006/03/13 18:32

2006/03/13 18:32

2006/03/13 18:33

2006/03/13 18:38
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EAST Search History

S86 126|585 and (handheld or hand-held or portable or US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 18:39
pda or phone) USPAT

$87 0|(removable and exchangable) with enclosure US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 18:39
USPAT

S88 4927|(removable or exchangable) with enclosure US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 18:40
USPAT

$89 1144|S88 and (handheld or hand-held or portable or US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 18:39
pda or phone) USPAT

$90 182|(removable or exchangable) with enclosure with|US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 18:40
(handheld or hand-held or portable or pda or USPAT
phoneorcellphone or telephone)

$91 9|("20010034250"| "5768100" | "6035214"| US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/13 18:50  
     
  

"6052279"| "6085112" | "6137686" | "6157533"|USPAT;
| "6259932" | "6317315").PN. USOCR

$92 120|715/823.ccls. US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/14 16:44
USPAT

$93 399|((hard or physical or mechanical) adj (key or US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/14 16:46
button)) with ((soft) adj (button or key)) USPAT

S94 8|((hard or physical or mechanical) adj (key or US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/14 16:50
button)) with ((soft) adj (button or key)) with USPAT
(interchang$4 or instead)

S95 364236|$93 (portable or handheld or hand-held or pda)|US-PGPUB;}OR ON 2006/03/14 16:50
USPAT

$96 399|S93 and S95 US-PGPUB;;OR ON 2006/03/14 16:51
USPAT

S97 114|715/860.ccls. US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 10:39
USPAT

$98 52|S97 and (speed or fast$2 or slow$2) US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 10:56
USPAT

$99 0|((cursor or pointer or mouse) adj speed with US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 10:55
(fast$2 or slow$2) with (highlight$3 or USPAT
high-light$3))

$10 1|((cursor or pointer or mouse or marker) with US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 10:56
0 speed with (fast$2 or slow$2 or low$2) with USPAT

(highlight$3 or high-light$3))

$10 0|715/830.ccls US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 10:56
1 USPAT

$10 55|715/830.ccls. US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 10:56
2 |: USPAT

$10 42|$102 and (speed or fast$2 or slow$2 or low$2) US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 10:57
3 USPAT

$10 9|("4879648"| "5363481" | "5721847"| US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 12:15
4 "5790115" | "5844560"| "6144378" | "6295057"|USPAT;

| "6300967"| "6388686").PN. USOCR

S10 106|715/702.ccls. US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 12:16
5 USPAT;

USOCR

$10 28|$105 and ((cursor or marking or marker or US-PGPUB;|OR ON 2006/03/15 12:17
6 pointer or mouseor stylus or finger) with (speed|USPAT;

or low$2 or slow$2 or fast$2)) USOCR
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2|goertz-magnus.in. US-PGPUB;|OR 2006/03/15 16:32
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10315250
PLUS Search Results for S/N 10315250, Searched March 06, 2006

The Patent Linguistics Utility System (PLUS) is a USPTO automated search
system for U.S. Patents from 1971 to the present. PLUS is a
query-by-example search system which produces a list of patents that are
most closely related linguistically to the application searched. This
search was prepared by the staff of the Scientific and Technical
Information Center, SIRA.

5671420
5978568
5905862
4949248
5367573
5692191
5983259
6035303
6098158
4336458
4357021
4368669
4503533
4506336
4782463
5016308
5178418
5301269
5392212
5428744
5442788
5524199
5524200
5526018
5533148
5544301
5546534
5555369
5555368
5559903
5561811
5568770
5570109
5596639
5598534
5636133
5642495
5664208
5677710
5733278
5740455
5781901
5793498
5796402
5796397
5864848
58706112
5881286
5881242
5897644
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: Mo uw -
erat IN THE UNITED STAAES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE HZ

Attention: A WFration Branch é

Atty. Dkt. 3682-32

In rePatent Application of:
GOERTZ  

 

Serial No. 10/315,250 c
Filed: December 10, 2002 Date: March 10, 2003

For:|USER INTERFACE

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

The attached completesfiling of the above-identified patent application:

(<] Correspondence AddressIndication Form Attached.

X Signed Rule 63 Declaration alone, | Copyof Declaration from prior application alone, OR
C] Signed Declaration plus attached copyof originally filed specification/drawings.

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION FILING DATE GRANTEDform.

[] Record the attached assignmentand return to the undersigned.
-[_] Attachedis a Powerof Attorney.
{| Priority is hereby claimed under 35 U.S.C. § 119 based on the following foreign applications:

Application Number Country Day/Month/YearFiled

respectively.
[] Certified copy(ies) of foreign application(s) is/are attached.
[] Certified copy(ies) filed on in prior application no. , filed .
| Applicant claims “small entity" status. (_] “Small entity" statementattached.
[] Please enter the attached and/or below preliminary amendmentpriorto calculation offiling fee.
[] Also attached:L] Information Disclosure Statement;C| Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid

Sequence Submission; LC] Other:
Fees due are calculated below:

Basic filing fee $ 750.00
Total Effective claims 18 -20= 0 x$ 18.00 $ 0.00
Independentclaims 1 -3= 0 x$ 84.00 $ 0.00
If any proper multiple dependent claims now addedforfirst time, add $280.00 (ignore improper) $ 0.00

: FILING FEE $ 750.00
Petition is hereby made to extend the current due date so as to cover thefiling date of this paper
and attachment(s) ($110.00/1 month; $410.00/2 months; $930.00/3 months; $1450.00/4 months) $
Surcharge ($130.00) if Declaration or filing fee first now submitted $ 130.00
Englishtranslation of specification and claims ($130.00) : $ 0.00

FIRST SUBTOTAL $ 880.00

lf “small entity,” enter half (¥2) of subtotal and subtract -$ 440.00
SECOND SUBTOTAL $ 440.00

Assignment Recording Fee ($40.00) $ 0.00
TOTAL FEE DUE $ 440.00

Check enclosed (Pre-Bill)* $ 440.00
Check enclosed (non Pre-Bill)* $

TOTAL FEE ENCLOSED §$ 440.00
Any future submission requiring an extension of time is hereby stated to include a petition for such time extension.
The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge any deficiency, or credit any overpayment, in the fee(s)filed, or
asserted to be filed, or which should have beenfiled herewith (or with any paper hereafter filed in this application
by this firm) to our Account No. 14-1140. A duplicate copyof this sheetis attached.

1100 North Glebe Road, 8" Floor NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C.
Arlington, Virginia 22201-4714 By Atty: Richard G. Besha, Reg. No. 22,770 :
Telephone: (703) 816-4000 °
Facsimile: (703) 816-4100 '
RGB:alm Signature: m

717322 /
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V Pe 6 OVPES ©} #3 Page | of 2
MAR 1 8 2003S UNITED STATES

PATENT AND ‘
=. TRADEMARK OFFICE  
 

 

Commissioner for Patents
Vashington. OC 20237www.usplo.gov

 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING/RECEIPT DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATITORNEY DOCKET NUMBER 
10/3 15,250 12/10/2002 Magnus Goertz 3682-32

CONFIRMATION NO. 1226

NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C. FORMALITIES LETTER

8th Floor | WDE NUIT |
1100 North Glebe Road hn } if
Arlington, VA 22201 0C000000009390646

Date Mailed: 01/16/2003

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment:

An application number andfiling date have been accordedto this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHSfromthe date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied bythe extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

e The statutory basic filing fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $ 370 to complete the basicfiling fee for a small entity.

e The oath or declaration is missing.
A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the
above Application Number andFiling Date, is required.

e To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or oath or declaration surcharge assetforth in 37 CFR 1.16(e) of
$65 for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, must be submitted with the missing items identified
in this letter.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $435 for a Small Entity

¢ $370 Statutory basic filing fee.
e $65 Late oath or declaration Surcharge.

03/13/2003 BNGUYENI 00000018 10315250

01 FC:2001 373.00 OP sunniernnearananenainiemaninetnpmaeaniusnnmatattniimnenamanmmmnmmsimnninuansmannmatnsttts
OB EEBOSSee

A copyofthis notice MUSTbe returnedwiththereply.

Sorpete
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woos © . " ©} Page 2 of 2
CustomerService Center
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202

PART2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE
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07/03 03 15:25 FAX 31 67 67 GROTH & CO + NIXON & VANDERHY 002/002

> @ »G
BT .

Nixon & Vanderhye P.C. (10/89)
(Domestic Non-Assigned/Foreign) Page 1

'
4

3682-32
PO2-700/UK/MLE

o RULE63 (37 C.F.R. 1.63)
cv" INVENTORS DECLARATION FOR PATENT APPLICATION

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

 
AS a botow namedinventor, | hereby deciare that my residence, mailing address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name. and | believe | am
the onginal, first and sole inventor(if only one nameis lIstad below) or an original, tirst and jalnt inventor {if plural names are listed below) of the subject
matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the Invention entitled: .

USER INTERFACE

the specification of which (check applicable box(3)):
L] is attachedhereto ;
[Xx] was filed on December 10, 2002 as U.S. Application Serial No. Unassigned (Atty. Okt. No. 3682-32)
[] wasfiled as PCT Intemational application No. on
and(it applicable to U.S. or PCT application) was amended on

I hereby state that | have reviewed and understandthe contents of the aboveidentitled specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendmentreferred to above. | acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Patent Office all information known to meto be matarial to patentability as
dafined in 37 C.F.A. 1.58. | hereby claim foreign priority beneflis under 35 U.S.C. 119/365 of any forelgn application(s) for patent or Inventor's certificate
listed below and havealso identiflad below sny foreign application for patent or Inventor's certificate havinga filing date before thataf the application on
whichpriority is clatmed or,if no priority Is clatmed, betore the [illng date of this application:
Priority Foraign Application(s):

Application Number Country . Day/Month/Year Filed
ena

I hereby clalm the benefit under 35 U.S.C. §119(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed balow.
Application Number Date/Month/YearFiled
 

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 120/365 ofall prior United States and PCT international applications listed above or below:

Prior U.S /PCT Application(s): Status: patented
Application Serial No. Day/MontivYearFlled pending, abandoned
A

| hereby declarethatall statements made herain af my own knowledge are true andthatall statements made on information and belief are believed to
be true; and further that thase statements were made with the knowledgethatwilltul false statements and the like so made are punishable byfine or
imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 1B of the United States Coda and that suchwillful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the
application or any patant issued thereon. And on behalt of the owner(s) hereof, | haraby appoint NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C., 1100 North Glebe Rd.,
6" Floor, Arlington, VA 22201-4714, telephone number(703) 816-4000 (to wham all communicationsare to be directed), and tha following
attorneysthereof (of the same address) individually and collectively owner's/owners' attomays to prosecute this application and to transact all business
In the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith and with the resulting patent: Larry S. Nixon, 25640, Arthur RA. Crawtord, 25327; James T.
Hosmer, 30184; Rober W. Faris, 31352; Richard G. Besha, 22770; Mark E. Nusbaum, 32348; Michael J. Keenan, 32106: Bryan H. Davidson, 30251,
Stanley C. Spooner, 27303; Leonard C. Mitchard, 29009; Duane M. Byers, 33363; Jeffry H. Nelson, 30481; John R. Lastova, 33149; H. Warren Burnam,
Jr, 29366; Mary J. Wiison, 32955; J. Scott Davidson, 33489; Alan M. Kagen, 36178; Robert A. Molan, 29834; B. J. Sadoff, 36663; James D. Berquist,
34776; UpdeepS. Gill, 37334; Michael J. Shea, 34725; Donald L. Jackson, 41090; Michelle N. Lester, 32331; Frank P. Presta, 19828; Joseph S. Presta,
395329: Joseph A. Rhaa, 37515; Raymond Y. Mah, 41426; Chrls Comuntzis, 31097: Gary A. Tanigawa, 43180. | also authorize Nixon & Vandarhya to
delete any attorney names/numbers no longer with the firm and to act and rely solely on Instructions directly communicated from the person. assignee,
attorney,firm, or other arganization sanding instructions to Nixon & Vanderhye on behalf of the owner(s). 
 
   

 
 

1. Inventor's Signature: Dae: “2 GO S-a3- oS
Inventor: OERTZ Swadish

(first) Mi (last) (citizenship)
Residence:(city) Stockholm (state/country)—SWEDEN
Mailing Address: Engelbraktsgatan 14A, Stocknolm, SWEDEN

(Zlp Code) SE-114 32

2. Inventor's Signature: Date:
(nventor:

(first) MI (last) (citizenship)
Rasidance:(city) (state/cauntry)
Malling Address: ‘

(Zip Code) 

[ ] See attached sheet(s) for additional inventor(s) information!!
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na/ : “pat a t ( 3682-32zoe rf io. . - t-

Please type a plus sign (+) inside this box | + | e
PTO/SB/121 (10-00)

Approved for use through 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-0035
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Addressto:

COR RES PON DENC E Assistant Commissioner for Patents
ADDRESS We KN ton, DC 20231

INDICATION FORM sma

Direct all correspondenceto:
Place Customer

Customer Number: NumberBar. 231 17 Label Here >
OR Type Customer Number here

[| Request for Customer Number (PTO/SB/125) submitted herewith.

in the followinglisted application(s) or patent(s):

|FatentNumber|Number Patent Date U.S.Filing|FatentNumber|appropriate Application Number if appropriate Date
10/315,250 December10, 2002

 

(check one)

Typed or Richard G. Beshaeo Applicant or PatenteePrinted Name

Signature Lop iQ Assigneeof record of the entire
interest. Statement under 37 C.F.R. §
3.73(b) is enclosed. (Form

Date March 10, 2003 PTO/SB/96)

Addressof signer: 1100 North Glebe Road, 8" Floor Attorney or Agentof record
Arlington, VA 22202

22,770
(Reg. No.)

NOTE:Signaturesofall the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple formsif more
than one signatureis required, see below’.

KX)|*Total of
Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needsof the individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you are required to complete this form should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, Washington, DC 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS: SEND TO:Assistant Commissioner of
Patents, Box CN, Washington, DC 20231.

 
forms are submitted. 

717321
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ot
rs ae .

®& 6 Page 1 of 2
Ss UNITED STATES

7 PATENT AND
‘ae TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
Washington, OC 20231-USDIO.gov

  ATTORNEYDOCKET NUMBER FIRST NAMED APPLICANT
   APPLICATION NUMBER FILING. RECEIPT DATE

10/315,250 12/10/2002 Magnus Goertz 3682-32

CONFIRMATION NO. 1226

NIXON & VANDERHYE P.C. FORMALITIES LETTER
8th Floor Hitt
1100 North Glebe Road . i,

Arlington, VA 22201 ©C00000000930646

Date Mailed: 01/16/2003

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required ToAvoid Abandonment:

An application numberandfiling date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHSfromthe dateof this Notice within whichtofile all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

e The statutory basic filing fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $ 370 to complete the basicfiling fee for a small entity.

e The oath or declaration is missing.
A properly signed cath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 7 .63, identifying the application by the
above Application Number andFiling Date, is required.

e To avoid abandonment,a late filing fee or oath or declaration surchargeas set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e) of
$65 for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, must be submitted with the missing itemsidentified -
in this letter.

SUMMARYOF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $435 for a Small Entity

« $370 Statutory basic filing fee.
e $65 Late oath or declaration Surcharge.

ssADDoOpAbAOAUDRODUTDEROPLEDWOIDLEPLELIDOLIEIDIDOLILEDIDLELEIVOLEDODOEODIDTIDEDLEEDETETIELCLUTETIONRODLLLEDLEUDELDTETODODVORUPDELIIHEOUTIELTUITSUASEELTUISUUIRTTNEDELTLESECOODDOOT ONUCTTTUTTILUNEPTIECLTCLIECTRIEDELOSEODEEETEERIETIELEELTETUTTEAAAITIALEAAA

A copy ofthis notice MUSTbe returned with the reply.

feng
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& ® Page 2 of 2
CustomerService Center

Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202
PART 3 - OFFICE COPY
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pt IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFIC: 
 
 

; REQUESTFORFILING APPLICATION UNDER37 C.F.R. 1.53 Ee = -
\ WITHOUT FILING FEE AND/OR WITHOUT EXECUTED INVENTOR'S DECLARATION a4 Ee,

. 1 aot B=0.
Assistant Commissioner for Patents Atty. Dkt. 3682-32 wu =S
Washington, DC 20231 | OoBc
— Date: December 10, 2002 : 5S es

ae U =
bo= bb nm =
yose i8 a requestforfiling anew PATENT APPLICATIONunder Rule 53(b) entitled:
7 USER INTERFACE
<> SS22dAt a filing fee and/or without an executed inventor's oath/declaration.
VEE gpplication is made by the below identified inventor(s). Attached hereto are the following papers:

Newly executed Declaration, [| Copy of Declaration from prior application, J Abstract
=pages of specification and claims (including 18 numbered claims), and

 

 

4 sheets of accompanying drawing/s.
{] Record the attached assignment and return to the undersigned.
[] Attached is a Powerof Attorney.
[] Priority is hereby claimed under 35 U.S.C. § 119 based on the following foreign applications:

Application Number Country Day/Month/YearFiled

, respectively, the entire content of which is hereby incorporated by referencein this application..
Ll Certified copy{ies) of foreign application(s) is/are attached.
[] Certified copy(ies) filed on in prior application no. filed
[|_Please amendthe specification by inserting the following paragraph before the first line: --This application claims

the benefit of Provisional Application No. , filed _ the entire content of which is hereby incorporated by
referencein this application.--

[] Please amendthe specification by inserting the following paragraph before thefirst line: --This application is a oO
continuation/_] division/_] continuation-in-part of Application No. , filed ; , the entire content of
which is hereby incorporated by referencein this application.-- :

[] Petition filed in prior application to extendits life to insure co-pendency.
[| Theprior application is assigned to .
[]  Itis hereby requested that the Examiner considertheart cited in the above parent application(s) by applicant and/or

the Examinerfor the reasonsstated therein.Alisting of that art is attached, but pursuant to Rule 98(d) copies are
not required.

I Applicant claims "small entity” status. [J "Small entity” statement attached. ‘
&] Please enter the attached and/or belowpreliminary amendmentprior to calculation offiling fee:

[1] Also attached:(] information Disclosure Statement; [_] Non-Publication Request; [_] Nucleotide and/or §
Amino Acid Sequence Submission; (1 Statementdeleting Inventor(s) named in prior application; (_] Other:

1. Inventor: Magnus GOERTZ Swedish
(first) MI (last) (citizenship)

Residence: (city) Stockholm (state/country) SWEDEN
Mailing Address: Engelbrektsgatan 14A, Stockholm, SWEDEN

(Zip Code) SE-114 32

2. Inventor:
(first) Ml (last) (citizenship)

Residence: (city) (state/country)  

Mailing Address: soo
(Zip Code)

[_] See attached sheet(s) for additional inventor(s) information!
Addressall future communications to NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C., 1100 North Glebe Road,8" Floor, Arlington, VA 22201.
1100 North Glebe Road, 8” Floor NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C.
Arlington, Virginia 22201-4714 By Atty: Richard G. Besha, Reg. No. 22,770 *,
Telephone: (703) 816-4000
Facsimile: (703) 816-4100RGB:ihl Signature: (etme!(doute‘4
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Patent Application of

Magnus GOERTZ Atty. Ref.: 3682-32

Serial No. Unassigned Group:

Filed: December 10, 2002 Examiner:

For: USER INTERFACE

December 10, 2002

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT 

In order to place the above-identified application in better condition for

examination, please amendthe application as follows:

IN THE CLAIMS

Please substitute the following amended claim(s) for corresponding claim(s)

previously presented. A copy of the amended claim(s) showing current revisions is

attached.

9. (Amended) Userinterface according to Claim 7, characterised in, that, a

navigation in said list is performed by moving said objectin a direction towards the top

of said list or towards the bottom ofsaid list, that the movementof said object will cause

said marking to movein the samedirection, and that the speed of the movement of said

marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object.

691139
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Serial No. Unassigned

12. (Amended) Userinterface according to Claim 1, characterised in, that an

active application, function, service or setting is moved on onc step by moving said

object from theleft of said display areato the right of said display area, and that the

active application, function, service or setting is closed or backed one step by moving

said object from the right of said display area to the left of said display area.

13. (Amended) Userinterface according to Claim 1, characterised in, that said

menu area is positioned at the bottom of said touchsensitive area, thal said representation

ofsaid first function is positionedattheleft side of said menuarea, that said

representation of said second function is positioned at the middle of said menu area, and

that said representation of said third functionis positioned at the right side of said menu

area.

14. (Amended) Userinterface according to Claim 1, characterised in, that said

user interface is adapted to a touch sensitive area witha size thatis in the orderof 2-3

inches, and that said user interface is adapted to be operated by one hand, where said

object can be a finger, such as the thumb,or a user of said computer unit.

15. (Amended) An enclosure adapted to cover a computer unit, said computer

unit being adapted to presenta user interface accordingto Claim 1, characterised in, that

691139
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said enclosure is provided with an openingfor said display area, and that a representation

of said menu area is printed on top of said enclosure.

17. (Amended) A computer readable medium, with a computer program

productstored therein, characterised in, that said computer program product comprises

computer readable code, which, when read by a computer, will makeit possible for said

computer to present a user interface according to Claim 1.

691139
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REMARKS

This Preliminary Amendmenthas been presented lo place the claims in condition

for allowance.

Attached hereto is a marked-up version of the changes madeto the specification

and claim(s) by the current amendment. The attached page(s) is captioned "Version

With Markings To Show Changes Made."

Respectfully submitted,

NIXON & VANDERHYEP.C.

By:
Richard G. Besha

Reg. No. 22,770
RGB: thl

1100 North Glebe Road, 8th Floor

Arlington, VA 22201-4714
Telephone: (703) 816-4000
Facsimile: (703) 816-4100
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Magnus GOERTZ
Serial No. Unassigned

VERSION WITH MARKINGS TO SHOW CHANGES MADE

IN THE CLAIMS

9. (Amended) Userinterface according to Claim 7 for 8], characterisedin,

that, a navigation in said list is performed by moving said objectin a direction towards

the top ofsaid list or towards the bottom ofsaidlist, that the movementof said object

will cause said marking to movein the samedirection, and that the speed of the

movementof said marking is lower than the speed of the movementofsaid object.

12. (Amended) Userinterface according to [any preceding] Claim1,

characterised in, that an active application, function, service or setting is moved on one

step by moving said object from the left of said display arcato the right of said display

area, and that the active application, function, service or setting is closed or backed one
step by moving said object from the right of said display areato the left of said display

area.

13. (Amended) Userinterface according to [any preceding] Claim1,

characterised in, that said menu area is positioned at the bottom of said touch sensitive

area, that said representationof said first function is positioned at the left side of said

menuarea,that said representation of said second function is positioned at the middle of

said menuarea, and that said representation of said third function is positioned at the

right side of said menu area.

691139
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14. (Amended) User interface according to [any preceding] Claim 1,

characterised in, that said user interface is adapted to a touch sensitive area with a size

that is in the order of 2-3 inches, andthat said user interface is adapted to be operated by

one hand, where said object can be a finger, such as the thumb,or a user of said computer

unit.

15. (Amended) An enclosure adapted to cover a computer unit, said computer

unit being adapted to presenta user interface according to [any of Claims] Claim 1 [to

14], characterised in, that said enclosure is provided with an opening for said display

area, and that a representation of said menu areais printed on top ofsaid enclosure.

17. (Amended) A computer readable medium, with a computer program

product stored therein, characterised in, that said computer program product comprises

computer readable code, which, when read by a computer, will makeit possible for said

computer to present a user interface according to [any of Claims] Claim 1 [to 14].

691139
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USER INTERFACE

Technical field

The presentinventionrelates to a user interface for a mobile handheld

computer unit, which computerunit comprises a touch sensitive area, and which
touch sensitive area is divided into a menu area and a display area.

The computer unit is adapted to run several applications simultaneously

and to present any active application on top of any other application on the display

_ area.

The present invention also relates to an enclosure for a handheld

computerunit

The presentinvention also relates to a computer readable medium. A

computer program product with computer program codeis stored within the

computer readable medium, which cade, when read by a computer,will makeit

possiblefor this computer to present a userinterface according to the invention.

Description of background art

Mobile handheld computers are known in various embodiments. One kind

of handheld computeris the personal digital assistant (PDA), which is getting more

and more powerful.

Another kind of handheld computerunit is the mobile phone, which alsois

getting more and more powerful. There are also examples of where the mobile

phone and the PDA are merging into one unit.

A third kind of handheld computeris the laptop computer, which is getting

smatler and smaller, even competing in size with the PDA's.

The need to manage more information has led the development towards

new solutions regarding user interfaces and navigation. The PDA’s and mobile

phonesare getting larger and larger in order to provide a user-friendly interface.

Since the users have gotten used to small handheld units, it is hard to

move towardslarger units. This has led to foldable keyboards, different kindsif joy
sticks and different kinds of touch sensitive displays and pads intended to help in

providing a userinterface that is suitable for small handheld compute units.
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Summary of the present invention

Technical problems

It is a problem to provide a user-friendly interface that is adapted to handle

5 large amount ofinformation and different kinds oftraditional computer-related

applications on a small handheld computer unit.

It is a problem to provide a userinterface that is simple to use, even for

inexperienced users of computers or handheld devices.

It is a problem to provide a small handheld computer unit with an easily

10 accessible text input function.

It is also a problem to provide a simple way to make the most commonly

used functions for navigation and management available in the environment of a

small handheld computerunit.

15 Solution

Taking these problemsinto consideration, and with the staring point froma

userinterface for a mobile handheld computer unit, which computer unit comprises

a touch sensitive area, which touch sensitive area is divided into a menu area and

a display area, which computer unit is adapted to run several applications

20 simultaneously and to present an active application on top of any other application

on the display area, the present invention teaches that the menu area is adapted

to present a representation of a first, a second and a third predefined function,

wherethefirst function is a general application dependent function, the second

function is a keyboard function, and the third function is a task and file manager.

25 The presentinvention also teaches that any one of these three functions can be

activated whenthe touch sensitive area detects a movementof an objectwith its

starting point within the representation of the function on the menu area and with a

direction from the menu area to the display area.

With the purposeof providing a simple way of managing any application or

30 =the operations system, the present invention teachesthatif the first function is

activated, the display area is adapted to display icons representing services or

settings, depending on the current active application. One of the icons always

represents a "help"-service, regardless of application. The icons are adapted to

represent services or settings of the operations system of said computer unit, such
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as backgroundpicture, clock, users, help,etc. if no application is currently active

on the computerunit.

Selections of preferred service or setting is done by tapping on

corresponding icon.

With the purpose of providing the accessto a text input function in any

application in the computer unit, the present invention teaches that when the

secondfunction is activated, the display area is adapted to display a keyboard and

a text field,

If a text passage in an active application is highlighted, then this text

passageis displayedin the text field for editing through the keyboard and that the

highlighted text passage is replaced by the edited text passage when the second

function is deactivated.

If no text passagein an active application is highlighted, then the text field

is available for inputting and editing of text through the keyboard.

In the caseofthe latter the first function can be activated, or the second

function can be closed, in which a choice of saving or deleting the inputted text is

given. The choice of saving the inputted text results in an activation ofthefirst

function. In this case thefirst function will present services or settings available for

the inputted text, such as saving the inputted text for later use, using the inputted

text as telephone numberin a telephone application, or sending the inputted text

as message in communications application.

In order to provide a task and file managementin a userinterface for a

handheld mobile computer, the present invention teachesthat, if the third function

is activated, the display area is adapted to displayalist with a library of available

applications and files on the computerunit A selection of an application will start

the application, and a selection ofa file will open the file in an application intended
for the file.

A selection of an application ora file is done by moving the object so that

the representation of desired applicationorfile is highlighted, removing the object

from the touch sensitive area, and then tapping on the touch sensitive area.

According to the present invention a navigation in the list is performed by

moving the objectin a direction towards the top of the list or towards the bottom of

the list. This will cause the marking to move in the same direction. The speed of
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the movementof the marking is lower than the speed of the movementof the

object, with the purpose of making the navigation easier.

The userinterface of the present invention is specifically adapted to be

used with a small computer unit where the size of the touch sensitive area is in the

order of 2-3 inches, The userinterface is also adapted to be operated by one

hand, where the object can be a finger, such as the thumb,of a userof the

computerunit.

Advantages

Those advantages that can be primarily associated with a userinterface or

a computer readable medium according to the present invention reside in the

ability to establish a user-friendly interface for small handheld computers, both

regarding general application set-up functions, text input functions, and file and

task management.

Brief description of the drawings

The present invention will now be described in more detail with reference

to the accompanying drawings,in which

Figure 1 is aschematic and highly simplified view of a touch sensitive

area on a mobile handheld computerunit;

Figure 2. is a schematic side view illustrating the activation of a function;

Figure 3 is a schematicillustration of a first function;

Figure 4 is a schematic side viewillustrating the selection of a service or

setting represented by an icon,

Figure 5 is a schematic illustration of a second function;

Figure 6 is a schematic side viewillustrating the selection of a third

function;

Figure 7 is a schematicillustration of an application orfile;

Figure 8 is a schematic illustration on how navigation is performed;

Figure 9 is a schematicillustration of how the content of the display are

is changed;

Figure 10 is a schematic side view further illustrating how navigation Is
performed:

Figure 11 is a schematic illustration of moving forwards in an application;
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Figure 12 is a schematicillustration of moving backwardsin, or clasing,
an application;

Figure 13 is a schematicillustration of an enclosure

Description of embodimentsat present preferred
5 Figure 1 illustrates a user interface for a mobile handheld computerunit.

The user interface according to the presentinvention is specifically adapted to

computerunits comprising a touch sensitive area 1, whichis divided into a menu

area 2 and a display area 3. It should be understood that there are several

different kinds of known touchsensitive displays and that the present invention

10 does not depend on whatkind of touch sensitive display that is used in relation to

the inventive userinterface.

The computerunit is adapted to run several applications simultaneously

and to present an active application on top of any other application on the display

area 3. It should be understood that by simultaneously it is meant any technology

15 that will make it appear to a user of the computerunit that applications are run

simultaneously and that the present invention does not depend on howthisis

realised, whetherit is through time-sharing of one processor, parallel use of

several processors, or any other technique.

According to the present invention the menu area 2 is adapted to present

20 arepresentation ofa first 21, a second 22 and a third 23 predefined function.

Thefirst function 21 is a general application dependentfunction, the

second function 22 is a keyboard function, and the third function 23 is a task and

file manager.

Figure 2 showsthat any oneof these three functions 21, 22, 23 can be

25 activated whenthe touch sensitive area 1 detects a movement of an object 4 with

its starting point A within the representation of a function on the menu area 2 and

with a direction B from the menu area 2 to the display area 3.

Figure 3 showsthatif the first function 21 is activated, then the display

area 3 is adapted to display icons 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216 representing

30s services or functions depending on the current active application. One of the icons,

in the figure exemplified by icon 211, always represents a “help"-service,

regardless of application. Any key that, because of lack of space on the display

area, or because the key should be hidden from the active application, or because
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of any other reasonis not shown on the display area of an active application, can
be represented by one of the icons 212, 213, 214, 215, 216 that is shown when
the first function 21 is activated.

If for instance the active application handles a picture, then the icons that

5 are shown whenthefirst function is activated can be services such as “save to

disk", "send as SMS", or "delete” and they can be settings such as "resolution",
“colour”, or "brightness"

if no application is currently active on the computerunit, then the icons

211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216 are adapted to represent servicesorsettings of the

10 operations system of the computer unit, such as backgroundpicture, clock, alarm

215, users 213, help 211, etc. ;

Figure 4 showsthat selection of a preferred service orsetting is done by

tapping C, D on corresponding icon 213.

Figure 5 showsthatif the second function 22 is activated, then the display

1s area 3 is adapted to display a keyboard 221 and a textfield 222.

Twodifferent scenarios can be at hand whenthis function key is

activated. A first scenario can be that a text passagein the active application is

highlighted as the second function is activated. {f this is the case then the

highlighted text passageis displayedin the text field 222 for editing through the

20 keyboard 221.

The highlighted text passage is replaced by the edited text passage when
the second function 21 is deactivated.

A second scenario can be that no text passagein the active application is

highlighted. If this is the case then the text field 222 is available for inputting and

25 editing of text through the keyboard 221.

In the case of the latter scenario, the first function 21 can be activated, or

the secondfunction 22 can be closed. If the second function 22 is closed then a

choice of saving or deleting the inputted text is given, where the choice of saving

the inputted text results in an activation ofthefirst function 21.

30 Asthefirst function 21 is activated with the second function 22 as currently

active application the first function 21 will present services or settings available for

the inputted text, such as saving the inputted text for later use, using the inputted

text as telephone numberin a telephone application, or sending the inputted text

as message in communications application, such as e-mail, SMS,or fax.
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Figure 6 showsthatif the third function 23 is activated, then the display

area 3 is adapted to display a list 231 with a library of available applications and

files on the computerunit.

A selection of an application will start the application, and a selection of a

file will open the file in an application intendedforthe file. The nameof a selected

file can be edited by activation of the second function 22 asthefile is highlighted.

Figure 7 showsthat a selection of an application ora file is done by

moving E the object 4 so that the representation of desired application orfile is

highlighted, removing F the object 4 from the touch sensitive area 1, and then

tapping G, H on the touch sensitive area 1.

An application orfile is highlighted by placing somekind of marking 232 on

the representation of the application orfile. This marking can be donein different

ways, for example by putting a frame around the representation of the application

_ oF file, as shownin the figure, or by inverting the representation of the application
orfile.

It should b understoodthat all fists in the computer unit, such asa list of

contact information in an address book,a list of e-mail messages in a mailbox, or

a telephone log, can be managed in the above described manner.

Thelist 231 can be adapted to presentonlyfiles or only applications. In

this case, the top area ofthe list 231 can presenta field 233 through which the

contentif the list 231 can be altered.If the list only presentsfiles, then the field 233

can display a representation of a task manager and a selection ofthe field 233 will

causethelist 231 to alter to present only applications, andif the list 231 only

presents applications, then the field 233 displays a representation ofa file

manager and a selection of the field 233 will cause the list 231 to alter and present

onlyfiles.

Figure 8 showsthat navigationin thelist is performed by moving the

object 4 in a direction | towards the top 231a ofthelist 231 or towards J the bottom

231b of the list 231. This movementI, J of the object 4 will cause the marking 232

to move K, L in the same direction. The speed of the movementK, L of the

marking 232 is lower than the speed of the movement|, J of the object 4.

Figure 9 showsthatif the numberof applications and/orfiles in the list 231

exceeds the numberof applications and/orfiles that can be presented on the

display area 3, and if the object 4 is moved to the top or bottom position of the
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display area, thenlifted, replaced on the display area, and then again movedto
the top or bottom of the display area, then the content of the display area will be

replaced one whole page, meaning thatif the object 4 is positioned N at the
bottom 3b of the display area 3, then lifted, replaced on the display area 3, and

5 then again movedMto the bottom 3bof the display area 3, then the content 31 of

the display area 3 will be replaced P by the following applications and/orfiles 32 in

the list 231. In the same way, but not shownin the figure, if the objectis position at

the top of the display area, then lifted, replaced on the display area 3, and then
again movedto the top of the display area, the contentof the display area will be

10 teplaced by the preceding applications and/orfiles in thelist.

Figure 10 showsthatif the object 4 is removed Q from a first position 33

on the display area 3 and then replaced R, S on a second position 34 on the

display area 3, then the navigation can be continued T from the second position
34.

15 Figure 11 showsthat moving U the object 4 from theleft of the display

area 3 to the right of the display area 3 movesthe active application, function,

service or setting on one step forwards. Figure 12 showsthat, in a similar manner,

the active application, function, service or setting is closed or backed one step by

moving V the object 4 fram the right of the display area 3 to the left of the display
20 «area 3.

As shownin figure 1, the menu area 2 is positioned at the bottom of the

touch sensitive area 1. The representation ofthe first function 21 is positioned at

the left side of the menu area 2, the representation of the second function 22 is

positioned at the middle of the menu area 2, and the representation of the third

25 function 23 is positioned at the right side of the menu area 2.

As shownin figure 13, the present invention relates to a userinterface for

a hand held mobile unit that preferably can be manageable with one hand. Hence

the present invention teaches that the user interface is adapted to a touch

sensitive area 1 with a size that is in the order of 2-3 inches, meaning the diagonal

30©distance W between two corners of the touch sensitive area 1.

The userinterface is adapted to be operated by one hand, where the

object 4 can be a finger, such as the thumb shownin the figures, of a user of the

computerunit. It should be understood though that the present invention might

also be used with another object, such as a pen or other pointing device.
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According to one preferred embodimentof the present invention the
computerunit is covered with an enclosure 5, which is provided with an opening
51 for the display area 3, and wherethe representations of the menu area 2 is

printed on top of the enclosure 5. It should be understood that the opening 51
5 might be a transparentpart of the enclosure 5 or that it might be an open aperture

depending on amongotherthings technical considerations pertaining to the touch
sensitive area 1.

This makesit possible to allow the enclosure 5 to be removable and

exchangeable.

10 Figure 14 shows a computer readable medium, in the figure schematically
shownas a solid-state memory 61. A computer program productis stored within

the computer readable medium. This computer program product comprises

computer readable code 62, which, when read by a computer6, will makeit

possible for the computer6 to present a userinterface according to the present
is invention.

The presentinvention also teaches that the computer program productis

adapted to function as a shell upon an operations system.

It will be understood that the invention is not restricted to the

aforedescribed andillustrated exemplifying embodiments thereof, and that these

20 embodiments can be modified within the scope of the inventive conceptillustrated

in the accompanying Claims.
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CLAIMS

1. Userinterface for a mobile handheld computer unit, where said computer

unit comprises a touch sensitive area, which touch sensitive area is divided into a

menu area and a display area, where said computer unit is adapted to run several

applications simultaneously, and to present an active application on top of any

other application on said display area, characterised in, that said menuareais

adapted to present a representation of a first, a second and a third predefined

function, that said first function is a general application dependentfunction, that

said secondfunction is a keyboard function, that said third function is a task and

file manager, and that any oneof said three functions can be activated when said

touch sensitive area detects a movement of an object with its starting point within

the representation of said function on said menu area and with a direction from

said menu area to said display area.

2. Userinterface according to Claim1, characterised in, that, if said first

function is activated, said display area is adapted to display icons representing

different services or settings depending on the current active application, that one

of said icons always represents a "help’-service, regardless of application, and
that, if no application is currently active on said computerunit, said icons are

adapted to represent servicesor settings of the operations system of said

computerunit, such as backgroundpicture, clock, users, help, etc.

3. Userinterface according to Claim 2, characterised in, that that a selection

of a preferred service or setting is done tapping on correspandingicon.

4. Userinterface according to Claim 1, characterisedin, that, if said second

functionis activated, said display area is adapted to display a keyboard and a text

field,

- that, if a text passagein said active application is highlighted, said text passage

is displayed in said text field for editing through said keyboard and that said

highlighted text passage is replaced by said edited text passage when said

secondfunction is deactivated, and
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- that, if no text passagein said active applicationis highlighted, said text field is
available for inputting and editing of text through said keyboard.

5. Userinterface according to Claim 4, characterised in, thatif no text

5 passagein said active application is highlighted, and said text field is used for
inputting and editing of text through said keyboard, then

- said first function can be activated, or

- said second function can be closed, in which a choice of saving or deleting said

inputted text is given, where the choice of saving said inputted text results in an

10 activation of said first function,

in which said first function will present services or settings available for said

inputted text, such as saving said inputted text for later use, using said inputted

text as telephone numberin a telephone application, or sending said inputted text

as message in communications application.

6. Userinterface according to Claim 1, characterisedin, that, if said third

function is activated, said display area is adapted to display a list with a library of

available applications and files on said computerunit, that a selection of an

application will start said application, and that a selection of a file will open said file

20 in an application intendedfor said file.

7. Userinterface according to Claim 6, characterised in, that a selection of

an application or a file is done by moving said object so that the representation of

desired application orfile is highlighted, removing said object from said touch

25 sensitive area, and then tapping on said touch sensitive area, and that an

application orfile is highlighted by placing some kind of marking on the

representation of said application orfile, such as positioning a frame around the

representation of said application orfile or inverting the representation of said

application orfile.
30

8. Userinterface according to Claim 7, characterised in, that saidlistis

adapted to present only said files or only said applications, that the top area of

said \ist presents a field through which the contentif said list can be altered, that,if

said list only presentsfiles, said field displays a representation of a task manager
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and a selection of said field will cause saidlist to alter to present only applications,

andthat, if said list only presents applications, said field displays a representation

of a file manager and a selection of said field will cause said list to alter and

presentonlyfiles.

9. Userinterface according to Claim 7 or 8, characterisedin, that, a

navigation in said list is performed by moving said object in a direction towards the

top of said fist or towards the battom of said list, that the movementof said object

will cause said marking to movein the samedirection, and that the speed of the

movementof said marking is lower than the speed of the movementof said object.

10. Userinterface according to Claim 9, characterisedin, that, if the number

of applications and/or files in said list exceeds the numberof applications andfiles

that can be presented onsaid display area, and if said object is movedto the top

or bottom position of said display area, thenlifted, replaced on said display area,

and again movedto the top or bottom of said display area, the content of said

display area will be replaced one whole page, meaning thatif said objectis

position at the bottom of said display area, then lifted, replaced on said display

area, and then again movedto the bottom of said display area, the content of said

display area will be replaced bythe following applications and/orfiles in said list,

and if said object is position at the top of said display area, thenlifted, replaced on

said display area, and then again movedto the top of said display area, the

content of said display area will be replaced by the preceding applications and/or
files in saidlist.

11. Userinterface according to Claim 10, characterisedin, that if said object

is removedfromafirst position on said display area and then replaced on a

second position on said display area, said navigation can be continued from said

second position.

12. Userinterface according to any preceding Claim, characterisedin, that

an active application, function, service or setting is moved on one step by moving
said object from the left of said display area to the right of said display area, and

that the active application, function service or setting is closed or backed one step
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by moving said objectfrom the right of said display areato the left of said display
area.

13. Userinterface according to any preceding Claim, characterised in, that

said menuareais positioned at the bottom of said touch sensitive area, that said

representation of said first function is positioned at the left side of said menu area,

that said representation of said second function is positioned at the middle of said

menu area, andthat said representation of said third function is positioned at the

right side of said menu area.

14. Userinterface according to any preceding Claim, characterisedin, that

said userinterface is adapted to a touch sensitive area with a size thatis in the

order of 2-3 inches, and that said user interface is adapted to be operated by one

hand, where said object can be a finger, such as the thumb, of a user of said

computerunit.

15. An enclosure adapted ta caver a computer unit, said computer unit being

adapted to present a userinterface according to any of Claims 1 to 14,

characterised in, that said enclosure is provided with an opening for said display

area, and that a representation of said menu area is printed on top of said
enclosure.

16. Enclosure according to Claim 15, charactarisedin, that said enclosureis

removable and exchangeable.

17. A computer readable medium, with a computer program product stored

therein, characterisedin, that said computer program product comprises

computer readable code, which, when read by a computer,will makeit possible for

said computerto presenta userinterface according to anyof Claims 1 to 14.

18. A computer readable medium according to Claim 17, characterised in,

that said computer program productis adapted to function as a shell upon an
operations system.
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ABSTRACT

The present invention relates to a user interface for a mobile handheld

computer unit, which computer unit comprises a touch sensitive area (1), whichis

divided into a menuarea (2) and a display area (3). The computerunit is adapted

to run several applications simultaneously and to present an active application on

top of any other application on the display area (3). The menu area (2) is adapted

to present a representation ofa first (21), a second (22) and a third predefined (23)

function. Thefirst function (21) is a general application dependentfunction, the

second function (22) is a keyboard function, and the third function (23) is a task

andfile manager. Any one of these three functions can be activated when the

touch sensitive area (1) detects a movementof an object with its starting point

within the representation of the function on the menu area (2) and with a direction

from the menu area (2) to the display area (3).

(Fig. 1)
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